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CHAPTER I
INTBODUCTION
The ten years from 1933 to 1943 have provided our generation with
an unprecedented phenomenon t the utter shrinkage of a seemingly morbid
economy which, under the impact of war, recovers its inherent power,
thus tripling the nominal nationsd income and at least doubling its
physical output* Although less accentuated ups and downs of economic
activities have become a familiar fact in our existing system, the ina-
bility of the established economic machinery to secure high production
was never before so immediately and conspicuously contrasted vfith a com-
pletely reversed picture once the rules of "normal" procedure were rele-
gated to second place.
The recent experience has thus einphasized the all impojrtant role
that wars may play in stimulating economic prosperity. Since we have
become accustomed to associate the thought of war in the first instance
with destruction and scarcity of economio goods, this proposition
appears more or less paradoxical at first glance. But against the back-
ground of the preceding period of huge unen^loyment the war has contrib-
uted the necessary outlet for our idle resourees and has acquired a
meaning different from the classical inteirprotation given about one
hundred years ago by John Stuart Mill. Mill had pointed out that the
destruction of war, by creating a great and sudden replacement demand,
necessitated greater future output, and thus the material wounds actual-

2ly wer9 healed much faster than usually was anticipated*^
In the present war and the particular situation of this country,
replacement demand, however, is not the most impox*tant economic reper-
cussion; much more significant is the fact that war has provided a huge
machinery for creating incomes and thus, at least for the time being,
has helped overcome "the serious difficulty Trtiich the modem industrial
system encounters in the effort to maintain purchasing power". • 2
Ylhile the prospects for a higher and rather well maintained demand level
are thus improved for the post-war period, it is obvious that we should
not atten^t to "remedy the lack of avenues through which credit may be
put directly into the hands of consume irs "2 by resorting to wsir whenever
demand becomes insufficient*
The preoccupation of economists with this problem of inadequate
demand greatly increased during the thirties, when it became a peuramount
and most controversied issue. Out of the many atten^ts at solution
emerged John Maynard Keynes » contribution as most conspicuous, most de-
bated but also most successful in influencing actual economic policy,
particularly that of the United States. The most important part of
Keynes* attack on the present adequacy of "classical"^ doctrine is his
1 John Stuart Mill, Principles of Political Economy with Some of
their Applications to Sooi al^Philoso'phy, (London t Longman St Green,
People's edition, 1895), p. 47
.
Norton Ss Co., 1938), p. 156*
A* H. Hansen, Full Recovery or Stagnation, (New Yorki W. YT.

3denial that, under preTailing conditions, recovery from a protracted de-
pression can be achieved by the business community alone without the aid
of large-scale public spending through the goverrunent.
It is the validity of this denial which the present study attempts
to challenge. This challenge will not be done by entering into a systenn
atic critical treatment of the Keynesian analysis, which on the i^rtiole
and on the basis of its imderlying assvimptions appears as a well rounded
and quite defendable argument. Its defects seem to lie more in certain
tacit assun^ions, errors in en^hasis, and omissions the importance of
"wrtiich will more clearly be thrown into relief by an entirely independent
approach than by employing Keynes' own theoretical edifice. The present
writer does not believe in the feasibility of any "general" theory such
as Keynes claims to have formulated. If economic theory is the formula-
tion of the rules that pertain to the economic phenomena, then any
generally valid theory must assvune that these rules cannot change. This
assumption is incompatible with the view presented here that economic
rules are the expression of constantly changing relations between man
and the changing institutions which he devises in his imceasing atten^ts
towards economic betterment.
It is therefore only natural that the present atteii5)t to throw
light on the problem of deficient demand and to contrtbute to its solu-
tion rests on a dynamic approach. Thus the problem is taken out of the
sphere of a dogmatic and purely theoretical reasoning, and turned into
one of a more technical and practical character. Within such a setting
the principal task is to find a proper and suitable way in uriiich those

4structural changes that are responsible for the lack of demand can be
counteracted*
The central idea which this study presents does not have its
origin in the experience of either the great depression or the present
war, but goes back to phenomena that were observable in the Germany of
the late twenties* On the ba^is of a dynamic approach the conclusion
was almost inevitable that the speed of technological progress as it
showed itself at work in the swift "rationalization"^ of German industry
was inherently at variance with the rise of effective demand from con-
sumers as well as producers* Since many facts pointed to an early
relative exhaustion of further opportxanities in the expansion of the
greatly improved capital goods sector, the achievement of greater elas-
ticity in the effective demand of consumers appeared to be of pivotal
importance* Once the assumption was made that there was an actual lack
of investment opportunities, the traditional concept
,^ by which the crea-
tion of income is linked to, and dependent upon, the productive process,
lost much of its validity and necessarily had to give way to a modified
concept* The atten^t to clear the way for a recognition of such a
changed concept, which would introduce the necessary dynamic elasticity
into the relation between income and production, needs hardly any justi-
fication in view of the vital importance of any instrument that might
* This term was used to designate the process of rebuilding the
industries after war and inflation along the pirinciples of scientific
management and technological efficiency*

5contribute to a solution of so pressing a problem.
5
The treatment of the subject matter starts with a review of the
dynamic approach in economic thought. Its purpose is to show the rather
slowly proceeding and varying attempts to incorporate the dynamic con-
cept into economic theory, and the limited scope of its application.
Within classical doctrine, it is first clearly conceived by John Stuart
Mill, and then enlarged and made into a constituent part of his general
theory by J. B. Clarkj in other doctrines it emerges mainly as the re-
sult of evolutionary philosophical influences; on one side it is repre-
sented by the conspicuous effort of Marx and, on the other, by the
contributions of the German Historical School as well as of the
Americans Patten, Veblen and Schuiq>eter. Finally, it has achieved ex-
clusive dominance in the field of business cycle theory where, however,
it is restricted to the consideration of the dynamics operating in the
short period; this latter field is therefore also briefly reviewed.
The third chapter is devoted to a clarification of the dynamic
concept by treating some major aspects of dynamic economics. This leads
first into an investigation of what constitutes the essential elements
in "secular" dynamics, which term is used to designate the dynamic
forces that underlie economic development as such with no regard to
° Since the specific conditions of Germany did not provide a very
advantageous basis for the practical application of a policy based on
the concept of dynamic income, no attempt was made to get this recogni-
tion; the first publication did not materialize before 1943, when an
article on "Self-Liquidating Wages", appearing in Social Research
,
(Vol.
10, No. 3), outlined a practical scheme based on tkis concept*

6changes in time or circumstances, Mthin the emerging pattern of secu-
lar dynamic elements, the concepts of "genuine surplus" and of "economic
distribution" occupy the most important positions. The former is con-
ceptually related in a direct way to the process of production and con-
fiatn^tion and not, as the usual connotation of the term implies, to
aspects of distribution and cost; the latter is contrasted with "social"
distribution in the sense that both are mutually exclusive on low levels
of development but gradually become interdependent. The subsequent dis-
cussion of the dynamics of capitalistic distribution deals with the
actual limitations that a purely economic distribution faces under con-
ditions of our present money economy when outlets for available savings
are opening up at a slower rate than is coii5)atible with the existing
material resources vAiich are available for employment. The actual limi-
tations which seem to exist in one particular sector of this outlet are
then treated in greater detail in the discussion of capitalistic invest-
ment. From it results a pattern of different types and levels of
productive expansion, demeoid, and innovations T^ich are supposed to
clarify and to back up the contention that under certain conditions of
even great technological pirogress sufficient "opportunities" for invest-
ment may be lacking.
This contention forms the very basis of the Theory of Autonomous
Income "niiich is expounded in the next chapter. If the lack of invest-
ment opporttmities, and not merely such maladjustments as a depression
automatically cures, are considered as a specific cause of depression,
then it becomes clear why the one finds its way back to genuine recovery

7while the other becomes protracted, and urtiy stimuli towards recovery re-
main absent. This basic heterogeneity shoiild be distinguished by
different and pertinent terms in spite of the fact that both show great
superficial similarity in their main phenomena. Instead of the terms
"undereraployment-equilibriiam" and "secular stagnation" which have been
widely accepted by adherents to the doctrines of Keynes and Hansen but
fail to refer to the basic difference in causation, the term "economic
decentration" is introduoedi its meaning is clarified and an investiga-
tion made into its specific aspects* This is followed by a treatment of
the concept of "autonomous income" which shows that, in a period of
decentration, the dependence of income on preceding production must be
abolished in favor of making income an autonomous category on which the
activation of new production can be based. The technical difficulties
Ti^oh make it in^ossible to create autonomous income merely be raising
incomes nominally are expounded and thus the way paved for a discussion
of the "self-liquidating wages" which are the particular means proposed
to achieve the ends sought.
Chapter V treats the major relevant aspects of the present theory
in order to clarify its relation to other economic doctrines and to the
basic elements of general economic theory. In particular, the overpro-
duction controversy is traced through mercantilist, classical, and
under-consumptionist doctrines; in this connection it is shown to what
degree Maithus* evaluation of the actual trends anticipated the position
of Keynes, 6 and that also John Stuart Mill, at least in one seemingly not
Keynes has acknowledged this in his General Theory (cont. p. 8)

8much observed passage, touched right upon the core of Keynesian doctrine.
The second sub-chapter attempts to demonstrate the fact that the present
theory is compatible with the basic tenets of classical as well as Key-
nesian and Marxian doctrine. From the classical viewpoint it restores
the threatened automatism of a system based on the concept of "laisser
faire" and competitive free enterprise; it fits perfectly into the Key-
nesian analysis, only projecting its conclusions farther into aspects
which Keynes has neglected to treat; with regard to Marxian doctrine the
point is made that there is an inherent discrepancy between the basis of
Marx* approach, which rested on his concept of dialectic materialism,
and the conclusions drawn in his economic analysis, and that the present
theory is fully in line with the basic dialectic assumptions of Marx,
The next step in the treatment reviews the relation of the
present approach to the general phenomena of consumption, production,
demand and supply, and distribution. The effects of the suggested
scheme are appraised within each field, and are traced to the various
social groups of the community. Related subjects are taken up as the
opportunity arises. Among them are: a discussion of the greatly mis-
leading aiabiguity contained in the doctrine of "laisser faire" insofar
as it relates without proper distinction to two mutually exclusive con-
(cent, from p. 7) as well as in axi essay on Malthus contained in
his Essays of Biography
,
(London: Macmillan and Co., 1933); in the former
(p. 32) he says: "Malthus, indeed, had vehemently opposed Ricardo's doc-
trine that it was .impossible for effective demand to be deficient; but
vainly. For, since Malthus was unable to explain clearly .... how and
why effective demand could be deficient or excessive, he failed to fur-
nish an alternative construction; and Ricardo conquered England as com-
pletely as the Holy Inquisition conquered Spain",

9cepts, namely the "freedom of competition" and the "freedom of enter-
prise", which latter tends towards achieving freedom from competition;
an examination and refutation of the contention that "primary" and
"secondary" employment have different effects on investment, as has been
maintained by some prominent authors; a treatment of the relation between
individual and public wants; comments upon the mitigating influence which
the suggested scheme would exercise on the intensity of the business
cycle apart from its main objective of terminating a protracted depres-
sion; a detailed treatment of the modifications that might be expected
as a result of prevailing conditions of imperfect or monopolistic compe-
tition.
The practical implications of the proposed scheme, its problems
and effects of application are treated in the next chapter. The differ-
ent ways are discussed in which the administrative problem may be solved,
with the result that the initiation of the scheme and its self-adminis-
tration through the business community is considered most satisfactory;
governmental action, through passage of a federal law, would remain as a
distinctly inferior alternative in view of the possibility that the law
might be invalidated by the Supreme Court, and that it would be based on
the principle of compulsion instead of that of voluntary cooperation.
The most conspicuous problems which will have to be faced by the admin-
istrative body are discussed. Finally, a tentative scheme is built upon
the actual conditions as they prevailed in the depression year 1932; it
shows, in roughly correct niimerical values, the development of national
income and of the effects on the general economic structure which, under
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certain reasonable assumptions, could have been achieved through the
scheme; this quantitative analysis is based on the assumption of con-
stant anticipations of entrepreneurs and a corresponding velocity of
money circulation which follows the concepts and procedure recently de-
veloped by J. W. Angell;*^ a set of statistical tables explains this part
of the argument in its main details*
See footnote on p. 28.

CHAPTER II
THE DYNAMIC APPROACH IN ECONOMIC THOUGHT
Eoononio thought, from the early manifestations of the Greek
philosophers to the varied concepts of mercantilist and oameralistio
doctrine, had mainly been in the nature of reflections prompted by the
desire to reconcile economic conditions with the given political and
spiritued environment* Ajs economic matters, dixring the second half of
the eighteenth century, took on a decidedly more complex character,
systematic analytical inquiry fovmd its way into the writings of the
I%ysioorats and, not much later, into Adam Smith's ooa^rehensive work*
The greater ooiiq>lexity was the result of an extended realm of
ob6ez*vation and of a pace of changes fast enough to be noticed with
irritation by any shrewd obsexnrer* It was a situation sindlar to that
which not long ago had started to confront the sciences when the human
ndnd and intellect had become keen enough to suspect their underlying
complexities* In both cases the first step was devoted to the attempt
to get a clearer insight into the basic and xanchanging relations gover-
ning the laws, by some process of simplification* The pxirposive statio
mode of inquiry results and substitutes the hypotheses of an arrested
state of affairs for the unwieldy coii5)lexities of reality, proving to be
more amenable to the immediate tasks* The basis of this static approach
however, was closely linked to the emergence of the thoroughly dynamic
concept of social evolution, as it had emanated within the two centuries
from the middle of the seventeenth to the middle of the nineteenth cen-
tury from men like Hobbes, Locke, Hume, Turgot, Montesquieu, Conite, and
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Spenoer* In the teleologioal versions of early evolutionary doctrine
,
the idea of "eternal" or "natural" laws played an eminent role, and thus
led to the belief that discovery end recognition of these fundamental
laws should be the main objective of scientific inquiry* Once estab-
lished in the realm of economics, the static procedure was recognized as
the scientific standard for more than a hundred years* By that time, it
was only natural that the processes of change, continuously increasing
in pace, created an opportunity for individual observers to realise and
emphasise the shoirboomlngs of the static results and to set out for a
purposive dynamic approach bent on including the phenomena of change and
progress in the investigation*
The dynamic approeush has developed along three main lines t as an
extension of static inquiry, as historical analysis, and as evolutionary
investigation* A review of its course and achievements may well follow
this line of demarcation*
(1) Dyfaamic Traits in Claissioal and Neo-Classical Thought.
A marked difference exists in the degree to which the classical
founders of modem economics have recognized the existence of dynamic
aspects* Adam Smith reveals them even in the wording of the title of
his main work when he calls it "an inquiry into the nature and the causes
of the wealth of nations •** Besides, he makes frequent references to
matters of change and development, especially in the introductory "Out-
line of the Work", when he lists as the subject matter of the different
books "the causes of * * * iii^)rovement in the productive power of labor",
"the manner in which • • [the capital stock[ is gradually accumulated".
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"the oircuzDstanoes whioh seem to have introduced and established various
economio policies", and "the effects whioh • • • (the various theoriesj
have produced in different ages and nations"*-^ Also, the broad treat*
aent of the division of labor in the first three chapters is full of
dynamic aspects, and headings of other chapters like "The Origin and Use
of Money" and "Of the Different Progress of Opulence in Different Na-
tions" reveal his keen interest in dynamic historical perspectives*
Hlhile thus the way was more or less open for his successors to
combine the treatment of static and dynamic aspects. Say in Prance, and
Ricardo in England, bar intentionally all dynamic traits from their
works* Ricardo enters into an outright controversy with Maithus on this
subject, thus clearly defining the narrowed scope of his static inquiry
against Malthus* more comprehensive intentions*^
In coii^)aring the attitudes of the three great Englishmen, as it
is reflected in their acceptance or refusal of the dynamic point of view,
one may well say that Adam Smith anticipated and confidently accepted
the challenge of future change and progress when he prepared his economic
analysis in 1775* Malthus, looking back to what seemed a better past to
I
'
Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature end Causes of the Wealth
of Nations (London j Routledge & Sons, 1893 ), pp* 2,3*
^"Political EcononQT you think is an inquiry into the nature aind
causes of wealth; I think it should be rather called an inquiry into the
laws which determine the division of the produce amongst the classes who
concur in its formation* No law can be laid down respecting propox*tion8
*
Every day I am more convinced that the former inquiry is in vain and the
latter only the true object of the science"* (Letters of Ricardo to
Malthus, ed. by Jamss Bonar, Oxford, 1887,), p* 175*.
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him forty years later, was greatly disturbed by the realization of the
discrepancies i^ioh present tendencies made visible to his keen eyes;
their intact on him is clearly revealed in the formulation of his "Law
of Population", a tnily dynamic and correspondingly controversial con-
cept of economic growth* But Ricardo, "a man whose connection with the
world was so slight that he found no difficulty in making the world cor-
respond to his ideal, "3 actually ignored the dynamic forces of change;
and it was his exanqple that mainly prevailed among economists of the
nineteenth century.
Another thirty years elapse before John Stuart Mill, although ba-
sically not swerving from the now well prepared path, gives a most clear-
ly conceived description of the role which dynamic inquiry might serve
as a concomitant of static investigation* Book 17 of his main treatise,
Tdiich bears the heading "Influence of the Progress of Society on Produc-
tion and Distribution", contains the following remarks:
The three preceding parts include as detailed a view as the
limits of this treatise pennit, of what, by a happy generalization
of a mathematical phrase, has been called the Statics of the subject*
• . . We have still to consider the economical condition of mankind
as liable to change • • • • We have to consider what these changes
are, irtiat are the laws, and what their ultimate tendencies; thereby
adding a theoxy of motion to our theory of equilibrium - the Dynamics
of political econony to the Statics .4
The execution of this design, however, falls somewhat short of the expec-
3 Simon N* Patten, "Malthus and Ricardo," Essays in Economic
Theory
,
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1924), p. 29»
4 John Stuart Mill, Principles of Political Economy Tfith Some of
their Applications to SociaI~Philosophy
,
(London: Longman, Green, 1895J,
p* 421*
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tatlons raised by the preceding outline of the assignment, and limits
itself to a discussion of the effects -which growth of population, growth
of capital, and an improvement in the arts of production have on price
formation and on distribution*
In Alfired Marshall's work no particular treatment is accorded to
economic dynamics* But his awareness of the underlying iiq>ortance of
dynamic aspects is well revealed in the preface to the eighth edition,
published in 1920* There he says:
• • • the predominant attention paid in the present volume to the
normal conditions of life in the modem age, has suggested the notion
that its central idea is "statical" rather than "dynamical". But in
fact it is concerned throughout with the forces that cause movement;
and its key-note is that of dynamics, rather than statics*^
He continues to explain that "the forces to be dealth with are however so
numerous that it is best to take a few at a time"; for this reason it
seems to him more practiced to assume at first hypothetically static con-
ditions, then to admit certain changes thus gradually enlarging "the
area of the dynamical problem," and to observe "the dynamical principle
of 'Substitution* at work*" And he concludes this defense of his dynamic
aspects with the remark that "the central idea of economics, even when
its Foundations alone are under discussion, must be that of living force
and movement ."6
This interpretation of his own work, however, does not change the
fact that Marshall's treatment mainly clings to the static mode of in-
5 Alfred Marshedl, Principles of Economics
,
(London x Macmillan &
Co., 1925, 8th ed.), p. ziv*
6 Ibid., p. XV.

estlgatiozi. The major exception to this rule is the introduction of
the time element which, in his system, becomes an iiq)ortant determinant
in influencing supply; thus he distinguishes three periods: one too
short to permit any material euijustment of supply, a longer one ?rtiich
permits the adjustment of output, but not of the productive factors, and
& long period sufficient for that oon^lete adjustment which results in
"normal" prices after they had been freed from the influences of dynamic
friction such as is operative in the shorter periods.^
Tfhen H8u*8hall, thirty years after the publication of the first
edition of his "Principles '* in 1890, claimed that their key-note was
"that of dynamics rather than statics", he gave recognition to the in-
creased estimation into which economic dynamics had lately come* This
was mainly due to the work of two Aiwiricans, Patten and J» B. Clea*k,
Patten presented a pertinent study in 1892,8 while Clark, after an ini-
tial outline contained in his Distribution of Wealth
,
developed his
dynamic concepts fully in the Essentials of Economic Theory which ap-
peared in 1907. HVhile Patten's work is greatly influence by the dynam-
ic approach that the German Historical School had cultivated through
several decades and can, therefore, best be appraised in connection with
them, Clark takes the clues that had been offered by Mill and develops
them now into the most representative attempt at creating a coordinated
system of statics and dynamics. Asserting, in the preface that "we live
7 Ibid., pp. 363-80
Patten, op . cit
. , The Theory of Dynamic Economics.
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in irtiat is par excellence an age of progress," he points out that
• • • population is inoreasing, capital is accumulating, techni-
cal methods are improving, and the organization of productive estab-
lishnients is perfecting itself 5 while over against these changes in
industry is an evolution in the wants of the individual consumer,
whom industry has to serve.
9
Thus he adds two other factors of change to those introduced earlier by
Mill* His dynamic treatment consists in tracing the effects which the
various factors of change exercise in his basic static system when they
are, one by one, admitted for the purpose of such an analytical investi-
gation. Throughout, these factors of change are considered as elements
of "economic friction"} especially they have to be studied in order to
redress, or at least to mitigate, their adverse effects upon the normal
relations such as in most dangerous form appear in the "positive perver-
sion" of monopolistic practices. 10
(2) The Historical and Evolutionary Approeu?h .
Refusal to accept the results of static inquiry as \miformly txnae
and representative expressions of so many more possible and historically
differently conditioned forms of economic order, made the German Histor-
ical School challenge the certainty and definiteness of the analytical
system erected by Adam Smith, Ricardo, John Stuart Mill, and their fol-
lowers. But they took over the analytical tendencies which static theory
80 prominently displayed, and which had proved so successful in the
9 John Bates Clark, Essentieds of Economic Theory
,
(New York:
Macmillan & Co., 1907), p.v.
10 Ibid., p. viii.

sciences, thus developing mere historical description into an analysis
of the causes of historical economic development; implied was the as-
sumption that the properly analyzed past would provide clues for the
ooi)q>rehension of the basic forces that most likely would also be found
instrumental in shaping the tendencies towards future development*
As a result, the Historical School has produced various schemes
of the stages of historical development, similar in kind to the early
exaii5)les of the Roman Varro and of Turgot who distinguished a natural or
hunting stage from subsequent nomadism, and from a third stage of agri-
culture. This scheme in particular has been further evolved by List.H
He sees the first or hunting stage characterized by absence of any divi-
sion of labor, which is limited to the family in the following pastoral
stage, but becomes general in the third, agricultural, stage when town
life and manvtfacturing are possible as a result of economic rent; as a
fourth stage he adds a period of agriculture combined with manufacture,
and a fifth where agriculture, manufacture, and trade appear together.
Hildebrendl2 sees the paramount importance to economic development of
the changes from a natural barter econony through a money econocy to a
credit economy. Buecher^S pictures the sequence from a self-sufficient
11 Friedrich List, "Das Natuerliche System der Politischen
Oekonomie,'* Fr. List*s Werke (Berlint Reimar Robbing, 1927), Vol. TV.
12 Bruno Hildebrand, "Natural- Geld- und Kreditwirtschaft," Die
National Oekonomie der Gegenwart und Zukunft und andere gesammelte
Sohriften
,
(Jena: Gustav Fischer, IBZ^Yl
IS Carl Buecher, Industrial Revolution
,
transl. by S.M. Wickett
from Die Entstehung der Volkswirtschaft
,
(New York: Henry Holt, 1S21).
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domestic econony irtiere every household meets all its needs, through a
town econoo^ "vrhere goods pass directly from countryman to townsmen, to a
national economy where intermediaries between producers and consumers
appear*
The main notion of the German School was closely related to the
roles that either nature or man play in economic development. From the
Hiysiocrats through Adam Smith, Ricardo, Mill, Marshall, and Clark the
es^hasis was strictly on nature vribose laws at least prescribed to men
the path of progress* This point of view was reversed by the Germans*
In this country it was Patten who accepted the new concept, and used it
as the basis on vdiioh to build a "subjective" economic theory. Thus
human wants, rather than objective conditions of production become the
starting point from which he sets out to build a theory of value and of
oost* As he sees it, his subjective approach covers the all-inqjortant
dynamic aspects in economics* Thus he describes an econoisy as static in
irtiich "the environment has so strong an influence over men that their
subjective qualities can be neglected", and in which "nature is so nig-
g8u*d and its surplus so small that no radical change in social relations
is possible*" And he continues
<
The objective laws of a given society are not airisply the laws of
nature; they are laws derived from the particular combination of
natural forces of which the society makes use* Each modification of
the environment, moreover, reacts upon men through their consumption*
Every reduction of cost creates another order in irtxioh men consume
commodities* A new standard of life is fojrmed through which the
feelings and mental characteristics of men are changed* In this way
a oon5)lement of forces is brought into activity through which social
progress beoones continuous* * * * This complete economy I would
call a dynamic eoonon^, because it keeps up a series of progressive
movements in society through the reactions between the subjective
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and objective worlds .14
In Patten's reasoning, a oonoept of economio evolution borne by
the pivotal role of man's materieil consuii^)tion, seems to replace the
doctrines of social evolution which had been widely current in the early
nineteenth century* Meanwhile, evolutionary doctrine had received a new
iB^etus from the ideas of Hegel and Darwin. Within economics, these new
philosophical and biological evolutionary concepts found their most rep-
resentative expression in the system of so-called "scientific** socialism
which emanated from Marx' economic analysis, end in the institutional
approach of Thorstein Veblen and his followers*
In the Marxian attempt, the Hegelian dialectic concept which is
related to the "logos'*, the world of ideas and thought, is transformed
into "dialectic materialism" by extending it into the sphere of men's
economic conditions; their analysis yields the dynamic concepts of the
aocumulation of capital and of the inevitable catastrophe of capitalist-
ic society. Although this analysis is built on the classical fomdations
of the Smith-Ricardian labor theory of value, it is primarily intended
to ftimish the scientific background for, and additional weight to, the
dynamic iii^>lications of dialectic materialism in their socio-political
aspects* YVhatever emerges a^ a so-called "economic law" in the Meu:*xian
scheme is rather different from the "natxirsd" and "etemed" laws previ-
ously proclaimed* Their validity is closely bound up with the particu-
lar conditions from which they have been derived and it seems that what
14 Patten, o£* eit*
, pp. 53, 54*
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ia lacking is not so much inner consistency in the reasoning as the will-
ingness to pursue the dialectic inquiry into other directions than those
predetermined by political creed.
The Darwinian concept of biological evolution substitutes the
cause and effect-relationship for the Hegel-Marxian dialectic forces.
Thorstein Veblen seizes eagerly the new outlook and makes it the basis
for the "institutional" treatment of economics, although the highly
mechanistic connotation of the Darwinian concept is more or less rele-
gated in favor of a dominating human role. Evolution, considered in
terms of cause and effect, is now freed from all teleologioal implica-
tions which the concept of dialectic forces working towards a synthesis
of opposites still contained. Applied to economics, it backs up the con-
sciousness of constant dynamic change, but fails to provide any general
clue as to the direction in which we may move. Thus, it becomes all-
important to observe closely the sequence of cause and effect as it is
displayed in institutional foundations, their growth and change, and to
use this knowledge as specific clues for the necessary attempts to eui-
just the institutional setup constantly to changing conditions and needs.
To Veblen, "our material civilization is a scheme of institutions -insti-
tutioneil fabric and institutional growth",15 while "scientific theory is
a formulation of the laws of phenomena in teznos of the efficient forces
at work - the sequence of phenomena" .IS
15 Thorstein Veblen, The Place of Science in Modem Civilization,
New York: B.W.Huebsoh, 1910) p. 241.
1^ Ibid., p. 302
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Another version of erolutioneuy doctrine, based on the specific
concept of mutation as designating evolution by bigger and more sudden
jiuqps rather than by an infinite series of infinitely small changes such
as were implied in the D£u:niianian concept, underlies Professor J,
SohuB^eter's attempt to foz*mulate a dynamic theory of economic develop-
ment«17 He presupposes that such sudden changes are possible as the ex«
pression of dynamic elements inherent in the economic conditions them-
selves and not only as the result of outside social causes* He under-
takes to show that dynamic economic development basically rests in the
achievement of new combintations" of the available factors of production
and that the entrepreneur ("der Untemehmer"), by accon^lishing this
task, becomes the pivotal figure in economic progress* From this basic
position he looks not only at the business cycle but also at credit,
capital, profit and interest as phenomena iidiioh are iziherently dynamic
and, therefore, not subject to any proper explanation within a static
theory.
(3) Business Cycle Theory *
The inquiry into the dynamic eispects of economic theory has
changed its general direction basically within the last fifty years
•
The previously dominating question as to ifhat dynamic factors there eu:e,
and how they operate in a general way, has yielded to the more specific
question of how the objective and subjective factors of change, friction
17 J, Schun5)eter, Theorie der wirtschaftlichen Entwickl\ang,
(Muenchen: Duncker Huniblot, 19'26)
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and causal effects can be interpreted so as to give an appropriate ex-
planation of the cyclical economic fluctuations irtiioh have become the
major enigma. The prevalence of this view is well portrayed in the
growing tendency to use the term "dynamic economies'* as a synonym for
the study of the business cycle phenomenon as, for example, in the
statement that '*the transition from static to dynamic economic theory,
or from the long to the short period, is notoriously difficult",18 it is
open to question whether such a narrowed concept is admissible since it
would tend to exclude the long period phenomena of secular dynamic de-
velopment and change from due consideration.
A brief review of business cycle theories is best carried out by
following the admirable treatment of this difficult and complex field in
Professor Haberler^s account.!^ His main distinction recognizes five
types* the purely monetary theories; theories of horisontal maladjust-
ment; under-consumption theories; and, finally, psychological theories.
Individual writers, to be sure, do not always cling strictly to one, and
only one, of the mentioned groups. Often, their explanations combine
feattires from several groups, and particularly the psychological versions
are of a supplementary rather than an independent nature.
The purely monetary point of view, as particularly emphasised in
18 A.L. Meujfie. Theories of the Business Cycle, (London t Macmillan
& Co., 1934), p. V. A similar 'use is foimd in the introductory remarks
of G.L.S. Shackle, Expectations, Investment , and Income, (London: Oxford
University Press, 1938
;
19 Gottfried von Haberler, Prosperity and Depression, (Genevat
League of Nations, 1939)

the frorks of R. 6» Hawtrey, stresses the basic instability of our money-
and-oredit system which, through its mechanisms of credit expansion and
a changing velocity of circulation tends to cumulative effects in both
the upswing and the downswing phase of the cycle. Since credit expan-
sion cannot be maintained indefinitely because of its inflationary
results, the end of the expansion deprives the upswing of fux*ther insne*
tary means and invites the reversal into the downswing phase; when the
latter has proceeded far enough, and with it a process of credit con-
traction, accumulation of surplus reserves on the prevailing low level
paves again the way for new credit expansion* Such a theory necessarily
charges the banks or the supreme banking authority with responsibility
for a policy destined to eliminate, or at least to weaken, the cycle*
This aim, it is assez*ted, can be achieved by appropriate manipulation of
the rate of discount and through open market operations which should
"keep the consumer* s outlay constant, including • • • * * outlay for new
investment"*
The second group of vertical maladjustment theories holds that
the cycle is due to a lack of parallel development in the industries
which produce capital and durable goods on one side, and those which
produce non-durable goods on the other* It is argued that
• • • the production of capital goods as compared with the pro-
duction of consumers* goods is pushed farther than the underlying
situation can pennanently tolerate. Thus it is a real maladjust-
ment in the structure of production that causes the breakdown of
the boom, and not a mere shoz*tage of money due to an insufficiency
of bank resez>ves* It follows that, after the boom has once been
allowed to develop, the setbeusk cannot be staved off indefinitely
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by monetary measures .Zl
Within the great number of economists sharing this point of view, three
sub-groups should be distinguished. One, the so-oalled "Neo-Wioksellian"
school, 22 stresses the causative role of monetary forces irtiich, within
our peurtioular form of credit organization, are most instrxunental in
disequilibrating the higher and lower stages of production* Another
group23y inclined to minimize the monetary factors, en^hasizes phenomena
in the realm of production itself such as inventions, discoveries, and
the opening of new markets which play the main role in the creation of
investment opportunities. A third group24 bases its attitude mainly on
the principle of the acceleration and magnification of derived demand
which asserts Hhat changes in the production of consumers* goods give
rise, for technological reasons, to much more violent fluctuations in
the production of producers' goods in general end fixed capital equip-
ment in particular** •25
The third main group, stressing horizontal maleuijustment8,26
points to the pivotal position of particular branches of industry which,
21 Haberler, Op. cit ., p. 30.
22 This school of thought is represented by Hayek, Maohlup, Mises,
Robbins, Roepke, Strigl.
23 cassel, Hansen, Spiethoff, Wicksell are conspicuous in this
group.
24: With Aftalion leading, Biokerdike, Carver, Pigou, J.M, Clark,
and Harrod eulhere to this point of view.
25 Haberler, op. cit
., p. 32.
26 Taussig, Beveridge, T. W. Mitchell, and again Pigou are its con-
spicuous representatives.
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yihen overde-velopod, may individually precipitate a general depression.
Although admitting that depression in one particular sector must be fa-
vorable to some other con5)etitive branchy it is argued that overdevelop-
ment of any pivotal section may set in motion a cumulative deflationary
process and may thus start a general contraction in the structure of
production. The great complexity of our economic system, the lack of
knowledge, the difficulties in foreseeing correctly th© future demand
for various products, the competitive duplication of plant and equipment
are emphasised as the immediate though hardly avoidable causes of malad-
justment •
The theories of under-consumption are theories of the depression
phase rather than of the entire cycle, because they generally do not
atten^yb to explain the phenomena leading to recovery. Insufficiency of
consiuners* demand forms the fomdation common to all the varying doc-
trines into which this fourth main group branches out. In its crudest
form, the assertion is made that on modem technological levels there is
a tendency for production to outgrow the capacity for consumption. More
specifically, the over-saving theory, prepared more than a century «^o
by Ualthus and Lauderdale and mainly developed by Hobson and Poster and
Catchings, holds that unequal distribution of incomes causes over-saving
on the part of the wealthy. Either, part of the savings are hoeirded,
used to liquidate bank credits or to purchase property and titles to
property all of irtiioh 8uppoi*ts deflationary tendencies i or, if savings
are vised in investments, the greater amoxmt available for this pui*pose
leads eventually to an increased output of consumer goods, while at the

same time, the demand for these goods, due to the decreasing share of
incomes that goes into consun^tion, is by necessity falling. As a re-
sult, prices will collapse end the weakening of the pivotal position
n^ich the market of consumer goods occupies trill vindermine the Ti^ole
economic structure.
Other versions of the under-consuiq)tion theory maintain that "the
crisis is brought about, not by a sudden rise in the rate of savings (!•
e., a fall in the demand for consumer goods), but by a rapid rise in the
rate of output (i.e., in the supply of consumer goods)", and "that the
failure of wages to rise rapidly enough during the upswing - more ex-
plicitly the lag of wages behind prices - is the cause of excessive
profits which, in turn, entail a dangerous credit inflation and eventu-
ally engender serious disturbances of existing relations culminating in
a crisis ."27 Such concepts, emphasizing over-production rather than
under-oonsumption, lend themselves particularly to a connection with
Aftalion*8 acceleration principle.
The psychological theories stress the in^rtance of expectations
and of reactions on the part of entrepreneurs. The optimistic or pessi-
mistic attitudes of businessmen, whether justified or irrational, are
regarded more or less as causal factors of their own in the eyes of
writers most representative of this approach. 28 "¥?hile optimism and
27 Haberler, op . oit
., p. 127. Lederer, Neisser, Preiser repre-
sent this version.
28 Keynes, Lavington, Pgiou, Taussig are listed as main sponsors
of these concepts, trtiile Mitchell, Robertson, Roepke Spiethoff make con-
spicuous use of the psychological approach. It should be noted, however,
that Keynes seems to consider his psychological determinants rather as
necessary expressions of underlying objective conditions than as causal
factors of their own.
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pessimism are contagious, each leading to either over-optimism or over-
pessimism, they have also the tendency to generate each other, because
discovery of misjudgment in one direction leads to an over-correction in
the opposite direction«29
For the purpose of the present inquiry it seems appropriate to
stress the two basic opposite attitudes which can be discerned within
the great nvunber of business cycle theories referred to above .50 in one
case, the business cycle is mainly looked upon as a mechanism by which
dynamic forces of change and friction neutralize themselves within the
short period thus restoring the long period equilibrium. Thus it is con-
sidered a necessary, though disagreeable, regulator and safety vsuLve*
Not the cycle itself, but only luinecessary intensifications and excesses
v4iich can be traced to human shortcomings or to shortcomings in the
actual organization of capitalistic society, are assumed to be subject
to mitigation. Generally there is a tendency among the adherents to
this line of thought Kdiich goes more or less parallel to clsissical and
neo-classical doctrtnes,SO to favor restoration of economic freedom and
29 jhe role of expectations and oaticipations has been further ex-
pounded in the more recent studies of Shackle, op. cit ., and particularly
of J.W. Angel 1, Inyestment and Business Cycles, (Hew York: McGraw-Hill,
1941.
30 Theories based on exogenous causes and those favoring the abol-
ishment of the existing capitalistic system have not been included since
they cannot contribute to a clarification of the topic treated in the
present study.
31 The terms "classical" and "neo-classical" as used in the
present context should be broadly interpreted as including also more
recent contributions which have become amalgamated with it as, for in-
stance, marginal theory*
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the highest possible degree of coinpetition as the best remedy since this
will serve to restore equilibrium in the shortest possible time. The
limited possibilities of improvement are seen in the prevention of out-*
right abuses and of an increasing rigidity of the system such as is
revealed in the strong monopolistic tendencies within enterprise as well
as within labor*
The second attitude tends to find fault with the classical con-
cept that the foundation of our present system is a reliably working
mechanism of « at least, long-term equilibritua* Those who represent this
attitude assert, that at one point or another, discrepancies occur urtiich
oould greatly be mitigated by an appropriate policy. They atten^t to
locate the exact spot tiAiere the primary deviation occurs in the eoonomie
mechanism and suggest remedial action* Implied is the belief that the
cycle is a preventable evil and due to flaws inherent in the system*
Accordingly they do not shrink from advocating interference with, or ad-
justment of, the system through public authority*
The individual differences of writers classed together in one or
the other group, make it difficult to link these groups clearly to either
of the two above mentioned attitudes. If at all, this may be done with
the group of under-oonsvuq>tioni8ts among ndiose modem representatives
the tendency towards basic re-adJustment of income distribution is gen-
eral* Those stressing psychological causation seem to be vinited in
favoring reforms which wovild provide pertinent information and guidance
to the individual entrepreneur th\is substituting a principle of limited
cooperation for untrammeled oonpetition* The degree to which those

mednly believing in maladjustments aooept an undereonsunqptionlst or psy>
ohologioal side-view, seems to influence greatly their willingness to
advocate reforms of more or less basic cheuracter; the names of Keynes,
Hansen on one side, and Plgou on the other, nay be mentioned in this
connection. Finedly, it is of interest to point out that advocates of
the purely monetary causation, although generally holding to classical
tradition, plead for central monetary interference and regulation*

CHAPTER III
MAJOR ASPECTS OF DYNAMIC ECONOMICS
(1) Secular Pynamioa and its EsBentlal Elements
The review of dynamic economic thought presented in the previous
chapter attests to the wide variety of connotations which the temMynantp*
ie** has acquired. For writers in the classical tradition like Mill,
Clark, Marshall it implies primarily frictional change. For the German
Historical School the accent is on the diversity of economic phenomena
as the result of particular and changing conditions. For Patten it is
the "subjective** human factor. In the concept of Marx it is is^lied in
the dialectic principle, while, for Veblen, dynamic development must
result from the interaction of human and natural forces which shape
themselves through the relation of cause and effect into our human in-
stitutions. Finally, in business cycle theory, it becomes identical
with the phenomena of vehement fluctuations in the short period*
There is, however, one more dynamic aspect which either has not
occupied the interest of the individual writers at all, or has not been
pursued far enough by some who have touched upon it, or has become dis-
credited in the one case where an attempt has been made to follow the
concept to its conclusions. This aspect may be termed "Secular Dynamics".
Its subject would be the interpz*etation of present economic trends and
institutions in the light of experience gained from the past with the
purpose of anticipating and conditioning future "secular" development.
The main Justification for centering interest upon this aspect seems to
lie in the decided eu>celeration of the pace in v^ich development now

proceeds. Thus, the problem of secular change is, and is likely to
remain, a problem with ndiich each generation may be confronted once or
even twice, while for previous generations the prevailing considerably
slower pace hardly necessitated, or made even possible, the anticipation
of secular development*
The relation of the secular dynamic aspect to those reviewed
before deserves some further clarification. For the classical writers
it was obviously of no interest at all and it is quite imderstandable
that it would have appeared to them as utterly premature. The closed
system of equilibrating forces in ii^ich change as such was an luxwelcoms
guest, had no relation to the past or to the futiire. Clark* s dynamic
concept is purely negative; dynamic forces do not create new standards
but aire only elements of friction and pexnrersion of otherwise "normal**
conditions. As Yeblen has pointed out, Hhe problem presented to Clark
by ciu'rent phenomena of development is s "How can it be stopped- or fail-
ing that, guided and minimized? Followed to its logical conclusions,
a dynamic system such as that of Clark admits only of eventual decay:
"diere change is solely viewed as friction, continued change means ever
increasing friction and final disintegration.
The dynamic approach of the Historical School, no doubt, aims at
an Integration of the relations from past to present, and from the
present to the future, but it has obviously not succeeded in the latter
attempt. In spite of much more ambitious intentions, on the part of
Veblen, op. eit., p. 188.
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many of the historical economists^, "they have contented themselves with
an enumeration of data and a narrative account of industrial develop-
ment •''^ For Patten, the dynamic element in human development becomes
merely a means to an end, though a worth^ile one, Tiihen he uses it as
the basis for a static theory of distribution. The "institutional**
approach of Veblen and his followers, although looking foirward from
cause to effect, does not atten^t to go beyond this relation iriiich is
too immediate to cover the process of transition between secular peri-
ods. This leaves us with the Maz*xien dynamic concept which alone aims
at including the secular phenomena of change; and this atteoipt has
become more or less discredited due to the conclusions ix^ich were too
sweeping and obviously did not take into account those mitigating oause-
and-effect influences which institutionalism stresses*
The concept of "Secular Dynamics" invites first an inquiry into
what constitutes its essential elements. Heference has been made before
to Clark* s five dynamic elements^, and it is pertinent to ask to ti^iat
extent they might serve also as secular essentials. First, there is the
increase in population. True, the conspicuous economic development
during the nineteenth century was accompanied in Europe and America by
an unprecedented growth of population. On the other hand, this country
^ In this respect, the title of Hildebrand's treatise which he
calls "The Political Economy of the Present and Future" is significant
as is its objective "to remake economics into a body of laws that rule
over the economic development of nations"* (p. v.)
3 Veblen, op. cit
., p. 58
4 See p. 17.
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at the present peak of its development has a siaaller population per
square mile than Europe had in 1800 j China and India, four to five times
as thickly populated as this country now and as Europe in 1800, have not
beg\in to develop economically on a broad scale yet* There is no denying
that even with a stationary population tremendous further economic devel-
opment lies ahead. ?lhile it is certainly correct to say that an inte-
grated pattern of economic development has a certain population density
as its precondition, the actual achievement of such integration does not
seem to depend on constant growth beyond this relatively low point*
Further, if we assume hypothetically that population growth would have
proceeded through the ages at an even, though extremely slow, rate in
accordance with an equally slowly changing technique of production, no
dynamic secular changes could have occvirred* Without denying a certain
interdependence by which fast growth of population is likely to provoke
dynamic economic reactions, it seems more appropriate to view incipient
population increase as a result and expression of economic development
without which it would not have been possible*
Capital accumulation and in^rovement of technical methods are
listed as the second and third dynamic elements by Clark* The two can
be easily brought vmder the one heading of capital accvumilation if this
term is widened to include immaterial and qualitative accumulation as
well as the material and quantitative* Improvement in technical methods
can be embodied either in greater knowledge and advanced skills repre-
senting an accumulation of immaterial capital, or in tools and machines
as the elements of material capital accumulation* It is evident that no
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dynamic development can be conceived ^ich is not, in one way or the
other, the effect of preceding changes in the quantitative or qualita-
tive accumulation of material or immaterial capital*
Clark's foxarth element, the improvement in the organization of
productive establishments can hardly be maintained as an essential
element of its own* Productive establishments must be vievred as the
specific forms into ivhich the existing material and immaterial capital
organizes itself for the productive purpose. Their improvement, there-
fore, is only the immediate reflection of changes in capital accumula-
tion, an effect rather than a cavise* Thus, it can easily be STirmised
that the factory system might not have developed at all if technical
science had solved all the practical problems of application of electric
power before it developed the steam engine*
Finally, Clark lists as fifth element the changes in the wants of
consumers » His emphasis on changes as elements of friction loses its
validity when related to secular dynamics. In this respect, wants as
such and particularly with regard to their tendency towards a rather un-
limited increase, form the powerful essential precondition of economic
development* Apart from this consideration, changes in v;ants will, as a
rule, be precipitated by previous conditioning changes in productionj
they are likely also to be the effect rather than the cause of basic
development. "Where changes play a determining role, they will usually
emerge slowly as concomitants of changing customs, with no direct influ-
ence on growth and development as such* On the contrary, it might be
argued that changes on a general, intense, and fast scale would have the
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effect of diverting available eoonomio resources from their use as fac-
tors of real growth
•
As it appears from the preceding review, Clark's dynamic factors
cannot be taken at the scuoe time eis the elements essential to genuine
economic development. An attempt to trace the latter finds a useful and
illuminating point of departure in Patten's approach. He seems to be
heeuied in the right direction when he stresses the transition from a
static to a dynamic economic stage and describes the latter as being
accon^janied "by a series of progressive movements in society through the
reactions between the subjective and objective worlds"*^ But here the
question arises why and how, at a certain point, the crucial transition
occurs*
The answer to this question, it seems, is contained in the fact
that the transition from a static to a dynamic econoi^y must necessarily
be assumed to coincide with the point at which a human econon^ was bom*
Obviously, this is not what Patten had in mind when he defined as static
an econony in iriiich "the environment has so strong an influence over men
that their subjective qualities can be neglected"; nor does it seem to
square with the more or less genersd interpretation which is similar to
^at Patten expresses* But if we try to determine precisely the point
at which "a series of progressive movements" can only have originated,
it must be placed where merely causal relations" between the subjective
and objective worlds" changed into functional relations. And this marks
exactly the transition from animal to human behavior* The relation
5 See p* 20.
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betrrreen subject and object is a general one, possible between all living
creatures on one side and their natural environment on the other* As
long as a causal relationship exists, the anthropological species man and
animal alike are instruments of nature and able only to react upon her.
This primitive relation becomes functional and hximan infhen and where the
reaction between the subjective and the objective worlds becomes a matter
of conscious subjective recognitionj when nature primarily as land becomes
an instrument of man; when bodily strength becomes "labor**; and when this
labor is applied, as a result of many possible choices, in a way that
promises the best possible result under existing conditions*
Not before this transition has occurred, does the specifically
human fmotional relationship permit the conscious process by which sac-
rifice to be incurred is related to and measured by the yield to be
expected from nature* With it goes now the tendency to look for maximum
yields* Among the members of a community, actual yields are likely to
differ individually due to the mor^ or less favorable personal or natural
conditions which control eventual results* But the yields which accrue
to the large majority of the members of one community are likely to de-
termine the low limits into which future employment of labor will tend,
and also to form the basis for the customary levels of oonsvunption* The
yield of the minority of individuals which exceeds the average, becomes
thus a differential gain due to above average perfoz*mance* And since
consxunption levels are determined mainly by the average yield, this dif-
ferential gain takes on the character of a surplus not necessary to
maintain prevailing conditions, but free to be used as a source of eco-

nomio growth. In the further process of development this surplus con-
tinues to arise as the differential gain from above average productive
perfonoance and, at the same time, as a differential above customary
subsistence needs* In order to distinguish this surplus concept from
the many others that are used, the term ''Genuine Surplus" may be sug-
gested for it.
The concise meaning of this concept will be further clarified by
contrasting it with the various usages to which the term "surplus" has
been put before. In its most general connotation it refers to differ-
ences between value or price, and cost. Notwithstanding the important
individual differences, the "produit net" of the Hiysioorats, Rioardo*8
"economic rent", Marshall's "producer's and consumer's profits", Marx'
"surplus value", and also the commonly used term "business profits" may
be referred to as "surpluses". All these terms have their proper place
within the theory of distribution where they serve to distinguish be-
tween economically necessary or justified payments on one side, and
income realized beyond this economically relevant justification as the
result of natural or actual privileges. In this sense, surpluses are
thought of eis expressing a divergence between Tuhat are considered to be
the "true" economic relations and those which actually prevail. More
loosely, the term is also and frequently used to describe the difference
between income and outgo. IWhile this use generally coincides with the
one mentioned first in the case of impersonal units, it becomes identi-
cal with the difference between individual consijunption and income in the
case of individu€ds and thus loses its relation to the aspect of cost.
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Compared with these connotations, the term "genuine surplus" is neither
related to distribution, nor to the aspect of cost, 7 nor to individual
oonsiuqption. Instead, it designates a productire differential and re-
lates to average conaun^tion insofar as this is determined by the aver-
age yields from production.
The preceding arginnent logically leads to designating "land and
labor" as the basic functional, and "genuine suirplus" as the resulting
material element of dynamic economic development*
The genuine surplus of individusils may be consumed by them in
order to achieve a better-than-customary way of life, or it may not be
consxmed. The determining factor in this respect is the surplus distri-
bution* Under conditions of slow improvement in the technique of pro-
duction, the differential gedn beyond average consumption levels, the
surplus, will be exclusively derived from superior skills and natural ad-
vantages which accrue to ozily a small minority* Total surplus in rela-
tion to toted avertige consumption, therefore, will also be relatively
small. If the entire surplus is made available to the community as a
Trtiole, a process for which the term "social distribution" is suggested,
the IndividuGd szaall increment will be subject to immediate consumption,
since the elasticity of primary wants on the assumed low levels of pro-
This is due to the fact that above average yield is not neces-
sarily the result of superior sacrifice or superior ability, but may be
reaped as the result of more favorable natural conditions, as a "bounty
of nature"*

duotion technique is considerable. ° If, on the other hand, surplus re-
mains in the hands of a few, or by way of forced re-distribution is
channeled into the hands of even a smaller number, the individual incre-
ment is larger than the elasticity limits of the individual's consump-
tion* The unconsumed part of the surplus then becomes part of a reser-
voir of economic resources on which, under certain conditions, the
community may draw for the purpose of expanding and improving its
economic status. This latter process, to be referred to as "economic
distribution", must be considered as the third essential element*
In order to clarify the concept of "economic distribution" suf-
ficiently, it should be pointed out that no political significance
necessarily attaches to it, since it may be achieved either through the
form of private property or through various forms of community trustee-
ship. Further, it should be noted that "social" and "economic" distri-
bution exclude each other only under conditions of general scarcity;
under conditions of highly improved production techniques, ishere toted
output is sufficient to cover average demand at levels substantially
higher than subsistence need, they become identical; during the process
of improvement the tendency to exclude each other weakens gradually,
leculing to various intermediate degrees of interdependence*
As a result of economic distribution "capital" arises as the un-
consumed part or equivalent of genuine surpluses which, directly or in-
This may expledn why early comaninistic societies, such as are
likely to have existed in the primitive stage, have not survived through
inability to organize their surpluses as economic resources of the
community*

directly, beoomes avedlable for the economic purposes of the ooimnunity*
In this sense, not every primitive tool becomes necessarily "capited",
bvtt only "when and insofar as it is put directly or indirectly at the
community* s service. On the other side, the term includes immateried
equivedents ivhich can be derived from the consultation of surpluses as
lasting assets such as above-average bodily strength and health, manual
and mental skills*^ The importance of "capital" as an essentied dynamic
element of its oym. rests in the fact that its coiq>onent functional
elements "land and labor" are fused into more or less permanent and in-
dissoluble new forms vrtiich, to a high degree, can be stored and acciumz-
lated* Since the accumulated capital stock - apart from land and labor -
is the decisive measure of potential production, it is the main indi-
cator of dynamic economic development* In this connection, it is
importani;, however, to note that there are four dimensions for capital
in "vrtiich it may appear and become subject to growth: the material, the
immaterial, the quantitative and the qualitative*
As mentioned before in the discussion of Clark's dynamic factors,
wants are the basic driving power behind economic development* This
statement must now slightly be modified to mean "human wants", and the
term "human" must be taken as not designating the anthropological species
"man" but only its higher form in which functional interaction to nature
replaces a merely causal relationship* At this point, wants hitherto
^ If the term "interest" is accepted as designating the remunera-
tion for the service of "capital", it would follow from the interpreta-
tion given above that wages of superior workers consist partly of
interest paid for their immaterial capital*
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limited to narroirly static conditions "which run closely parallel to phys-
iological needs become dynamic by adjusting themselves to the wider
possibilities of an environment yielding to conscious efforts. Gradual-
ly, with the integration of society, a more distinct dynamic want-
pattera emerges. "While physiological and customary needs bring about a
slowly changing level of "subsistence consun^tion", a second VEistly more
unstable level of "discretionary consumption" is superimposed. Two
different tendencies are active within itj one is directed towards in-
crease of the individual comfort and safety within the family unit; the
other tends towards in5)roved social representation. Tl?hile the comfort
factor rests on a highly rational interpretation of the individual with
regard to the potential utility which available goods and services may
furnish him, the representation factor introduces mainly irrational con-
sumption motives in which the individual accepts prevailing social
standards instead of his own judgment. The comfort factor, closely
related to reasonable and normal wants, must be assumed to be basically
of a rather uniform character with an elasticity bovmd to decrease with
the diminishing utility of successive inqjrovements ; but the representa-
tion factor, related to greatly varying social customs and mores, is
likely to be subject to fluctuations which may lie between puritanic fru-
gality and plutocratic prodigality.
For the present dynamic approach, the subsistence oonsun^tion
that takes place on the established levels of physiological and customaiy
needs, is of no importance since it is essentially stationary. But it
oust be taken into account that there is a tendency by which part of the
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essentially dynamic discretionary oonstimption is slowly and graduedly in-
corporated into subsistence consumption when custom and habit require it
as indispensable for proper subsistence*
The pattern of essential dynamic elements ii^iich has been presented
by the preceding discussion may now be briefly re-stated for greater
clarityj With the emergence of a functional relationship between man
and nature, '*land and labor** becomes the fiuxctional productive element^
end "dynamic wants" the functional consun^tive element, both together
forming the essential basis of economic development. "Genuine surplus"
emerges as the material unit, which through the element of "economic dis-
tribution" is converted into the con^osite material or immaterial
element of "capital". The dynamic pattern of "discretionary consultation"
forms the conditioning element vrtiich, on the basis of the given produc-
tive potential, determines eventual capital accumulation*
(2) dynamics of Capitalistic Distribution .
As has been indicated in the preceding discussion, economic dis-
tribution forms a necessary element within a dynamic econony* It implies
a set of voluntary or involuntary decisions by which the extent of dis-
cretionary consvunption is limited and thus a more or less substantial
part of the total surplus is .secured for the formation and aooumulation
of capital* These decisions may either be left to the individuals, or
they may be forced upon them, or they may be a result of agreement*
While the two latter courses may lead to economic systems varying from
slavery and feudalism to socialism and communism, the first constitutes
capitalism when, at the same time, the decisions toward limitation of
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discretionary oonsun^tion are based on the institution of private ovmer-
ship of capital*
The main task of economic distribution is the reconciliation
between the individual's claim for a higher share in consumption and the
community's claim for economic progress. In capitalism, this is accom-
plished through admitting claims of greatly varying size for each
individual in accordance with his individual contribution to the crea-
tion of the social product. Such contributions may change in the amount
and character of an individual's own productive work, his labor, or in
the amount and type of goods he can put at the community's disposal for
general use, his property. If property thus can be used in claiming a
higher share of the social product, an incentive towards fiirther indi-
vidual accumulation of property develops. This incentive grows in two
wayst as the rewards for property use grow, the premium for not consum-
ing is relatively increased; but edso when the reward for property use
declines, the feeling of insecurity on the side of those who want to
protect themselves for the future grows accordingly, and leads to a
preference for further property accumulation. The decision to use prop-
erty as capital by putting it at the communi-ty's disposal implies, of
course, the decision not to use it for one's own consumption, an act of
severe abstinence in the case of the relatively poor, but an almost in-
escapable alternative to own consumption for the wealthy whose wants and
desires are often more than reasonably fulfilled.
It appears that economic distribution attempts to assure a certain
parallelism between given opportxmities for economic progress and such
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an allocation of the social product as will best serve these opporttmi-
tles* In this connection, income plays its important role as the means
through which competitive bidding is carried out for the factors of
production which, in any advanced econony, establish themselves as mutu-
ally independent categories and comprise land, labor and capital. Among
these, common labor tends to be rewarded with an income allowing for sub-
sistence needs on one side, and gradually yielding to a claim for
improvement of subsistence standards. This claim establishes itself
within the limits of the marginal utility of labor as a residual claim
on the social product after all other claims are met In accordance with
the economic power which the other factors of production exercise*
Thus, the residue will be small -vihen vast opportunities reduce coiq)eti-
tion among various capital goods to a minimum, and it will tend to
increase as such competition increases. Once the claims of coimnon labor
for an improved standard of living have been achieved on a general scale,
they take part in determining the low wage standard and become instru-
mental in creating a new subsistence level*
The possibility of unlimited accvumilation of property in the form
of land or of material capital in the hands of individuals forms an
efficient means of economic distribution particularly \mder conditions of
prevailing scarcity. But its usefulness depends on two circumstances;
first, the willingness of the individual property owners to put the un-
consumed part of their property at the community* s disposal, and second-
ly, the willingness and ability of other members of the community to make
use of the offered property. In the first case, rent or interest is

offered as an incentive for surrendering the use of property, end in the
second case the expectation of profit is held out for ability and willing
ness to administer the surrendered property most appropriately. Since
profit can only materialize as a net gain above all costs to be paid in
wages, rent and interest, it is assured that the factors of production
will at any time be drawn into the most productive uses which are able
to offer higher remunerations than the less productive. The process in
Ti^ich available resources are thus organized for new productive pxzrposes
is usually referred to as investment, while the term saving designates
the decision of property owners to forego consumption of a part of their
property for the sake of the remuneration that is offered for investment.
If the latter intention is missing and the offer for investment is with-
held, the property is said to be hoarded; this happens when the rewards
for peu*ting with the property possession are more than counterbalanced
by either the actual or the imaginary advantages of retaining its pos-
session*
In capitalistic society these processes of investment, saving,
and hoarding are mainly carried qut by monetary means, i«e», through
money or credit. If those in charge of the monetary supply that stems
from the savings of property owners, create additional monetary means
and offer these for investment, they enable those willing to undertake
the investment to bid higher for the factors of production than produc-
ers of oonsun^ion goods can afford, and thus to enforce higher savings*
The dynamics of capitalistic distribution determine, as we have
seen, investment, saving and hoarding; but, on the other hand, these re-
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aot back upon capitalistic distribution. The mechanism iK^ich brings
this about, operates through the influence that investments, saving and
hoarding of one period exercise on the formation of total income avail-
able for distribution in the subsequent period*
inihat is considered to be the normal case, namely the use of all
the savings for investment purposes would, in the absence of changes in
the rate of hoarding, immediately equate total savings to total invest-
ment* Total income of one period would also be equal to total income of
the next, because the income stream flowing from one period woxild be
respent exactly either on consumption or on investment. Each fraction
of some individual saving buys, xander these conditions, a fractional
equity of some investment.
There is, however, the second possibility that individuals may
change their liquidity preference. If they increase it, they may hoard
currency to a greater extent than before, or they may slow up its veloc-
ity of circulation, with the result that a corresponding part of the
available income remains unused in the subsequent period. This means
that a certain part of the goods produced and services prepared in the
preceding production period is now not drawn upon, either for purposes
of eonsxunption or for investment; such goods may spoil, deteriorate or
become obsolete while available services, particularly available human
labor, will go unused. Owners of these goods and the potential perform^-
ers of the unused services will then have to go either without, or with
a reduced, remuneration, and total income of the new period will be
smaller by the amovmt of these losses. If the change in liquidity pref-
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ereuce should go in the other direction, individuals, although not able
to increase the amount of currency directly, can do this indirectly by
increasing its velocity of circulation. This opens the way for two pos-
sibilities: it will either increase total subsequent income in a real
way as long as all available factors of production are not made use of
{
or, thereafter, the increase will be nominal only as a result of inflat-
ed prices. A marked decrease in the rate of hoarding, usually called
dishoarding, signifies a correspondingly increasing preference for goods
instead of money; it is, therefore, primarily accompanied by higher con-
sun^tion with a subsequent decline in the rate of genuine savings, and
secondarily by an increase of investment financed by forced savings*
In a situation of decreasing liquidity preference such as
referred to above, the increasing demand for consun^tion goods finds
itself confronted with only limited production facilities* On the other
hand, the reduction of genuine savings cuts down the nonnal funds avail-
able for new investment* The ensuing difficulty can be Biet by bankers'
willingness to create additional credit, and to lend it to entrepreneurs
who thus can "enforce" savings* In this case as in the one considered
before, total income between two subsequent periods will be increased,
first in a real way up to full employment of the relatively scarcest
factor of production, and in a nominsd way thereafter*
The ca^es discussed above show that individual savings may either
go into investment to their full extent, or that part of savings may be
withheld from investment by increased hoarding, or that, by forced saving,
a greater amount will be offered for investment than has intentionally

been saved. In this respect, savings may or may not equal investment .10
But it also appears from the discussion that the total of savings exist-
ing in the subsequent period must have become equated to total invest-
ment* In the case of increased hoarding it has been shotvn that individ-
ual losses must result from it, end that these losses mark the differ-
ence between the total of individual intentional savings and the
remaining savings which then equal investment* Similarly, in the ease
of forced saving, the enforced addition to the toted of intentioned
individual savings again equates the resulting total saving to total
investment *^^
It is obvious that the principle of economic distribution that
underlies capitalistic distribution is, under actual conditions, subject
to a relatively high degree of modification* The ideally smooth process
by which economic distribution secures a high amovint of saving and by
which the svim of all savings leads, through investment in productive
goods of a higher order, to a correspondingly higher economic level, is
constantly threatened by the independent influences from hoarding, dis-
hoarding, credit inflation, credit contraction, and, finally, from
changing investment opportunities* In this latter regeird, it must be
This represents the "ex ante" point of view, as suggested by
Prof* B* Ohlin in his attempt to reconcile the controversy which had
arisen from Keynes* suggestion to regard "saving" and "investment" as
equal, though not as identical. (See Haberler, op * cit
., p. 180)
11 This represents Ohlin' s "ex-post" point of view which xmder-
lies Keynes' definition of equality of saving and investment*
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realised that the individual decisions to refrain from consumption and
to save do not, at the same time, constitute the decisions to invest,
because generally those "who invest are other people than those who save*
Saving, therefore, is only an invitation of some people to others to
make use of the saved funds for investment* The extent to iriiich these
invitations are accepted depends on the then existing possibilities for
investment coupled with the appraisal of individual entrepreneurs as to
their future profitableness. Only when and insofar as such appraisals
are favorable without constituting an obvious misjudgement of prevailing
conditions, is it justified to consider existing possibilities for in-
vestment at the same time as investment "opportunities'*; fvirther aspects
related to this question will be discussed in greater detail in a subse-
quent chapter.
It has been mentioned before^^ that the tendency of the princi-
ples of "economic" and "social" distribution to exclude each other in
the early stages of a dynamic econon^, is gradually weakening as society
makes the transition to highly efficient techniques of production.
Large quantities produced means necessarily large corresponding quanti-
ties consumed. A constantly and fast increasing social product must
gradually be distributed over increasing numbers of individuals due to
the limits in elasticity of consun^tion on the part of those groups who
are already well - or even too well - supplied.^S Thus, the elasticity
12 See p. 40.
The opposite proposition, namely that highly increased produc-
tivity could be channeled to only a small fraction of the members of the
community is incon^atible with the requirements of modem capitalistic
society for quantity production and for correspondingly wide markets.
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of demand for more goods and services must keep shrinking in successive
groups with the result that further increments in their income will tend
more to be saved than to be consumed; if the increase in productivity
proceeds at a rate considerably higher than that at which customs and
habits of oonsun^tion are ready to change, the tendency to save will be
even more pronoiinced* With such a transition from a state where saving
was the prerogative of the few to one where it is the practice of a large
and continuously expanding body, economic distribution loses much of its
in^ortance. It can easily be seen that on a level of productivity which
would assure comfortable living for each member of the community, the
substitution of "social" for "economic" distribution would not endanger
the process of saving necessary to advance the economic level further.
But it is also rather evident that during the transition from the
eea*ly stage where economic distribution works powerfully towards dynamic
advance to a state where it identifies Itself with social distribution,
a certain interdependence evolves. Since low levels of living do not
afford the proper opportunities for a potential high output to be sold,
and since purely economic distribution tends to slow down the adjustment
to wider consumer markets which must accompem.y the development towards a
highly capitalistic society, a certain mitigating influence becomes
indispensable at times, and asserts Itself through the principle of
social distribution.14
As examples may be cited the old Hebrew institution of the
jubilee yesu*, Rome's bread distributions, gild- and church charity. Poor
Laws, re-distributive taxation, paerticularly Inheritance taxes, and
modem social security provisions.
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(3) Pynamios of Capitallstlo Investment .
The term "Investment" has been referred to beforelS as designat-
ing processes in which available resources are organized for new pro-
ductive purposes. Such purposes may either aim directly at the produc-
tion of consumer goods or at the preparation of services to consumers
both of which constitute the ultimate aim of economic activity; or they
may be pursued in an indirect way by producing intermediate goods and
sez*vices, the so-called "producer goods" which are only of indirect
benefit to the ultimate consumer. Eventually, however, all investment
serves consvunption, which finds its clearest expression in the fact that
the price of finished consumer goods includes all the returns which any
of the directly or indirectly contributing factors of production has
assumedly earned on the various stages of production.
The ultimate parallelism which thus exists between investment and
consun5)tion is frequently hidden by what has been called the deepening
process of intermediate investment. Its operation means that for the
sake of highest ultimate efficiency, the total of all intermediate pro-
duction stages grows relative to the total of all final production
stages. Not only on the whole, but particularly in certain branches of
production this change may be so great as to make the production of
intermediate producer goods appear to be independent of ultimate con-
8uii5)tion. Although this can evidently not be true in the very long
period, such iadependenoe actually exists when shorter periods are oon-
15 See p. 46.
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sidered*
With regard to existing possibilities for investment, it thus
appears that they can be limited only by limitaticxis in consumption or
by limitations in the deepening process of intermediate investment. As
far as consumption is concerned, there are two directions into "Jriiich in-
vestment may spread j one is the vertical integration of the consumption
pattern vrhioh becomes possible sis the community develops new wants such
as usually are conditioned by qualitatively relevant innovations; the
other is the horizontal expansion by which increasing numbers of the
community are enabled to ascend from their relatively low to higher con-
sumption levels within the framework of the established want pattern.
The question of the extent to which consianq)tion, and consequently in-
vestment, can be expected to grow in each of the two oases resolves
itself into an Inquiry into the main factors which are the determinants
of such potential growth: the elasticity of the underlying wants, and
the purchasing power which can be relied upon to back them up*
In considering the elasticity of wants which underlie a potential
further integration of the want pattern and thus would lead to a verti- -
cal extension of investment, it seems necessary to distinguish strictly
between changes in wants that are mainly of a substitutional character
and the creation of new and additional wants* Changes in modes, styles,
shapes, ornamentation, color effects, and material that are used in or
applied to goods, no doubt, are subject to practically unlimited variations;
to this extent the frequently used reference to the "insatiability of
human wants" can be accepted without hesitation* But such changes do
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not necessarily imply any increase in investnent at all; even the em-
ployment of exactly the same amount and the same types of capital goods
can hypothetically turn out an xmlimited variety of finished goods by
merely changing previously existing relations between raw materials and
application of labor and capital* Actually, though not necessarily,
oertaln minor innovations are likely to be found useful in performing
more efficiently with regard to a changed output than previously exist-
ing machinery, and therefore will give rise to some new investment.
This, however, can only be of relatively little iiEportance.
The major possibilities for vertical expansion may then be ex-
pected to come from the creation of new wants* But here, definite
limitations seem to prevail which do not point toward the direction of
actual "insatiability" *1^ First, there are limitations inherent in the
physical limitations of man. Secondly, consumption itself is a time-
consuming process; on relatively high levels of consumption, it is more
likely that even new wants will displace old ones than that they can
simply be added; on the whole, such a possibility presupposes a constant
increase in leisure which, however necessary and likely in the future,
will only gradually materialize. Thirdly, the operation of the law of
diminishing utility would suggest, that the more wants are fulfilled the
less pressing become new ones; evidence for this tendency can be foxind
in the frequent cases of individuals with high incomes who cannot be in-
16 This point of view finds particular support in W. B. Pitkin»s
book The Cons\amer, His Nature and His Changing Habits
,
(New Yorki McGraw
Hill Book Co., 1932")

duced by any further income increase to develop new want8.17 Potarthly,
the present high level of production technique together with the press-
ing needs for increased markets makes it likely that entrepreneurs have
already probed into all comers where new wants may have been hiding.
It seems worthwhile to appraise the chances for the creation of
new wants not only by some generalising remarks as given above, but in
the light of actued possibilities* Material for such an inquiry is
reeuiily and systematically supplied in Babson*8 pertinent and well-
informed account given as late as 1942 .IS The resulting list of those
technological innovations which would provide a basis for new invest-
ment, rests on first-hand knowledge of entrepreneurs and scientists
engaged in their development. The eirray is imposing and seems to imply
unlimited potential growth. But this superficial impression does not
stand a critical interpretation of the factual evidence. Babson classi-
fies the material into fifteen different groups; for the present purpose
these may more conveniently be regrouped under three main headings*
Under the first heading may be listed new types of goods or
senrioes which are treated in four chapters dealing with Plastics, New
Metals and Alloys, Prefabricated Houses, and Air Conditioning. It is
It may be noted in this connection that frequently a tendency
towards a more single living can be observed in groups already accus-
tomed to their wealth, while "conspicuous consumption** is a distinct
feature of the newly rich. Also, the limits to "reasonable"wants are
particularly stressed by the eurguments in support of the "subsistence-
economy" movement*
^® R.W, Babson, Looking Ahead Fifty Years, (New York: Harper &
Bros*, 1942)
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immediately obvious that the three first mentioned goods do not iirply any-
new want satisfaction, but are mainly improved substitutions for already
existing usages* Although it is true, that their production involves
most likely the use of new machinery, such machinery may or may not in->
crease the total amoxint of investment, a question which will presently
be treated in connection with the question of the deepening process of
intermediate investment. With air conditioning the situation is differ-
ent; for all practical reasons, this aims at the creation of a new want
which may become almost as general as the want for warmth, although it
will hardly reach the same intensity.
The second heading may include particular new means by ^ich our
power of production will be greatly increased, aspects which are treated
in five other chapters of Babson*8 book* These refer to the Electron
Tube and Hiotoelectric Cell, X-Ray Possibilities, Cosmic-Terrestrial
Waves, Atomic Powers, and other New Sources of Power. Again, it is
evident that the creation of new power resources does not in itself
create new wants, and here the influence on investment would also depend
on the deepening process. The expectations with regard to the other new
means point, with only two exceptions, to the possibilities of improved
production, not to the creation of new wants. The first exception is
television, bound to create a not inconsiderable additional demand, al-
though this may, to a rather large extent, become competitive with the
existing demand for radio perfonoances; since, most likely, the cost of
combined radio and television receiver will - sifter a certain transition
period - not greatly exceed the present cost of a radio, the added in-
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vestment oppox*txmities may actually be smaller than often anticipated*
The seoond exception refers to the possibility that Srith X-Rays • • • •
we may detect any of the roughly twenty diseases caused by viimses which
because of their very smallness, have up to now not been detected". This
means that eulditioned investment may become possible in the prevention
of sickness. On second thought, however, this appraisal may need modifi-
cation considering the fact that this increase may be more or less off-
set by a decrease of investment previously devoted to the care of the
sick.
The last heading may comprise the specific realms in >i^ioh Babson
expects the most in^ortant changes. He treats these in six metre chap-
ters on Food Production, Transportation, Communications, Textile Manu-
facturing, Health and Economics, and Selling Methods. Apart from the
two previously mentioned possibilities of television as a means of com-
munication, and of X-Rays as a means of health improvement, Babson does
not mention any improvement, great as they are in their productive
aspects, which implies a still greater want integration.
As it appears from the foregoing appraised, the "vertical elas-
ticity" of wants, and consequently of demand and investment cannot be
assumed to be high, once a community has reached an efficient stage of
production able to cater successfully to praotieedly all the wants men
may develop on the basis of their given physical and social precondi-
tions. This situation is drastically revealed when the long and in
itself so imposing array of intending technological innovations, given
by Babson, shows only two clear instances of vertical eleisticity, namely
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air conditioning and television. Although it can in no way be denied
that eon^letely new want levels may establish themselves gradually with
changing social conditions ^ it seems most likely that this process will
not involve great additional investment possibilities in any relatively
important way, because productive technique must be assximed to be
improving faster than the comparatively slow change in social condi-
tions, and the new wants are more likely to replace old ones than merely
to be added* It seems that any opposite conclusions are neither support-
ed by actual present facts nor by theoretical implications of hximan
nature and behavior.
In considering the purchasing power that is likely to be avail-
able for whatever new wants are technologically sufficiently conditioned,
it can be assumed with good reason that they will grow along the line of
further refinement rather than as new basic needs. Therefore, they will
be supported by the groups which have alreeuly proceeded beyond the lower
levels of living« Much of the saving that is done on higher income
levels is due to the fact that, after reasonable satisfaction of physi-
cal and social needs, incentives for further consui^tion are lacking*
Insofar eis innovations will create new modes of satisfeiction which could
not be satisfied with the previously existing means, they will find thenw
selves backed up by a considerable reservoir of purchasing power in the
hands of the upper income groups which will usually be sufficient to
make the innovation an acknowledged part of the general want pattern*
The foregoing examination of the opporl^rinities which an increase
of investment may expect from a verticed expansion of wants, leads to
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the final conclusion^ that due to the observed "vertical inelasticity"
no relatively very important additions can be expected, but that, to the
extent in which they will materialize, they will be sufficiently backed
up by available purchasing power of the higher income groups.
The second main aspect under which an increase in oonsusqption may
condition new investment is that of horizontal expansion designated
before as the process by which increasing numbers of the community are
enabled to ascend from relatively low to higher consumption levels with-
in the framework of the established want pattern* The undeniable fact
that want pattez*ns already safely established in advanced cotintries find
more or less of a vacuum in backward countries, is considered to be
rather irrelevant in the present context, since experience shows that ad-
vanced patterns tend to determine the aspirationed standards of the more
slowly progressing regions, although not without great modifications
such as result from different climatic euid social background. Looked at
in this worldwide scope, the problem of horizontal expansion could also
be defined as that potential increase in consun^tion that does not
necessarily depend on any further technological innovation, but could
materialize by the mere horizontal expansion - le*t a continuous addition
dependent only on technological considerations - of the given most
efficient means of production. The potentied magnitude of such horizon-
tal investment is clearly indicated by two relationships! that between
high levels of living such as are achieved by the upper income classes
in advanced societies and between barest subsistence levels such as pre-
vail in backward countries; and that between the relatively very small
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minority of the world's population i»hioh enjoys high living standards
and the oven»helming majority that lives on lower levels ,1®
llhile there can be no doubt that, for all practical purposes, an
actual insatiability of wants in the horizonted dimension exists, it is
also obvious that an acute and more or less universal lack of purchasing
power prevents the feist conversion of the horizontal wants into actual
demand for goods, and thus indirectly blocks the way for an accelerated
process of investment* Remedies for the lack of purchasing power within
capitalistic society are available in two wayst one depends on continued
improvement in the means of production, both human and material, n^ich
results in the cheapening of the commodities destined for broad human
consumption; the other is related to the constant and not wholly msuc-
oessfiil pressure of low income groups to mitigate the prevailing pattern
of economic distribution on one side, and to their attempt at increasing
the productivity of their own labor on the other. The possibilities of
cheapened production will actually depend greatly on technological inno-
vations. In this horizontal direction rather than in the vertical, seem
to lie the great potentialities of some of the impending innovations
An atteii^t to express this magnitude most roughly may operate
with the following figures: 20% of the world's population live in
economically aavanoed countries whose present potential could supply
about ZZffo of an all-around comfort level. The more or less imdeveloped
countries could, on the average, hardly supply moi^ than about 5% of an
all-around comfort level for the remaining 80^, This means that the
productive capacity of the most advanced part of the world would cover
6.6^ of total comfort needs, and the rest 2.4^, adding up to 9fe» If
Cassells estimates for capital accunailation in the last 50 years are
applied, the necessary elevenfold multiplication of the presently exist-
ing means of production would take almost 200 yeeursttl
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mentioned in Babson's accovint; particularly the exploitation of new
power resources in regions where sufficient power production proved to
be beyond the existing economic limits, may become a paramount means of
large-scale new development.
With regard to the actual outlook for horizontal expansion it can
be concluded that the practically unlimited possibilities aj*e severely
blocked by the difficulties in adjusting purchasing power to the exist-
ing technological potentialities. Particularly, the potential horizon-
tal expansion in capital goods suffers from a lack of confidence in
international relationships v^iich prevents a sufficiently free flow of
resources between the advanced and backward regions.
After the foregoing review of the factors which may encourage
further investment as a result of an expansion of the demand for final
constomer goods or services, an attempt has to be made to appraise the
outlook for the deepening process of intermediate investment.
The relation of this deepening process to the reviewed vertical
or horizontal expansion forms one aspect of this problem; the other is
connected with the question whether the curve by which the deepening
process of the last 150 years was represented through a rather steadily
ascending line is likely to continue in this direction, or, for techno-
logical reasons, may flatten out or even reverse itself.
With regard to the first aspect it is obvious that both the
vertical and horizontal expansion will represent a further deepening
only to the degree in which the expansion itself exceeds the prevailing
average depth ratio. Miere this ratio is already at its highest, as in

the technologically most advanced countries, further vertical investment
increases way or may, not intensify or reverse the deepening process, de-
pending completely on the prevailing general trend which will presently -
be discussed* But horisontal expansion, whether taking place in the
most advanced or in the most backward countries will intensify the deep-
ening process through the addition of capital goods in sectors which
previously had to do without them or with considerably less of them.
This further deepening of intermediate investment as a result of hori-
sontal expansion may then either become more accentuated or it may
decrease somewhat as the result of the general future trend which has to
be discussed now.
There is substantial reason to argue along more or less deductive
lines in favor of a genered tendency from merely quantitative to quali-
tative development, from addition to integration. We know that trees
and animals have been growing taller and bigger in previous stages of
development; in man the integration, not the further growth, of his
physique has achieved a unique triumph. But there is also considerable
recent en^irical evidence that seems to corroborate the results of the
general reasoning. The technological trend has been towards substitut-
ing strength for weight in the entire field of metal technique, from
iron, through steel to aluminum and the light alloys. Synthetic mater-
ials, like pleistics and many others, serve the same purpose in almost
every remaining field of production. The utilization of new power
resources may be achieved in a relatively much more direct way than we
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have had to apply hitherto On the ndiole it seems that human mastery
over its natural environment runs through two different stages: one in
whioh, slowly first, then at a swiftly rising pace, sufficient though
rather crude means had to be accumulated which assured the necessary
superiority; and another in which the accumulated superiority, partly
through integration and partly through sin^lification of its underlying
processes, can be made to increase further in power and efficiency
though accompanied by a reduction in sheer physical properties ,20
The intact of such a tendency towards reversal of the deepening
process would be most accentuated in those countries which have edready
proceeded to high production levels. These countries, as we have
attempted to show, can rely on vertical expansion only to a relatively
unimportant degree; horizontal extension, though potentially still large,
is severely limited by the lacking adjustment of purchasing power; the
stoppage or reversal of the deepening process must, tinder such condi-
tions, amount to a particularly severe curtailment of remaining invest-
19 In this respect Babson may again be cited who foresees the use
of magnetic and atmospheric electricity, as well as that of the sun,
through rather simple techniques, so that "it may both be possible to
raise tomatoes, beans, and other vegetables anywhere in a few days at
almost no expense*"
20 The development from the early form of the telegraph to the
wireless throws these possibilities into relief. The very recent
annotincement of the invention of an alloy at the same time light and
strong enough to enable the construction of a jet propulsion motor which
is expected to operate at a fraction of present cost, opens similar
prospects with regard to the substitution of air transport for the means
hitherto used. A very considerable simplification may also be accom-
plished by organizational improvements, reductions in waste and duplica-
tion of services in the large realm of distribution "irfiich, according to
Babson, accounts for almost three fourths of the final cost of all goods.
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ment opportxmities irfiioh, during the last stage of economic development,
had absorbed an ever growing fraction of the accumulating savings.
Since, in one way or another, use must be found for the savings of the
coimnunity, their pressure will eventuedly and necessarily lead, either
directly or indirectly, to speedier processes in the activation of new
purchasing power through which the large potential of horizontal invest-
ment can more successfully be mobilized than xmder earlier, not so
pressing conditions*
The described dynamic tendencies of capitalistic investment, es-
pecially in their application to the advanced stages of technological
development, it seems, can be rather appropriately classified in a
scheme that refers to the two aspects of elasticity of wants and the
role of purchasing power which had been stressed in the preceding dis-
cussion*
The actual elasticity of wants on a given level can be viewed aa
a response, in broadness and in intensity, to iimovationed inducements*
Three types of innovations, each creating a particular level of induce-
ment, may then be distinguished* "Prime", "Secondary", and "Substitu-
tional" innovations. As prime innovations would be considered those
technological steps forward by which either new fxmdamental wants can
assert themselves, or by urtiich existing fundamental wants find an outlet
on a general scale ^^l Secondary innovations refer to the application of
This may be illustrated by inventions such as the eeurliest
making of containers, the plow, the wheel, new power sources like the
steam engine or applied electricity*
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prime innoTations along partlouler lines ivhlch cater to more diversified
wants Substitutional innovations are those which cater to existing
wants within already established outlets by offering an in^roved form of
satisfaction,23 with regard to the level of inducement, prime innova-
tions activate wants to high intensity and on the broadest scale;
secondary ixmovations operate in specific and narrowed sectors; and sub-
stitutional innovations find only a moderately intense response* The
three types distinguished, however, are not exclusive of each other inso-
far as both prime and seoondeoy innovations are partly substitutioneuL,
unless they create entirely new wants* If, furthermore, such different
inventions are viewed under the aspect of their actual application rather
than of their technological character, it appears that one and the same
invention may perform not only on one, but on two, or all three
level8.24 xhe final classification of any one invention must therefore
be made in the light of actual circvimstances, and with no regard to the
effects it may siimiltaneously exercise on one of the lower levels of
inducement*
22 Each of the important machine tools which were adapted to
steam engine or electricity power, like saw mills, shapers, planers are
examples *
2«^ As, for instance, in^roved automobile models*
24 Thus, the airplane may constitute a prime innovation in a
country that hitherto had been utterly inaccessible to land transporta-
tion; it woxild have the character of a secondary innovation where it
provides a few additional links to an otherwise well developed transpor-
tation system; it is substitutional when and whei^ it replaces existing
means of transportation*

With regard to the activation of demand, which represents the
implications of the purchasing power problem, it is appropriate to dis-
tinguish the three levels of "Virginal", "Inqjrovement", and "Enlarge-
ment" demand. Virginal demand is the response to an intense and almost
wholly unsatisfied want by one who has the means to satisfy it*
la^rovement demand reacts with the willingness and ability to buy on
less intense desires for more or better satisfaction of basically
covered wants* Enlargement demand characterizes any intense desire for
enlarged satisfaction of wants which cannot be fulfilled due to lack of
purchasing power* 25
The dynamic structure of capitalistic investment can now appro-
priately be reviewed by sketching the relationships that prevail between
the various phenomena that have been stressed* Three different main
levels, each with three sub-levels, have emerged: one, the level of
expansion, has shown a dlffeirentiation vertically, horizontally, and in
depth; the second level of induceiaent comprises primary, secondary and
substitutional innovations; the third level of demand distinguishes
virginal, improvement and enlargement sub-levels.
In tracing the mutual relationships among these levels and sub-
levels it appears that the virginal demand level responds to the primary
and secondary innovations which again are the main instnjments of verti-
cal want expansion* The level of improvement demand depends on the
purely substitutional innovations as well as on the substitutional
25 The term "demand" as used in this latter context deviates
purposely from general usage which implies ability to buy.
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effects that prim© and secondary innovations mostly exercise; its activ-
ation rests on that part of horizontal want expansion which is suscepti-
ble to qualitative changes. The lack of intensity in improvement demand,
it may be noted, exerts a delaying tendency on the investment that
results from purely substitutional innovations; immediate investm«ant in
new capital goods while those to be replaced still claim depreciation
payments, might unduly increase cost and thus reduce prospective total
demand for the improved substitute, so that it appears to be more secure
to delay new investment as long as the old one is not fully amortized.
The level of enlargement demand, finally, is backed by the almost limit-
less horizontal want expansion v^ich is susceptible primarily to quanti-
tative changes. It is activated by all innovations eis far as they lead
to a reduction in the cost of basic goods and services thus increasing
the total purchasing power behind enlargement demand. Its intensity and
broadness is responsible for the constant pressure that is used in the
general attempt to increase pxarchasing power also through more direct
means than that of gradual price reductions in the wake of Innovations*

CHAPTER IV
OUTLINE OF A THEORY OF AUTONOMOUS INCOME AS THE BASIS
FOR THE DYNAMIC ADJUSTMENT OF CAPITALISTIC ECONOMY
(1) Eoonomic Decentration
The progressive development of a dynaiaic econoiry depends, as has
been shown before, on the conversion of surpluses into more or better
means of production. The preceding sub-chapters on the dynamics of
capitalistic distribution and investment have endeavored to point in the
direction of certain structural weaknesses of the existing system which
sire not always favorable for the smooth achievement of surplus conver-
sion* These weaknesses, among other factors not specifically mentioned^
have been instrumental in causing severe business fluctuations, with the
protracted world depression of the thirties as their most enigmatic
case*
The general tendency has been to consider the last depression as
basically not different from its predecessors* No two depressions eu*e
exactly alike, and it seemed to most observers that in comparison with
the overall similarity of their patterns the particular deviations of
the last case could well be accovmted for as accidental* This point of
view is most clearly set forth by Schun5)eterl who eacplains the unusual
severity and long duration by the accidental superimposition of several
cycles, each of which has its specific causation* The relatively
greatest deviation from this attitude is represented by the interpreta-
1 J* Schumpeter, Business Cycles
,
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc*, 1939)

tions of Keynes and Hansen* Their analysis has been instrumental in
introducing the terms '*underemployment-equilibri\iia"2 and "stagnation's
whioh stress the absence of genuine forces of revival as an apparently
new feature. "While thus a change in the pattern of the business cycle
is admitted and explained, it is no^ere intimated that a depression of
this particular type may have to be considered as a phenomenon of its
omi, and not a^ a phase of the cycle at gl11« As such, the above men-
tioned terms are not very suggestive x the term "undereii^>loyment*
equilibrium" is contradictory in itself since underemployment necesseuri-
ly means disequilibri\m insofar as supply and demand for labor are not
equated; both terms make no reference to the important euspect of causa-
tion, a matter ^ich becomes rather hazy in Keynes* complicated system
of dependent and independent variables, 4 ndiile Hansen's reference to the
structural changes in the sphere of investment lacks definiteness*
The prevedling general readiness to interpret the similarity of
the conspicuous depression features - the business failures, bank mora-
toria, sudden price decay, unemployment, and widespread economic
misery - as evidence of similar causation, was furthermore increased by
the belief that the additional specific features of the leist depression.
^ Keynes* description is as follows t "In partioular it is an out-
standing characteristic of the economic system in which we live, that,
whilst it is subject to severe fluctuations in respect of output and
employment, it is not violently unstable* Indeed it seems capable of
remaining in a chronic condition of sub-normal activity for a consider-
able period without any marked tendency towards recovery or towards
oon5)lete collapse." (General Theory, p* 249)
' Hansen, op. cit .
* Keynes, op. cit*, pp* 245-47.
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its intensity and duration, could well be explained by other than
inherent economic reasons. This argument eraphasiges that the hitherto
unknoTm degree of public interference with the self-adjusting forces of
our economic system has conditioned the new pattern*
In order to appraise appropriately the merits or demerits of such
reasoning, it seems advisable first to throw the aspects of intensity and
duration into proper relief by a consideration of the pertinent figures.
The period for irtiich figures are availableS stretches back to 1790. If
the fluctuations immediately connected with the conspicuous wars of 1812,
1861, 1914, and 1939 are eliminated, the following sub-periods mark
themselves off«
period "A" from 1790-1811 period "C" from 1866-1913
n Hg"
" 1817-1860 " "D" •* 1922-1939
The most relevant phenomena within these four sub-periods are shown in
the following tablet
Periods: A B C A-C D
Total number of years t 22 44 48 114 18
Years of marked
fluctuation:* 13 24 35 72 18
above nonnal ""5 H ^25 5(5 5"
below " Jt 13 15 32 12
Intensity of
fluctuation:** 1054 1132 1452 3618 2609
above normal "715 535 1533 55^
below •» 316 602 765 1683 2350
* with deviations greater than 5% above or below normal activity.
** measured by adding all monthly deviations in excess of 5% above
or below normal activity.
5 From "American Business Activity Since 1790", chart in back of
The Chief Cause of This and Other Depressions, by L.P. Ayres, The Cleve-
land Trust Co., I942)
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In the first three periods the cyclical character finds express-
ion in the degree to which activity above and below normal is balanced;
in spite of the outspoken prevedence of prosperous years in the first
period, on the whole they average only 25% more than the depression
years. But in the last period the balance is oon^letely lost with twice
as many depression years as prosperity yesurs. If differences of inten-
sity are taken into consideration, the most fundamental character of the
change becomes clear. A comparison between the three first periods on
one side and the last period on the other shows, that above normal ac-
tivity has only slightly decreased when Eillowance is made for the
difference in the length of the con5)ared periods; the weighted intensity
of the last period is about one seventh of the preceding (259: 1935),
while its length is about one sixth (18:114)« But with regard to below
noi*mal activity the weighted intensity of the last period is about 40^
greater than the total of the six times as extended preceding pezdod
(2350:1683).
With this picture in mind, the argument of the necessarily ad-
verse effects of governmental interference may be taken up again. Obvi-
ously it cannot be used in explaining the particular intensity of the
crisis - by which the depression was introduced. The crisis originated
in 1929 under conditions of "laisser faire" prevailing in all the highly
industrialized comatries. The effect on duration and the entire course
of the depression can, however, be deduced, with some amount of correct-
ness at least, from a con^eurison between the effects indiich different
degrees of interference produced in different countries. The results
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are ahoim in the following table for the U.S., England, the Netherlands,
and Gennany in respective index figures for total productiont^
Index of total production
»
U.S.A. England Netherl. Germany
Base year 1923/25 1924 1922/23 1928
1929 106.3 105.9 102.5 100.9
1932 57.7 88.0 63.9 58.7
Decline 46.6 l7.9 38.6 42.2
in % 46 17 37 42
1936 94.6 123.0 73.4 106.7
Recovery from 1932 36.9 36.0 9.5 48
" " " in ^ 64 40 15 81
Gain in % of decline 76 196 27 114
Since a proper appraisal of these figures depends on a knowledge of the
public policy by irtiich the pairbiculsur development was accompanied,
reference may be had to the brief review of such policies as given in
one of the pertinent statistical volumes. 7 These relevant policies were:
for England : 1931- Suspension of gold standard
1932- General \Qffo tariff; Exchange Equalization Fund
1934- Taxation reduced; unemployment benefits restored
1935- Air ministry advises factories to prepare for Air
force expansion.
for U.S.A. : 1933- Governmental control; suspension of gold standeird
1935- dominance of governmental influences
for Germany : 1933- beginning of expansionist policy
for Netherl .: 1931- Government and private measures to counteract or
mitigate influences of autarchy abroad
1932- Increasing government interference with
^ Figures taken from:
(a) Wagemann, Statiatik des In-und Auslandes (Hamburg, 1938,
1939.
(b) International Abstract of Economic Statistics 1931-36,
(The Hague, 19357^
^ International Abstract, eLS mentioned above.
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production, trade (quota policy), agriculture
1933- Further expansion of Government support to
industry and agriculture
1934- Institution of fund for promoting enterprise of
public and private work
1936- Gold standard abandoned.
The attempt at interpretation should start with a distinction of
governmental interference insofar as they either amounted to pedliatives
or represented broad and basic policies. Holland, up to 1936 is the
very example of the first type, Germany, with its totalitarian superim-
position of public policy on private enterprise, represents fxxlly the
second.
The two most important means of public policy in the fight
against depression, no doubt, were the monetary devaluation aiming at
international trade advanteiges, and a broad public works policy follow-
ing the Keynesian suggestion in order to restore doraestic purchasing
power. England, most dependent on her international economic position,
suspended the gold standard in 1931, two yeeirs ahead of this coiintry and
five years ahead of Holland which was in a very similar position. The
public works policy was broadly applied in Germany and the U.S. by 1934,
with Holland hesitantly adopting it in the same year, and with Sngland
starting re-armament in 1935*
IRiile England, gaining an early advantage against its trade
rivals through the devaluation in 1931, was able to mitigate the de-
pression and to keep it within limits of intensity which did not
basically deviate from previous grave disturbances, in the remaining
three countries the decline reached 46^ in the U.S., 42^ in Germany and
37^ in the Netherlands. The recovery iidiioh had been mjhieved from these

lows by 1936 eonounted to Bl% in Germany, 64^ for the U.S., but only 15%
In Holland* One oan hardly escape the conclusion that these figures are
in almost exact proportion to the effectiveness of governmental inter-
ference* Tfhere it was total, as in Germany, the success was greatest;
the U*S*, with her determined effort of the "New Deal", is not far
behindi but Holland, where the belief in the mderlying correctness of
"classical" doctrines wcui stoutly held up by the government and prevent-
ed it from doing more at any time than was dictated by the immediate
necessity of mitigating the most severe hardships, had after 4 years
only regained Z7% of its depression loss ^ile the comparative figures
were about &Q% for the U.S., 115^ for Germany and 200^ for England.
The two countries in Tidiich the recovery from a deep low was most
accentuated, were Germany and the U«S« In both cases, the effectiveness
of devaluation, or of close currency control achieved by other means as
done in Germany, was greatly impaired by England* s earlier application
of thip weapon. Thus, whatever recovery effects there were, muet be
directly traced to public policy instrumental through public investment
or public consumers' subsidies* This becomes particularly clear in the
case of the U.S., wheire private enterprise on the whole was highly
sceptical with regard to the public policy pursued, and where, most
likely, lagging general confidence even partly offset the effects of
public spending by becoming antagonized to additional private spending
either on oonsuiq>tion or on capital goods
8 This, of course, is no absolutely valid refutation of the fre-
See next page

At this point it is advisable to retiirn to the general argvunent
and to recall the relevant tendencies in the dynamics of capitalistic
distribution and investment iwhich have been stressed before. It has
been shown that there exists an eventual parallelism between expansion
of capital goods and consuii^>tionf although this relation is subject to
great modifications by the deepening process of intermediate investment*
As a result, at certain times a relative saturation point may be reached
with regard to further expansion of investment. In such a situation,
the existing virginal and improvement demand will sustain added innova-
tionfld investment m^ioh results from prime or secondary innovations,
while there are, on the other hand, inherent difficulties by iriiich the
large reservoir of enlargement demand is prevented from being effective
in backing up further hprisontal investment expansion. It is obvious
that the relative size of total output which at any given time is avail-
able either for consumption or for investment plays a rather dominant
rolet for, if the latter is very low and thus indicative of a prevailing
primitive and inefficient mode of production with general want satisfac-
tion at an equally low level, even a relatively large sacrifice in
potential cons\ui5)tion in favor of the capital goods sector, will then
yield only a minor gain; but, once the capital sector has grown large,
and as a result total output per capita is considerable, even a rela*
® (oont.) quently heard thesis that recovery would eventually have
been greater under conditions of "laisser faire". But apajrt from the
Keynesian attempt to deny this on theoreticed grounds, the given facts
seem to prove that under existing socied and political conditions
"laisser faire" was not enough to cope -with the actual rigidities and
that sufficiently oon^etitive conditions would have had to be enforced*

tively small further sacrifice of consiin^tion will, if the released
savings can find their way into appropriate investment, add greatly to
general productivity without the certainty, however, that there is an
effective demand for additional goods* It is this gradual change in the
relation of the size of the consumption- and capital goods sector which
must necessarily affect the usefulness and appropriateness of the
principle of economic distribution by which the highest possible share
of the social product is directed into the hands of relatively few in
order to make these able and willing to invest the major part of their
share. A continuation of this principle in a period where relative
investment saturation already prevails would then mean continued and
accelerated accumulation of investment funds vrithout the continued abil-
ity to invest profitably; a continued relatively low endowment of the
funds for consumption would be another result in spite of the inherent
necessity for higher overedl consvimption as a pre-condition for renewed
investment*
It is evident that the reaction to such a situation must be
extremely violent in our prevailing system* As long as reliance can be
placed upon the interrelation between effective demand and vtnexploited,
mainly non-substitutional innovations, the disturbances which result
from partial maladjustments can, after a lindted period of reaction, be
mitigated by a continuance of the interrupted expansionist process.
Without this possibility, the ensuing situation must necessarily be
characterized by the effects of the preceding boom by which forced
savings found their expression in a high relative over-supply of capital

goods and in a correspondingly wealcened sector of individual consumption.
The resulting adjustment of actual production, first to a level even
substantially below remaining effective consumers* demand due to the
partial reliance on stocks above minimum requirements, explains the
immediate steep fall; thereafter, as stocks have to be kept up, partial
recovery is indicated, but not beyond the existing effective consumers*
demand which, in the absence of new investment, must remain on low
levels* This prevailing low level of production finds then its ex-
pression in a protracted unemployment of men, machines and money which
cannot be expected to be relieved unless either on the side of consum^)-
tion, or on the side of investment, sustained expansion takes place
again.
Temporary unemployment of the factors of production, due to par-
tial maladjustments, can well be defended as necessary and, in the end,
as salutary as far as economic considerations go; such a defense would
maintain that even with losses resulting from maladjustment the same
total gain over long periods could' not be achieved if economic activi-
ties, by some mitigation of excesses, shovdd be kept on a more even
level, preventing the high ups and downs* The unen^loyed factors of
production can, so to speak, be viewed imder such conditions as merely
being on short leave of absence* The concept of permanent high unent-
ployment of the productive factors, however, is in itself, and particu-
larly from the economic point of view, utterly senseless and contradic-
tory, and yet at the same time the clearest expression for the under-
lying set of new oaxisative phenomena. The particular state irtiich ensues
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from their effects, deserves a specific designation able to distinguish
it clearly from depressions otherwise conditioned. Suggestion of the
term "Economic Deoentration" serves this purpose: it avoids the lack of
inner logic or coherency for ivhich other terms have been criticized and
gives expression to the basic causative deviation which has occurred in
the long-term relation of consumption and investment.
9
(2) Autonomous Income
Economic decentration, as has been shown, must be traced directly
to the continued or even intensified operation of the principle of
economic distribution at a time when relative investment saturation -
and not only investment maladjustment - prevails. Since economic dis-
tribution necessarily links individual income to the productive service
rendered by the individual, a lack of income results from the lack of
investments, unless this is offset by additional consximption. If
individuals, by their own •will and ability, can provide neither more
investment nor more consumption, the only way out seems to lie in the
creation of new modes by vrtiich the rigid relation between effectively
demanded work administered by private entrepreneurs, and income is
abolished or modified. Attempts at abolition of this rule, which is so
basic to the capitalistic system, can be seen in all plans of social
help by which unemployed individuals receive income through public
9 The term decentration, described by Webster as referring to the
state of being decentered, finds its particular place within a functicsi-
al pattern of economic development which cannot be treated in greater
detail in this study, but is briefly outlined in Chapter VII. (See p. 220)
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bodies with or without producing goods or services in effective demand.
Modification prevails where public bodies, and not private entrepreneurs,
create goods and services for which there is likely to be a quasi-
effective demand* Quasi-effective demand may be defined as effective
demand not supplied by private business, and either pedd for individual-
lylO or publioly.H Such abolition or modification, and most frequently
a combination of the two^ has been usually suggested by modem economists
who have concerned themselves with the phenomenon of economic decentra-
tion.l2
A somewhat different approach is prepared with an inquiry into
the actual reasons why some sort of adjustment to the new situation
should not be possible within the given setup of private enterprise.
The business community as a indiole is as much a victim of the effects of
economic decentration as any other group* The means necessary for an
increase of economic activities, be it money or any other factor of
As, for instance, low-price housing,
11 The term "effective demand" in^lies, also in this context, a
comparison between sacrifice and gain* Public works of the type, for
which the public body concerned would prefer not to sacrifice uriiat
actually is sacrificed, would therefore not fall into this category, but
would obviously be only a pretense for creating social income. TIShere
one type ends, and the other begins, will practically be hard to decide,
although in most oases this difficulty will not arise.
12 Keynes' emphasis on public investment goes primarily into the
the latter direction, while the Beveridge Plan points more toward the
first. But it seems likely, that also public investment, after a period
of large-scale activities, will have to resort to projects which will
fail to create an effective demand as defined in the preceding footnote*
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production, can be hired as well, if not better, by the business conanun-
Ity than by the public at large through its government. The achievement
of a full or high employment level is likely to bring the relatively
largest gain to the business community among all other groups* Finally,
the greatly feared and much disliked increase in governmental power and
regulation could only in this way be prevented.
For the above-mentioned reasons, there can hardly be any doubt
that the business cozammity would stoop to undertake the necessary
measures and adjustments, if the way towards them were not barricaded by
major obstacles. An atteii5>t to trace these obstacles makes it necessary
to inquire into the technicalities by which the creation of investment
and income are linked together. Since income is generally the remunera-
tion for services rendered in the productive effort of the community,
they must be correlated. This is done by regarding all rewai^s for
participation in production as cost, so that total cost equals total
income.l3 On the other hand, cost is also made the basis of price for-
mation, so that it actually serves as the coordinator between production
and consunq)tion through distribution. In this congruent pattern
production is always the primary link which explains that total income
shrinks in the absence of sufficient incentives for production.
An attempt to out loose from this primary dependence on produc-
tion and to cz*eate higher incomes by arbitrarily raising the rewards for
In this context, profit is treated as reward for business
ability and, therefore, as part of total cost. However, because serious
objections can be raised against this attempt which has found more or
less general acceptance, it is not generally employed.
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the productive contribution, defeats itself through the money mechanism
which has to be employed in our advanced eoonony.l* For any changes in
the distributive shares transmit themselves back to the production
sector through the medium of costs and the cost-dependent pricing
process; as a result, higher income is offset by higher cost through
•what is called an inflationeiry process* If, as another possibility, the
increase in incomes is xmdertaken by public bodies rather than by
entrepreneurs, a similar tendency will prevail, though it will operate
less directly, as soon &s entrepreneurs are called upon to share in the
repajonent of the publicly incurred obligation.
In a situation which is characterized by a merely relative satu-
ration of investment with the possibility that future genuine new in-
vestment may make the reliance on the principle of economic distribution
desirable again, there is sufficient reason not to abolish the produc-
tion-consunction relation altogether. But even if some way could be
found to abandon temporarily the rigidity of their relation, this would
be tantamount to a new solution of the problem presented here. The
rigidity, it should be recalled, becomes instrumental through the role
played by costs. They make income a proper means of coordination so
long as all income created in one period finds its way back into the
next one as effective demand for either consumer»s goods or for invest-
ment. But when the prevailing relative saturation of investment pre-
vents the use of part of the total income which for valid reasons has
Conspicuous examples for such procedure can be found in the
policy of general wage rises through the NRA in this country, and by the
Blum government in France.
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been saved, inoone becomes by itself vinable to set in motion the corres-
ponding processes of production. To cure this defect would mean to
perfect the existing mechanism in such a way that income as well as
production can be used as the primary link in the chain of economic
activities* Income able to perform in this way may be called "Autono-
mous Income."
The conditions under which autonomous income could and should
operate are almost self-explanatory. As long as existing factors of
production are reasonably well used, any further consumption increase
has a preceding enlargement of productive facilities as its precondition,
so that, as long as such conditions prevail, it will be most efficient
to make income depend on production as the prime mover. But as long as
there is a protjracted lack of effective demand for existing idle factors
of production, dependence should be placed on autonomous income as the
key to their employment.
In order to serve the indicated purposes, autonomous income must
necessarily have the following characteristics: First, it must sever the
usual rigid relation between production and income for the reasons ex-
plained before. Secondly, it must remain an element of economic, and
not of social or regulatory distribution; this means that it must be
created in connection with the productive tasks by the units of the
business community, and on the basis of the profit motive which operates
so powerfully in our economic organization. Thirdly, it must provoke a
maximum as well as an optimum of additional effective demand for those
goods irfiich the existing capacity can produce. This calls for a
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direction of autonomous income primarily toward those groups irtio can be
expected to turn it into effective demand to the highest possible degree.
Fourthly, it will have to be created and administered in a way which
pays proper attention to the sensitiveness of our economic organization
with regard to sudden and disruptive changes or dislocations in the
underlying system of supply and demand functions.
The first requirement can practically be achieved by asstimlng
that in the presence of sufficient oapcusity new additional production up
to capacity limits would actually not lead to materially increased cost.
This is due to the fact that cost for existing capacity either ha^ al-
ready been paid in full or is constantly being paid regardless of
whether this capacity is used or not. As long as substantial "overca-
pacity" exists, the greater part of all cost factors for capacity
production - the cost of depreciation, interest and maintenance of idle
machinery, as well as rent for all the occupied space - is carried by
business; business is also burdened with a substantial part of the cost
of maintaining unen^loyed himan capacity on subsistence levels, though
indirectly, through increased taxation or through contributions by
either employers or employees. IVhile the remaining direct cost of
additional production within capacity limits is thus likely to be very
small, the indirect resxilts of capacity output, under the given condi-
tions, must even be assumed to lead to aggregate business profits far
outweighing aggregate additional cost. If these assumptions are correct,
it is obvious that autonomous income, given by business in excess of
normal remuneration to those whom it employs, could not be considered as
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cost, and that, therefore, the recording of autonomous income as cost
would actually amount to a falsification of facts* Instead, it nvould be
justified and reasonable to consider any expenditure on the part of
business for autonomous income as a financial investment which can easi-
ly, in familiar ways, be made subject to gradual liquidation as this
investment yields the gains out of wdiich the initial expenditure can be
covered.
Various factors assure that additional aggregate profits would be
far in excess of the f\mds which will have to be thus invested. The
principle of acceleration of derived demand, the multiplying effects of
installment buying and mortgaging, the cumoalative trend of activities
once recovery had started, the effects of increased purchasing power on
the revival of genuine private expansionist investment - all these would
combine in bringing about an increase in total national income far
beyond the Initial disbursements for autonomous income* And if these
funds were properly allocated to those who can be expected to spend them
for consumption purposes in practically full degree, this would mean
that almost the entire increase would be converted into new demand for
goods leading to equally Increased total output*
The second requirement points out that business, and not govern-
ment, should create and administer autonomous income* As a financial
investment able to liquidate Itself properly and to yield substantial
profits in excess of amortization, the implied procedure would be fvilly
compatible with acknowledged business principles* The means of financ-
ing autonomous income would be the savings of the community which.
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lacking other investment opportunities, must be supposed to be readily-
available under the given conditions either in the fom of cash balances
of business units themselves or through bank credits. By using these
savings, they are converted from virtual hoards to productive investment
and thus prevented from becoming a total loss to the community; on the
other hand, no inflationeury monetary procedure is initiated, nor a
public debt with all its ensuing problems of interest service, retire-
ment and Implied re-distributive taxation contracted. The whole trans-
action remains within the realm of business where it is made to serve
exactly as a substitute for the existing lack in e3q)ansionist productive
investment*
The third requirement calls for en allocation of autonomous income
in such a way that different groups of consumers would benefit from it
in proportion to their ability and willingness to bring about a horizon-
tal expansion of effective demand through increased and optimal consump-
tion* Since the stimulating effect of consximption on production is not
the sane for all types of consvuner goods, it is important to consider
also the pertinent influence of the principle of derived demand which
stresses the role which in this respect the durable consumer goods play*
Heavy demand for durable consumer goods, however, cannot be expected in
groups which during the depression have been thrown out of employment
and back into low subsistence levels. On the other hand, the resil wages
of those who have been kept in employment will have risen not inconsid-
erably beyond previous levels as a result of prices having been fallen
faster than wages; their power of discretionary consumption will have
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risan correspondingly, thus activating a particularly high effective
demand for the many durable consumer goods irtiioh previously were com-
pletely out of their reach* Income additions to groups whose income
level has sdready provided them with a fair margin for discretionary
oonstin^tion will tend to be saved, and not spent, at an increasing rate
as such income levels rise; since, in the absence of genuine investment
opportunities, they would not precipitate new production autonomous
income expended on higher income groups could not be expected to be
properly liquidated.
The fourth requirement is called for in order to prevent a dan-
gerous divergence between supply and demand. If autonomous income were
to be distributed suddenly and in large eonoimts, additional demand might
become effective in larige volTome before the short term supply might have
fotmd it possible to adjust itself accordingly. Although the relative
abundance of supply factors as it must be supposed to prevail during
economic decentration, counteracts such dangers greatly, tenqjorary sceir-
cities or partial dislocations might produce opportunities for price
Increases and for a genersd speculative mood which might, particularly
through ensuing cumulative effects, offset the real purchasing power of
the newly created autonomous income. In order to fully exclude such a
danger, disbursements of autonomous income would have to follow the
principle of homeopathic doses calling for rather small increments to be
disbursed in properly timed repetition and in accordance with etn adequate-
ly predetermined general scheme*
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(3) Self-Liquidating Wages
With regard to the praotioal application of autonomous income it
has already been shown that business in its onm interest must be the
initiating agency. On the other hand, it is obvious that the require-
ments with regard to proper allocation indicate the employees of business
as the groups which must furnish the bulk of recipients for autonomous
income* Thus it is feasible to consximmate all transactions related to
the creation, disbursement, and liquidation of autonomous income within
each individual business xmit} at the same time, it is possible to show
by corresponding records the effects of these transactions for each
business unit with regard to the expectation of full liquidation of the
initial investment and the extent of the finally emerging net yield.
Autonomous income would then take on the form of a certain sur-
plus wage irfiich private enterprises would pay to their employees. Since
these wages are supposed to liquidate themselves by the results of their
favorable effects on general effective demand, they may be called "Self-
Liquidating Wages"#15 They may be defined as surplus wages to be paid
by private enterprise in industry and commerce to employed wjige earners
for the purpose of increasing their income and purchasing power in a
direct and real way. This would be achieved, first, through the self-
liquidation itself, which would be the visible expression of the non-
cost-creating character of such disbursemtents; second, through proper
allocation within various wage-eanaing groups, which would be the device
16 "SLW" suggests itself as an abbreviation.
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for obtaining the most beneficisd effects on rising output of consumer
goods production and on the encouragement of new investment; and third,
through application of the principle of homeopathic doses, which would be
the means of preventing inflationairy effects*
The process of self-liquidation would have to take place within a
self-liquidation account (SLA) to be set up in the books of each enter-
prise. All SLW-payments would have to be debited to this account, while
the different forms of yield that would result from the disbursement of
SLW would form the credit entries. On the balance sheet a debit balance
of the SLA would be treated as an eisset, and a credit balance as a
profit,^6
It is obvious that for the purpose of self-liquidation the SLW
would have to be clearly earmarked as such, aad that throughout the
self-liquidation period they would have to be easily distinguishable
from the prevailing basic weiges. This calls for a surplus wage ex-
pressed in a certain percentage of the basic wage, leaving this basic
wage unchanged in its nominal amount but subject to all changes brought
about by ordinary factors influencing the demand and supply situation in
the labor market*
The general self-liquidation of the SLW payments rests on the
assumption that enterprises* additional aggregate income created by the
steadily increasing purchasing power of the pivotal consumer groups
16 An interesting parallel can be found in the treatment of the
general mortgage levied upon German industrial real estate under the
Dawes Plan; this debt, to be amortized over a period of ten years, was
shown as an asset in the balance sheets of German industry*
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would greatly outweigh their initial expenditure. The justification for
this eissuit^tion was presented above. It is further clarified in the
following detailed analysis of that part of the eventual price yield for
the increased consumer goods output T«diich would be technically available
for the liquidation of the expenditure incurred for the SLW payments.
First, an increased volxame produced within existing capacity
means that each additional unit has earned its share of the cost of
fixed property which was previously incurred without obtaining any eco-
nomic benefits. This fixed property cost finds regular expression in
rent, interest and depreciation. If, in the absence of any great price
changes, the increased unit output brought about by SLW were approximate-
ly measured by the rise of the money value of output, then that part of
the total cost of rent, interest and depreciation irtiich was in propor-
tion to the rise of output value would constitute a yield due to the SLW
expenditure. Accordingly, this amount should be credited to the SLA at
proper intervals, preferably monthly or quarterly.
Second, when the stimulus of increeised consumption has started to
develop a higher output, more people will have to be employed; consequent-
ly unemployment, with its resulting cost to the community, will recede.
All appropriations to local, state or federal agencies connected with ^3X^
employment should continue at unchanged rates, but subsequent savings
should be aociamulated at one central agency and redistiributed, perhaps
at intervals of three or six months, to the individual enterprises in
proportion to their expenditures for SLW payments. These reimbursements,
too, clearly attributable to the SLW stimulus, would be credited to the
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SLA.
Third, besides the fixed property cost there is another highly
invariable factor in the cost of executive and administrative personal
services. The treatment of this item should be along the same lines as
outlined with regard to the cost of fixed property, and this again should
lead to a credit entry in the SLA.
Finally, surplus profits due to the increase in output and also
to the slight price increases that usually go with recovery should be
credited to the SLA. They should be computed as the difference in the
total net profits of comparable periods before and after the institution
of the SLW scheme.
A particular problem is presented by the fact that certain malad-
justments might result from an improper self-liquidation within partic-
ular groups of enterprises. Theoretically, general liquidation might
take place in such a way that in a majority of cases no liquidation
occurred at all, while in a minority of ceises huge credit balances piled
up in the SLA. Although such a discrepancy could eventually be overcome
by the pooling of all balances, its results, particularly since it might
lead to a rather high indebtedness of the less fortunate groups, might
eeisily cause unfavorable reactions and wrong anticipations, detrimental
to the achievement of full, early and genuine liquidation. For these
reasons a proper liquidation within each group of enterprises is essen-
tial. In order to achieve the best possible equalization between the
expenditvire for SLW payments and their resulting yield within the differ^
ent groups of enterprises, certain pertinent facts should be taken into
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acooTint and dvaluated*
In the first place, consideration should be given to the relation
between the wage factor and its influence on fined profit, expressed in
the ratio between employment of labor and employment of capital. This
ratio varies among the different groups of enterprises. And it is ob-
vious that a wage increase that was equal, in percentage terms, for all
the groups, would mean a greater burden ^ere the share of labor was
higher, and a smaller burden vdiere the share of capital was higher.
The coii5>etitive position of the individual groups should also be
considered—whether they are subject to unrestricted competition or are
protected in their profits by monopolistic influences. Since the yield
from increased purchasing power would be greater for the protected
groups, their liquidating power would be relatively larger.
Furthermore, increased purchasing power, as a result of the gov-
erning allocation principle, would not spread evenly. It would first
reach the groups engaged in the production of durable consumer goods,
then, with a certain time lag, the staple goods industries, and last the
capital goods industries.
Finally, important variations may exist in the situation of iden-
tical groups of enterprises in different regions. These differences
might lead to a regional variation in liquidating power within a single
industrial group.
In order to bring about a differentiation in accordance with these
considerations, the SLW rates should vary according to the liquidating
power of the properly classified industrial groups. This classification

should not be rigid but shoxold be subject to general or individual reex-
amination, either at certain inteirvals of time or as the need night
arise, in order to oope with unpredictable time lags or other changing
influences
•
But despite the preconditions for self-liquidation on a genereil
scale, there are boiand to be exceptional oases in which liquidation of
the incurred expense would not be reached in full. In order to fore-
stall a pessimistic attitude of the individual entrepreneur with regetrd
to the proper fmctioning of the liquidation device in his particular
case, liquidation must be assured without exception* The application of
proper insurance principles would accomplish this objective. On the
whole the financing of the SLW payments would offer no difficulties to
enterprise, since general high liquidity is one of the characteristics
of underemployment equilibrium. Provision should be made, however, for
exceptional cases.
It must be understood that in a scheme based on the principle of
homeopathic doses termination would also be subject to this principle.
A sudden stop of the SLW scheme would be dangerous, even in a situation
in Twhich clear signs of revival were evident. The most effective method
by ^ich the necessary gradual reduction could be achieved would be a
change from the monthly accumulation of SLVf rates to a simileur decumula-
tion until, finally, a termination of the scheme would be indicated.

CHAPTER V
MAJOR ASPECTS OF THE THEORY OF AUTONOMOUS INCOME
(1) Its Controversial Issues in the Treatment of Representative
Eoonomio Doctrines *
The theory of Autonomous Income intends to lay the foundation for
a specifio adjustment of present capitalistic society to the prevailing
specific conditions* The attempt has been made to show that the dynam-
ics of general as well as of capitalistic economic development are boxind
to produce changes in which the principle of economic distribution must
either give way to a socially regulated distribution, or where the
pattern of economic distribution itself must be adjusted to these
changes* In the chapter on the Dynamics of Capitalistic Investment it
has been suggested that a relative saturation of opportunities for ver-
tical expansion may, for an unpredictable length of time, invalidate owr
accepted method of linking economic distribution to productive invest-
ment; and that it m^ be reasonable to superimpose opi this existing
pattern a mechanism by wiiich the principle of economic distribution
would be maintained, but would be linked instead to "unproductive in-
vestment" for the sake of the needed greater elasticity in the relation
between production and distribution*
Although the specific conditions which call for an adjustment are
considered to be unprecedented, the phenomena of the state of economic
decentration are vezy similar to those which are also characteristic of
the depression phase of the business cycle* The economic aspects which
in this connection become particularly controversial refer to the lack
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of equilibrium between supply and demand; to the problems of "orerpro-
duotion" and "xmderoonaumption", of "overinvestment" or "underinvest-
ment"; to the relation between "productive investment" and the "unpro-
ductive consumption" of the wealthy; and to the possible effects which a
changing balance of trade might have on the level of domestic economic
activity. All these major aspects, and many others of seoondajry impor-
tance, have found an interesting and varied treatment in earlier economic
doctrines; a review of them is likely to clarify the basic issues of the
present discussion, and, at the same time, to show how the dynamic
changes in the economic pattern of earlier periods have reflected them-
selves in economic doctrine*
(a) Mercantilistic Thought * It is evident that the systematical
discussion of the pertinent aspects is closely linked to the historical
occurrence of major economic disturbances on one side and, on the other,
to a state of affairs in which economic integration and scientific curi-
osity had proceeded far enough to invite attempts at explanation. This
coincidence was reached in the sixteenth century which produced the
depressions of 1528 and 1564y and laid aleo the groimdwork for the foirma-
tion of mercantilistic doctrine. Ko doubt, economic disturbances are
known to have occurred far back in biblical times, and ever since. But
it seems that contemporaries have generally considered them an inevitable
result of natural and political rather than of economic conditions. The
first purely economic arguments in which human unen^loyment is linked to
inserts of foreigji goods point to the fifteenth century. Remedial legis-
lation is thus proposed in Florence in 1426, in England in 1455, and in
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Prance in 1466.^ But not before England's great depression of 1528 does
the discussion of the disturbance in economic terms become more or less
general among those who try to explain it.2 After almost another centu-
ry, the recurrent nature of these disturbances had become conspicuous in
the depressions of 1607, 1620, 1629 and 16383, and sxrfficient evidence
of their economic causation had accumulated. The earliest mercentilistic
writers of this period, preoccupied as they were with monetary aspects,
traced the defects not only to a faulty supply of the precious metals,
but also to ensuing effects on the rate of interest and on foreign trade*
The belief that an outright lack of a sufficient rolvime of means of ex-
change was responsible for depressed trade led Misselden, right within
the severe depression of 1622, to recommend acquisition of more specie
and the devaluation of the currency; William Potter, in 1650, favored
the issuance of bills as substitutes for specie, while the proposal to
cure the defect by issuing bank notes backed by land was supported by
Vanderlint and later by John Law who ha;3 become famous for the conspicu-
^ E«F« Heckscher, Mercantilism
,
(London: G. Allen & Uxiwin Ltd.,
1935), Vol. II, p. 122.
2 Heckscher refers particularly to the writings of Th. Starkey
and Clement Armstrong and cites the following revealing passage of the
latter: "By reason of great abundance of strange merchandises and wares
brought yearly into England hath not only caused scarcity of money, but
hath destroyed all handicrafts, whereby great nunfcer of common people
should have works to get money to pay for their meat and drink, which of
very necessity must live idly and beg and steal". (Vol. II, p* 123).
3 See E. "Whittacker, A History of Economic Ideas
,
(New York:
Longmans, Green & Co., 1940), pp. 685-687.
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ous failure of his plans in 1720»* On the other hand, there were men
like Petty and Looke who saw clearly the limits beyond "sdiich an increase
in the means of exchange would defeat itself and knew the importance of
an appropriate relation between the amount of circulating currency and
the volume of trade. The danger that lies in hoarding of currency by
the state as well as by individuals is clearly appreciated by writers
like Petty, Davenant, and the Gennan Schroetter.6 More or less general
is the argument that an increase in the supply of money would lower
interest, a proposition likely to appeal greatly to all on whom the ian
pact of the medieval tendency towards usury laws was not yet lost. In
the famous controversy over monetary policy and the East India trade
which was fought conspicuously between Edward Misselden, a meinber of the
Merchant Adventurer's Company, and Gerard Malynes, both agreed on this
point.fi Later, Child, Looke and Fortrey did not only share this concept,
but stressed the effects which a low rate of interest would exercise on
trade .7
Besides these primary monetary aspects there goes through mercan-
tilism the "deep-rooted belief in the 'utility of luxury* and the evil
4 Ibid
., pp. 652, 689-91
•
5 Petty states that "There being a certain proportion of money,
necessary for driving such a proportion of trade, so much money of this
as lies still, lessens so much of the trade". (Cited by "Whittacker, p.
688), Heckscher— (Vol.II, p. 212)—asserts that "it was one of the ten-
dencies against which innumerable mercantilist writers thundered" and
that it would not "be possible to find a single dissenting voice".
6 Heckscher, op
.
cit
., p. 200.
7 TOiittacker, op
.
cit
., p. 692; and Keynes, op . cit ., p. 344.
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of thirift" which causes Sohroetter to devote one chapter of his main
treatise to a discussion of "How a Prince Should Limit His Thrift".
Laffemas, Petty, Barbon and Gary have peurticularly contributed to the
formulation of this concept which foimd its "most provocative and most
widely discussed" expression in Mandeville»s "Fable of the Bees"«8 Very
obviously, these are the roots of the underconsumption theory urtiich thus
can be traced several centuries back*
In summing up the various strands in meroantilistic thought which
are related to the depression phenomenon we find three major concepts
t
one favoring a slightly inflationary tendency; another irtiich is mainly
interested in a low rate of interest; and a third which supports the un-
productive consumption of the wealthy as the necessary link in the
changeover to recovery* Keynes has taken pains to point out that the
importance attached to a low rate of interest had its true reason in a
proper appreciation of the fact that low interest was conducive to a
high marginal efficiency of capital, and thus served to increase the in-
ducement to invest, the inherent weakness of which con^ared with the
strong propensity to save he considers one of the chronic obstacles in
economic development*^
The inflationary tendency which we find favored as the result of
meroantilistic monetary doctrine would likewise furnish stimuli to in-
creased investment* Its effect would be a higher price level with lower
8 Hecksoher, o£* cit., pp. 200, 208, 209, 290, 291*
® Kejmes, op. oit., pp* 343-48*

reed wages and proportionately increased relative productivity of labor
as the result of forced saving which would enable investors to compete
on more favorable terms with consxuners for the factors of production*
But, at the same time that mercantllistic doctrine tends to favor new
investment by indirect monetary means, we see that an underconstunption-
ist concept with emphasis on the opposite possibility of higher consun^)-
tion, is also widely espoused*
TUhat seems to be a hardly reconcilable contradiction is rather
esisily resolved, however, when the xmderlying conditions prevailing at
this time are properly appraised. The entire period must be viewed as
one of transition from medieval inertia to the vehemently dynamic
pattern that emerged in the early nineteenth century, a period ivhich
created all the stimuli which then fottnd their release* The basic
trends underlying the entire transition have been properly emphasized by
one writer iriio describes this phase in terms of two sub-periods, and
sees a "period of expanding wants" from about 1100 - 1400 with an ensu-
ing "search for purchasing power" extending from 1400 - 1700.10 jn the
light of Professor Heckscher's thorough study, the distinction as such
seems very valid but subject to some qualification with regard to time.
The real landmark between these two periods may have to be placed in the
late fifteenth and in the early sixteenth century y/hen it is evidenced
by the sequence of depressions referred to before. Heckscher refers to
these two basic trends as the "hunger for goods" and the "fear of goods",
10 See Ch* S. Wyand, The Economics of Consumption, (New York:
Macmillan Co., 1937), p* 24*
'
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one leading to a medieval '*polioy of provision", and the other to mer-
cantile protectionism.11
During the earlier part of this stimulation period it wcis mainly
the fast growing international trade which offered the most favorable
inducements to invest* Ships which could now sail the seven seas and
the large stocks of merchandise to be tied up in the movement between far
distant coxintries over relatively long periods of time presented them-
selves as the most iniportant objects of investment* But the great in-
herent risks made for difficulties by which the almost limitless possi-
bilities of investment were far awc^ from the actual investment opportu-
nities* Thus accumulated and current savings, sustained by the distinct
pattern of economic distribution, would not always find easy and
sufficient outlets in investments unless the marginal efficiency of
capital should be stimulated by a relatively low rate of interest* But
since the very fact of the high risks involved served as a powerful force
towards high interest rates, margined efficiency of capital was bound to
remain too low for the vast majority of investment possibilities exist-
ing at a particular time* It was at this point that an increasing un-
productive consumption of the wealthy would amount to dishoarding of
11 Heckscher, op * oit *, p# 103* The following passage is quoted
from the same page: "The policy of provision developed out of the most
ingenious conception of how things are inter-related* • • * *Hxmger for
goods* must normally be the predominant tendency where fundamental
economic relationships are easily perceived* The explanation of the
policy of provision is then quite sirqjly that the facts were seen much
more clearly be medieval observers than by those of later times, because
the conditions in precisely this connection were so much simpler* • • •
But then came the monetary system and drew 'a veil of money* over the
interconnected factors in exchange**'
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otherwise idle savings, and thus would support the lagging expansion of
a national econouy. Thus it appears that either of the two opposite
tendencies was well supported by the prevailing facts t on one side they
tended to make for a high marginal efficiency of capital in order to
attract as louoh savings as possible into investment; on the other, in-
creeised consun^tion was the only means of filling the gaps iidiich were
left by an insiifficiency of actual investment "opportunities" for the
existing volume of savings*
The frequency of depressions charaxsterized through glutted
markets which was particularly high in the first decades of the seven-
teenth centuxy turned particularly low for almost 125 years, from 1640
to 1763* Two major facts offer themselves as an explanation: the chain
of wars, particularly the Thirty Years War with its large scale devasta-
tion which made for a revival of the old "hxmger for goods" throughout
Europe; and, especially in the last third of the period mentioned, the
addition of new fields of investment which were connected with the slow-
ly changing pattern in the mode of production. The growth of the
factory system and the emerging early improvements in iron and textile
production provided less rislqr investment possibilities than those
offered by foreign trade and thus attracted savings at a rate of
interest low enough to make for a satisfactory marginal efficiency of
the capital drawn into these employments*
This changing emphasis from trade to production found its ex-
pression in the new phyeiooratic doctrtne* Meanwhile, the issue of
glutted markets and cyclical depression seems to have edmost disappeared

as a oontroverslal issue* The imder-oousumptionist concept had become
more or less generally accepted as an unquestionable truth, greatly due
to the popularisation which it found in Mandeville»s pamphlet, and,
probably to an even higher extent, through the actual practice of the
doctrine in the courts of the European princes and in the raoks of the
socially dependent nobility. Prominent intellectual oontes^oraries like
Voltaire, LaFontaine, and Montesquieu^^ subscribed to it equally, and
one of the notable Physiocrats, Meroier de la Ririere, commits himself
in 1767 to the thesis that "la consommation est la mesure de la repro-
duction"»13 it is not particularly surprising to hear these voices
mainly in France, and less in England Tirtieire the new opport\mities of
investment had a more secure and broader basis and thus were able to
serve earlier as an improved substitute for the lavishness of a prodigal
aristocracy on which the French econosy had still to rely.
(b) Classical Doctrine . The profound change of things that had
come about in England during the greater part of the eighteenth century
is for the first time conspicuously displayed in Adam Smith* s classical
economic treatise. Published in 1776, it had probably occupied Smith
12 These three men are disapprovingly cited by Jean Baptiste Say
in his "Trait* d'Economie Politique". (Vol. II, p. 188-89 of the 4th
English edition, London: C.R. Prinsep, 1821). He also quotes Montes-
quieu's famous dictum that "were the rich not to spend their money free-
ly, the poor wovild starve". (Esprit des Lois, Book VII, chapter 4.).
13 Quoted from J. H. Hollander and T. E. Gregory, Notes on
Maithus » "Principles of Political Economy" by David Ricardo
,
(BaTtimore;
John Hopkins Press, l'§?8J, p. Ixxix.
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for most of the preceding nineteen years Tfriiich had elapsed since the
publication of the essays contained in his earlier vrork, "The Theory of
Moral Sentiments". As mentioned before, the experience of recurrent
depressions due to glutted markets had been missing for almost 125 years
prior to 1763* During this period England had become more and more in-
volved in continental affairs. The destruction of the Thirty Years* War
had resulted in a great demand for goods -which stimulated English pro-
duction. Thereafter, the English Revolution, the wars of Louis XIV, the
Spanish and Austrian Wars of Succession and the Seven Years* War, in all
of which England participated actively, occupied the resources of the
country.
True, there was the rather severe but short depression inraiediate-
ly after the end of the Seven Years* War in 1763 and another in 1772/3,
only three years before the "Wealth of Nations" was published. But the
depression of 1763 could be easily explained by Smith as an aftereffect
of the preceding war. Thus he can more or less dismiss the problem by
pointing out that the war "occasioned what it always occasions, a gen-
eral over-trading in all the parts of Great Britain. "1*
In the absence of any other systematic treatment of the depres-
1^ Adam Smith, op. cit., p. 334. This statement is further ex-
plained by the following passage t "In the midst of the most destructive
foreign war, the greater part of manufactures may frequently flourish
greatly; and, on the contrary, they may decline on the return of peace.
They may flourish amidst the xniin of their country, and begin to decay
upon the return of its prosperity. The different state of many
different branches of the British manufactures during the late war, and
for some time after the peace, may serve as an illustration of uriiat has
been just now said." (p. 336)
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sion issue « It appears that it had lost for Adam Smith the problematical
character which it had achieved 150 years before. But there weis, for an
astute obsei^er like Smith, sufficient evidence of the large opportuni-
ties for productive investment such as were opened by the early inven-
tions of men like Newcomben, Darby, Kay, ffyatt and Paul to dismiss also
the necessity of the unproductive consumption of the wealthy. And since
these inventions were only the forenmners of the even more decisive
steps which, at the time of Smith's writing, were being made by James
Watt, Arkwright, Hargreaves, Cartwright, Smeaton, and Cort, he not only
interpreted correctly in this respect the immediate past but also antic-
ipated the major economic trend of another 125 years to come.
It is only natural that the great change in the economic setting
leads Smith to paint a picture of the relations pertaining to the
present inquiry which is very different from the interpretation of his
economic predecessors. It centers in three main aspects: his pertinent
views on the role of money and interest, his interpretation of productive
and unproductive labor and his attitude towards parsimony and prodigal-
ity. The three aspects are closely related to each other, as is also
indicated by the chapter heading which promises the treatment "Of the
Accumulation of Capital, or of Productive and Unproductive Labor". The
existing opportunities, and not only the possibilities, for the creation
and accumulation of additional capital are now correctly interpreted to
be such eu9 to make them the decisive factor in guiding production as
well as distribution. This leads naturally to an emphasis upon a high
rate of saving as the first precondition for productive investment on a

large soale. In this connection, the "extravagence of governraenf*
through high unproductive expenditures is considered an eren greater
danger than the prodigality of individuals i because "the profusion or
iii^)rudence of some is always more than compensated by the frugality and
the good conduct of others in evaluating the role of money. Smith
does not appraise it, as the mercantilists did, as a primary cause of
changes in the levels of economic activity, but sees it merely as the
result of a prevalence of either a parsimonious or a prodigal behaviour
of the community. Prodigality, diminishing the funds earmarked for the
maintenance of industiy, throws out an equal amoxmt of money which then
will be attreusted to foreign countries; vice versa, psursimony, by in-
creeising the possibility of productive investment, will attract the
precious metals from the outside.^^ He anticipates someirtiat the princi-
ple of derived demand when he eisserts that "the expense • . . that is
laid out in durable commodities, gives maintenance, commonly to a great-
er nunber of people than that which is employed in the most pinifuse
hospitality" #17 finally he must have been aware, as Keynes has
pointed out, "that individual savings may be absorbed either by invest-
ments or by debts, and that there is no security that they will find an
outlet in the fonnar".!^ it is for this reason that Smith deviates from
15 Ibid
., p. 262-63.
16 Ibid., pp. 261-62, 328.
17 Ibid
., p. 269.
1® Keynes, op. oit., p. 352,
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his generally accepted principle of "laisser faire" by approving of
usury laws>^9 these, in keeping the rata of interest close to the lowest
levels at which savings are attracted by productive investment, will
prevent it from reaching levels high enough to cover the greater risks
involved in consumptive loans to prodigals ,20
His views on the relation between productive and unproductive
labor are likewise guided by his final objective of justifying the high-
est possible increase in productive capacity. Therefore he asserts that
productive Isbor "is, as it were, a certain quantity of labour stocked
and stored up to be employed, if necessary, upon some other occasion**,
while **the labour of the menial servant, on the contrary, does not fix
or realize itself in any particvilar subject or vendible commodity • • •
Both productive and unproductive labor"—the latter comprising the
sovereign, the officers of justice and war, and the whole arnQT and navy
besides the menial servants—"and those who do not labor at all, are all
equally maintained by the annual produce of the land and labour of the
country* • • • • According as a smaller or greater propoi*tion of it is in
any one year employed in maintaining unproductive hands, the more in the
one case, and the less in the other will remain for the productive, and
the next year's produce will be greater or smaller accordingly22, , , ,
19 Smith, o£. cit
., p. 275,
20 Ibid *, p. 276, "Where the legal rate of interest • • • is
fixed but a very little above the lowest maricet rate, sober people are
universally preferred, as borrowers, to prodigals and projectors".
21 Ibid., pp. 254-55.
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The proportion between capital and labour, therefore, seems everywhere
to regulate the proportion between industry and idleness. • • • Capiteds
are increased by parsimony, and diminished by prodigality and misconduct
• • • Parsimony, and not industry, is the immediate cause of the increase
of capital". 22 prom these statements it is only one further step to the
uncompromising attitude of the words "every prodigal appears to be a
public enemy, and every finigal man a public benefactor",23 and to the
further dictum that "the principle which prompts to save, is the desire
of bettering our conditions, a desire which, though generally calm and
dispassionate, comes with us from the womb, and never leaves us till we
go into the grave".24
There is no reason to question the inner logic and consistency of
these views and their close relationship to the new economic background
of actually unlimited productive investment opportunities. Thrift and
frugality would allow for relative low general standards of living which
would help to keep real wages also low and would, consequently, increase!
the relative productivity of labor; high savings, on the other hand,
would keep the rate of interest sufficiently low and the marginal effi-
ciency of capital high enough to attract practically all savings into
productive employment. This new pattern, simple and clear on one side,
and rather harmoniously reconciling the general interest with the
22 Ibid
., p. 259.
23 Ibid
., p. 262.
24 Ibid., p. 263.
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interest of the individuals of all groups was, at the threshold of a
period of continuously enlarging productive opportunities, not likely to
be put to a severe test for some ti^ie to come.
Yet it was only a few decades later that a major controversy
arose among Smith's followers with regard to the same "overproduction"
issue that had been dismissed by Smith with hardly any treatment. By
1800 the old scepticism that had been displayed by the mercantilists,
had found new support in the chain of recurrent depressions which added
those of 1783, 1793, and 1797 to those of 1763 and 1772. The evidence
for the belief that a "guiding hand" resolved the economic difficulties
of mankind in the best possible way had weakened. Dissenting voices like
those of Chalmers and particularly Lauderdale were heard. The latter
assails Smith's doctrine in a fundeunental way asserting that on its
basis lay a confusion between individual riches and national wealth, and
that the two could not be expected to nm parallel since the one depend-
ed on scarcity and the other on abundance .25 jn particuleo* he devotes a
long chapter of his main work, which appeared In 1604, to the discussion
"Of Parsimony gls a Means of Increasing Wealth", 26 in which he attempts
to show that Smith, "the most esteemed authority", had erred in his
dicta about the virtue of frugality and parsimony against individual or
25 See L. H. Haney, History of Economic Though^ (New Yorkt The
Macmillan Co., 1936), pp. 381-82,
26 Earl of Lauderdale, An Inquiry into the Nature and Origin of
Public Wealth and into the Mesms and Causes of its Increase
,
(Edinburgh
t
A. Constable & Co., 1819).
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public prodigality, and that his concepts had "given birth to an errone-
ous system of legislation which, if persisted in, must infallibly ruin
the coxintry that adopts or perseveres in it". 27 ^t one point he makes
the following interesting remark which axscentuates his position in con-
trast to mercantilistic as well as Smithian doctrines:
If indeed, the mercantile system of political economy has justly
been deemed objectionable, and is now universally exploded, because
it exclusively regarded money as wealth, the system that holds
parsimony to be the great means of increasing wealth seems equally
objectionable, because it exclusively considers capital as wealth.
The former system could alone be maintained by its followers teach-
ing mankind, in estimating the benefit derived from trade, to over-
look, as a matter of indifference, the goods sacrificed to obtain
money; whilst the latter can only be maintained by its adherents
habituating mankind to show a similar indifference for revenue, by
disregarding that diminution in the production of constunable commod-
ities, which parsimony must inevitably create.^8
The dissenters* chedlenge is met by Smith* s followers. Jean
Baptiste Say, in France, attempts already in the first edition of his
main woxic, published in 1803, one year earlier than Lauderdale *s trea-
tise, to treat the overproduction issue not merely on the basis of
experience and expediency but on purely theoretical groimds. James Mill
follows him in 1808 with a publioation29 in irtiich he opposes the "fear of
goods" as it was displayed in a contemporary pan^hlet dealing with the
effects of Napolean*s continental blockade; there he asserts that "the
production of commodities creates, and is the one and universal cause
27 Ibid
., p. 200.
28 Ibid
., pp. 217-18.
29 James Mill, Commerce Defended, (London: L. & R. BeJ.dwin,1808)
.
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whioh creates a market for the oomtaodities produoed" . 30 Six years later,
in 1814» Say develops this statement in the second edition of his
"Traite'*^''' into his famous "law of markets", the proposition that goods
osin only exchange for goods, that general overproduction therefore is
is^ossible, and that any partial overproduction is due to a lack of
other goods against which it might be exchanged* Not greater consump-
tion nor less production, but only more production is therefore the
answer to the issue in question. Say*s Law, consistent with the tenets
of classical doctrine, became an integral part of it when Ricardo in-
ooz*porated it in his "Principles", whioh appeared in 1817,32
But only three years later the theory of general overproduction
is conspicuously revived by Malthus lAio himself had contributed so
greatly to the perfection of classical doctrine with his law of popula-
tion* The correspondence between Ricardo and Malthus 33 shows that this
had been an issue between the two men almost from the start of their
friendship. One of Ricardo* s letters, dated June 1811, mentions it for
the first time, and it becomes the central theme of seven letters during
the years 1820 and 1821 in connection with the publication of Malthus'
"Principles of Political Economy" in 1820.34 jn this work, •Srhich con-
Cp. Hollander, 0£* oit *, pp* Ixxix, Ixxxii.
Say, op* oit*
,
32 David Ricardo, The Principles of Political Economy and Taxa-
tion
,
(London, 1819).
33 Bonar, op. oit.
T. R. Malthus, Principles of Political Economy considered with
& View to their Practical Applioation7 (Boston, Wells and Lilly, 1821}*
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tained his mature opinions on economic theory", 35 the two sections III
and IX of his seventh chapter "On the Imraediate Causes of the Progress
of Wealth" deal at length with the pertinent questions. Since this work
gives at the end a masterfully phrased summary of its contents, there
seems to be no better and more reliable way to convey Maithus' ideas in
sufficient detail than to quote extensively from the summary of these
two sections. 36
^
Anybody who has followed the more recent trends in economic doc-
trine and in economic policy cannot fail, it would seem, to be struck by
3° J. M. Ferguson, Landmarks of Economic Thought
,
(New York:
Longmans, Green & Co., 1938j, p. 92.
——
—
36 Quoted from Maithus' "Summary", Chapter VII, Section III:
Those who reject mere population as an adequate stimulus to the
increase of wealth make every thing depend upon accumulation; and there
is certainly no other mode of increasing capital than the saving from
revenue to add to it • • •
But we have to inquire what it is that disposes nations to accu-
mulate, and renders accumulation effective to the continued increase of
wealth. . . The saving from revenue to add to capital may increase pro-
duce faster than the demand for it. . . .
It has been thought by some able vrriters that a glut of commodi-
ties cannot be general; but this doctrine seems to be unfounded ....
Mr. Say, Mr. Mill, and Mr. Ricardo appear to have fallen into some fun-
damental errors in the view they have taken of this subject .... They
have considered commodities in relation only to each other, and not in
relation to the wants of the consumers. ...
Effectusd demand is not merely the offering of one commodity for
another: they may both command no more labor than they have cost, in
which case there would be no effectual demand for either of them. ...
The • • « most important error consists in supposing that accumulation
ensures effectual demand
On this principle it is thought that a general saving in conven-
iences and luxuries would only lead to the production of a greater quan-
tity of necessaries; but this could not happen without a total change in
the motives to accumulation ....
It appears quite certain that a passion for accumulation must
lead to a supply of commodities beyond the demand for them, . .
It is a most in^ortant error therefore to couple the passion for
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the realistic appraisal of the complexities and difficulties "which
appear to be so similar to those confronting our generation. Uany of
his points of view appear as the direct anticipation of concepts which
have become familiar by now in connection with the fonmilations of
Keynes, the theories of imperfect oompetition and of public deficit-
spending*
This controversy between Ricardo and Malthus reveals itself in
^° (cent .from p. 110) expenditure and the passion for accumula-
tion together, as if they were equally calculated to ensure demand. . •
If all that was lost by the capitalist were gained by the labour-
er, the evil would be temporeiry, as stated by Mr. Ricardo; but saving,
pushed beyond a certain point, will destroy profits, and throw labourers
out of employment at the same time ....
Parsimony and even a ten^orary diminution of consumption are often
useful and necessary; but no nation can possibly grow rich by an accumu-
lation of capital arising from a permanent diminution of consximption. •
The limits to such an aocvimulation of capital as shall not be attended
with a rapid diminution of the motive to accumulate may very easily be
passed.
Section IX: If, under a rapid conversion of unproductive into
productive labour, the demand, compared with the supply of material
goods, would prematurely fail, it follows that a country with great pow-
ers of production must possess a body of unproductive consumers. ...
In the fertility of the soil, the powers of machinery, and the
motives of exertion, under a system of private property, nature has made
a provision for leisure; and if it be not accepted, the progress of
wealth will be is^eded rather than accelerated. ...
Capitalists, though they have the power of consuming all their
profits, have seldom the will, as it is generally the great object of
their lives to save a fortune. ...
It is not true that the desire of consumption is commensurate
with the power. Merchants and manufacturers, a^ a body, have such a ten-
dency to save, that they could not, among themselves, find an adequate
market for what they produce. ...
Without a sufficient number of other consumers to enable the mer-
chant to realize his profits, he must either consume more himself, or
produce less; and if he adopt the latter course, the wealth of the
country must necessarily suffer. • • •
Mr. Ricardo seems to consider saving eus an end; but in reference
to national wealth, it can only be considered a means; and a saving
owing to cheap commodities has a totally different effect (cont. p. 112)
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all its details in the notes with which Ricardo accompanied his perusal
of Maithus » book immediately upon its publication. '7 These oominents
show clearly why the two men could not see eye to eye in these basic
questions. Actually, their objectives were far apart. Ricardo' s inter-
est centered around the exposition of an economic theory in terms of the
broad tendencies of distribution. Maithus, much less interested in the-
ory than in means tow8u*ds a betterment of existing conditions, centered
37 Contained and interestingly commented upon in Hollander,
op. Pit .
(cent, from p. Ill) from a saving in consequence of high prof-
its....
National saving, considered as the means of increased production,
must be limited by the amount which can be advantageously employed in
supplying the actual demand for produce. ...
It is true that wealth produces wants; but it is a still more
important truth that wants produce wealth. The greatest difficulty in
civilizing and enriching countries is, to inspire them with wants. • .
If the master producers have not the will greatly to increase
their consumption, the labouring producers have not the power; and fur-
ther, no consvuaption, on the part of the workmen alone, can give en-
couragement to the employment of capiteil. ...
There is little danger, however, of the labouring classes consxm.-
ing too much. Owing to the principle of population the tendencies are
all the other way. ...
But if the master producers have not the will to consume suffi-
ciently, and the worker producers have not the power, then, if the aid of
the landlords be not found sufficient, the consumption required must
take place among the unproductive labourers of Adam Smith. ...
If the powers of production in a well peopled country were trip-
led, the greatest difficulty would be the means of distribution; and it
would depend upon the circumstance of proper means of distribution being
found, whether the increased powers were a great good, or a great evil ..
It may be a question, indiether, with the great powers of produc-
tion possessed by this country, and with its actual division of property
in land, the same stimulus could be given to the increase of wealth,
without the distribution occasioned by a national debt. ...
If a sponge were applied to the national debt, the rest of the
society, instead of being richer, would be the poorer for it» More
labourers would be thrown out of employment, and more capital would
emigrate. ... (cont. p. 113)
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his interest upon the exceptions to the Ricardian rules irhioh he found
as a result of his empirical attitude. Thus Ricardo's system remains
the logically more coherent though less realistic of the two, "while
Maithus* greater realism leads naturally to a less concise exposition.
As to the outcome of the over-production controversy, Ricardo*s position
prevailed and was, in the form of Say's Law of Markets, incorporated
into the body of classical doctrines. It is therefore pertinent to
trace the further development of this and other related theories of de-
pression in the thought of those who became the conspicuous representa-
tives of classical doctrine after Ricardo, This implies a brief examine?-
tion of the positions which Senior, John Stuart Mill, and Alfred
Marshall held with regard to the topics of this inquiry.
In Senior's main work, 38 published in 1836, we find, in spite of
many differences in the details of his concepts as compared with those
of his noted predecessors, the Say-Ricardian point of view accepted as
far as the overproduction issue was involved. This position blends nat-
urally with his emphasis upon the concept of capital and is implied when
he states "that the powers of labour, and of the other instruments which
produce wealth may be indefinitely increased by using their products as
^® N. W. Senior, An Outline of Political Econony
,
(London:
Griffin & Co., 1872).
2^ (cont. from p. 112)
The most desirable proportion between the productive and unpro-
ductive classes is that which will give the greatest exchangeable value
to the national produce, and this proportion must vary according to the
powers of production*
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the means of further produotion''.39 To the effects of \mproduotive con-
sun5)tion he refers vrith the following statement t
The views which we have been endeavoring to explain are inconsis-
tent with the ooimnon opinion that the unproductive consumption of
landlords and oapiteilists "is" beneficial to the laboring classes,
because it furnishes them with employment • • •
and continues to argue that laborers seek employment only to gain the
means for subsistence, and therefore that the more is unproductively con-
stimed by the wealth, the less is left for the remaining groups .^O In
addition, his theory of "abstinence" and his "last hour" doctrine have
an indirect bearing on the present subject matter. The abstinence from
consumption irtiich he made a precondition of the creation of capital
carried with it the connotation of moral attitude and sacrifice which
went far to make the ownership of capital appeair as a merited reward for
virtuous, i.e., thrifty, living. It was bound as much to discourage the
propensity to consume as it was likely to increase the incentive to in-
vest, as the result of the full legitimacy which economic theory now
officially had bestowed upon the taking of interest. His defense of a
long labor day with the argxment that it was the "last hour" only from
which entrepreneurs could make their profits, tended towards the same
objective t to make available for the existing large investment opportu-
nities a high supply of labor as the result of the willingness to work
long hours, and to keep the marginal productivity of labor high by link-
ing subsistence wages to the average product of a long, rather than of a
39 Ibid
., p. 58
*Q Ibid.
, pp. 169-70. The underscoring is not in the original.
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shortened, workday .41 it is obvious that the relation between a short-
ened workday and increasing labor productivity for which so much evi-
dence has been acotunulated through more recent research and experience,
was not even faintly perceived at that time.
John Stuart Mill's classical work42 appeared in 1848. References
to the discussed topics are rather frequent, a fact which should cause
no surprise in view of the comprehensiveness of the work. The most per-
tinent and systematic remarks, however, are to be foimd in chapter five
of the first, and in chapter fourteen of the third book. In the former
he treats the relation of saving to the productive employment of capital.
His position is almost identiceuL, though in some aspects more exactly
framed, with that of Smith, Say and Rioardo, ironing out whatever little
differences of opinion there might have been among them,43 Fully ac-
*1 Cp. Ferguson, op. cit., pp. 120-21,
42 J. s. Mill, op. cit .
43 His most relevant statements in this connection may be briefly
quoted
:
HVhile, on the one hand, industry is limited by oapited, so on the
other, every increase of capital gives, or is capable of giving,
additional employment to industry; and this without assignable
limits, (p. 41)
There is not an opinion more general among mankind than this,
that the unproductive expenditures of the rich is necessary to the
employment of the poor. Before Adam Smith the doctrine had hardly
been questioned; and ever since this time, authors of the highest
name and of great merit—for example Mr. Maithus, Mr. Chalmers, M.
de Sismondi—have contended that if consumers were to save and con-
vert into capital more than a limited portion of their income • • •
the extra accumulation would be only so much waste, since there
would be no market for the conmiodities •vrtiich the capital so created
would produce, (p* 42). ........
In examining this proposition, he finds that when laborers in-
crease in their nximbers (cont. p. 116)
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cepting Say's Law of Markets he maintains that the theory of general
oversupply amount to "an absurdity". But, on the other hand, he intro-
duces also into his ansdysis almost all the phenomena which xinderly the
Malthusian opposition, thus preparing the basis for a more or less ex-
pedient compromise* Yniile he asserts, for instance, "that produce makes
a market for produce, and that there is wealth in the country with which
to purchase all the wealth in the country", he goes on to sayt
• • .but those who have the means, may not have the wants, and those
who have the wants may be without the means » A portion, therefore,
of the commodities produced may be xmable to find a market, from the
absence of means in those who have the desire, and the want of
desire in those who have the means. This is much the most plausible
form of the doctrine, and does not, like that which we first exam-
ined, involve a contradiction. There may easily be a greater
quantity of any particular commodity than is desired by those who
have the ability to purchase, and it is abstractedly conceivable that
this might be the case with all commodities
43 (cont. from p. 115)
• . .the production of necessaries for the new population takes the
place of the production of luxuries for a portion of the old, and
supplies exactly the amount of employment which has been lost • »
,
but when laborers do not increase in numbers, they
. . .become consumers of luxuries; and the capital previously employ-
ad in the production of luxuries is shared among the community gen-
generally instead of being confined to a few. (p. 43).
Consequently, with regard to the saving-spending controversy, he asserts
that
• . .saving, in short, enriches, and spending in5)averishes, the
community along with the individual; whish is but saying in other
words, that society at large is richer by what it expends in main-
taining and aiding productive labour, but poorer by what it consvunes
in its enjoyments, (p. 46)
In the overproduction controversy he states, following Say's Law, that
• . .the means of payments for commodities. . .is, simply, commodi-
ties; . . .it is a sheer absurdity that all things should fall in
value, and that all producers should, in consequence, be insuffi-
ciently remunerated, (p. 338).
44 ifeid., p. 338. The underscoring is not in the original.
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Thus he admits the theoretical possibility that the dislocation "between
supply and demand may be general, a proposition denied by Say and
Ricardo, although he thinks the proof that this is actually not the case
can be deduced from the fact that people continue to work which iiq)lies
that their wants are not satisfied. The clear-cut theoretical denial of
the possibility of "general oversupply", opposition to which he previous-
ly had declared an absurdity in a slightly different context, becomes
now a matter of evidence, and the argument advanced as evidence does not
appear to be very pertinent.
In the same discussion. Mill refers to the fall of interest as
the "other phenomenon from iirtiich the notion of a general excess of
wealth and superfluity of accumulation seems to derive countenance ".45
In the systematic treatment of this proposition carried out in the
fourth chapter of the fourth book, he then states that:
- • • .when a country has long possessed a large production, aad a
large net income to make savings from, • • • • it would require but
a short time to reduce profits to a minim\m, if capital continued to
increase at its present rate, and no circumstances having a tendency
to raise the rate of profit occurred in the meantime. The expansion
of capital would soon reach its ultimate boundeuy, if the bormdeury
Itself did not continually open and leave more space • •
The difficulty would not consist in any want of a market, but what
would really be, not merely difficult, but impossible, would be to
en5)loy this capital without submitting to a rapid reduction of the
rate of pro fit. 46
The close similarity which exists between these statements and' the argu-
ment upon which Keynes has built his "General Theory" is too striking to
be dismissed without further comment. Translated into Keynesian lan-
45 Ibid,, p. 340.
46 Ibid., pp. 443 and 444

guage. Mill states in so many words that under conditions of a progres-
sive economic society a aero rate of interest would be necessary to re-
store the marginal efficiency of capital and thus to provide for the
lacking inducement to invest. *7 True, Mill qualifies this basic propo-
sition by excluding all circumstances that might have the tendency to
raise the profit rate again, and by showing that such are at work in the
waste and loss of capital during depressions, in the in^rovements of
productive technique, and in cheap commodity imports from the outside.
With regard to productive improvements he holds that "these evidently
have the effect of extending ... the field of en^jloyment, that is,
they enable a greater amount of capital to be accumulated and employed
without depressing the rate of profit. • . before profits fall back to
what they were previously". 4:8 m spite of these qualifications the
basic identity with the Keynesian tenets remains, as far as this 8irgu-
ment goes; a^ain, as in the overproduction issue, the differences be-
come a matter of shifting evidence, with Keynes pointing to the depres-
sion phenomena in order to back up the previously established rule, and
with Mill emphasizing the recovery phenomena to prove the exceptions
from the inile.
47 It seems rather strange that Keynes, though treating in detail
preceding economic thought similar to his concepts, has not made any
mention of Mill's above quoted passages. If it is assumed that he was
not aware of them, which would not be easy to explain with regard to a
man of Keynes' scholarly standing, the question may be asked whether,
otherwise, he might not have attempted to extend this strand in classi-
cal thought, than to formulate his concepts in opposition to classical
doctrine
.
4:8 Ibid., p. 446.
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Alfred Marshall's "Principles", published in 1890,49 do not con-
tain any specific or systematic treatment of the phenomena related to the
depression phase of the business cycle. The controversial character of
the topics involved disappears again, as it did before in the work of
Adam Smith and Rioardo, But while in these latter cases it was more or
less left to the reader to relate the general trend of the argument to
the phenomena not specifically treated, Marshall provides a positive,
though indirect, clue to their reconciliation. This is implied in his
distinction between the short and long periods through which the equi-
librium of demand and supply is reached. Depression, to him, now be-
comes identical with a temporary and inevitable short-period maladjust-
ment that is bound to readjust itself in the long period. The following
statement is pertinent:
On the one hand there is not time materially to increase those
appliances if the supply of them is deficient; and on the other, if
the supply is excessive, some of them must remain imperfectly em-
ployed, since there is not time for the supply to be much reduced by
gradual decay, and by conversion to other uses .50
An indication of the causes leading to such maladjustment can be fotind in
his statement that "the chief cause of the evil is a want of confidence",
and "that reckless inflations of credit—the chief cause of all economic
malaise~may be kept within narrower limits ".^^ With regsu-d to the
possible mitigation of the business cycle, he says:
49 Alfred Marshall, op. cit.
50 Ibid., p. 376.
51 Ibid., pp. 710-11.
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Suoh adjustments are full of difficulty; but progress toward them
might be hfiistened if there were a more general and clear apprecia-
tion of the fact that high wages, gained by means that hinder pro-
duction in any branch of industry, necessarily increase uneii5)loyment
in other branches.52
In continuation of this argument ho quotes Mill's version of Say»s Law
approvingly, and in a footnote explains the points of view advanced by
him as follows:
They indicate the attitude which most of those yiho follow in the
tradition of the classical economists, hold as to the relations be-
tween consumption and production. It is true that in times of de-
pression the disorganization of consumption is a contributing cause
to the continuance of the disorganization of credit and production.
But a remedy is not to be got by a study of consumption, as has been
alleged by some hasty writers. No doubt, there is good work to be
done by a study of the influence of arbitrary changes in fashion on
en^jloyment. But the main study needed is that of production and 0|f
credit. • • • Economics from beginning to end is a study of mutual
adjustments of consumption and production: n^en the one is under
discussion, the other is never out of mind.53
The tendency towards reconciliation of opposing creeds is as evident in
Marshall's treatment as it was dominant in that of John Stuart Mill.
When consumption is admitted as a "contributing cause to the continu-
ance" of the depression, a position between that of Say and Malthus is
established, though certainly leaning more towards Say. What keeps him
still widely separated from \mderconsumptionist doctrine is his emphasis
on the importance of changes in consumption rather than of an outright
deficiency in purchasing power.
The treatment of the controversial depression issues which has
been carried out by adherents to classical doctrines after Marshall's
52 Ibid
., p. 710.
53 Ibid.
, pp. 711-12. Underscoring not in the original
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contribution has already been referred to in the chapter on business
cycle theory, iriaere they represent the main body advancing the variously
shaded theories of vertical and hortzontal maladjustment. The latest
offspring of classical thought, as it has made its appearance in the
theories of imperfect and monopolistic competition, does not explicitly
deal -with depression phenomena, since the analysis usually assumes hypo-
thetical equilibrium; there is, however, an in^ortant relation between
the results of this branch of investigation and the Theory of Autonomous
Income irtiich vdll be treated in subsequent paragraphs of this study.
(c) Underconsumption-and Socialistic doctrines * Through the more
than himdred years that elapsed between the publication of the "Wealth
of Nations" and Marshall's "Principles", the attitude of the classical
writers finds a ready explanation in the changed economic conditions
that had emerged with the industrial revolution. What dominated this
period could well be described as the "hunger for investment" in con-
trast to the "hunger for goods" that characterized late medieval econony,
and the "fear of goods" that was the basis of mercantile protectionism.
And it was this aspect which more or less dictated the tenets of classi-
cal doctrine.
Yet there was another characteristic, namely the periods in which
the "hunger for investment" seemed temporarily satisfied and thus yield-
ed to depressions: the implied inability of the capitalistic system to
prevent this temporary satisfaction of the basically unlimited hunger for
investment is the true foundation on which all non-sociedistic under-
consumption theories are finally built. While this relation is clearly
. ,\ipu&t ai
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revealed in the cases of Lauderdale and Maithus « ^ose remedy is the
substitution of higher consiomption by the wealthy for the lacking in-
vestment, it becomes less evident in the case of their more recent fol-
lowers* Their argument shows often a leaning towards socialistic ideol-
ogy: instead of increased consvimption by the wealthy, the greater con-
sultation by the poor becomes the main objective. It was especially J, At
Eobson who, arovmd 1900, and partly in collaboration with A. F.
Mummery, revived the doctrine of underconsumption and modified it
greatly after he had challenged Say's Law and the Wage Fund Theory, both
of which had been so essential to the old classical argument. Hobson
develops the concept of a "forced gain" irtiich, through the entire pro-
cess of distribution, favors those in economically strong positions,
leaves the great majority of weak bargainers with minimal rewards, and
makes for insufficient purchasing power in the bulk of the poptalation.
"Thus", he says in obviously contrasting his concept with that of
Karl Marx, "emerges the true surplus value, derived not from some
vague, unintelligible idea of tyranny, but from the various hin-
drances to perfect equality of bargaining power in the owners of the
various factors of production, and the consequent establishment of
different forms and pressures of economic force" .^S
Hobson* s argument leads him to see the primary cause of depres-
sions in the "oversaving" by the wealthy, which is exactly the Malthu-
sian proposition; but knowing that under existing conditions no reliance
coxild be placed on increased consumption by the rich, he turns to a
5* A. F. Mummery and J. A. Hobson, The Physiology of Industry
,
(London: John Murray, 1889), and J. A» Hobson, Economics o7 Distribu-
tion
,
(London: Macmillan & Co., 1900).
55 Ibid., p. 360; quoted from Haney, op. oit. , p. 698,
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scheme of re-distribution. Progressive taxation, avoidance of forced
gains through large-scale governmental monopolies in industry are pro-
posed on one side, and higher wages, to be achieved by collective bar-
gaining and proper tariff protection, on the other. Foster and
Catchings followed rather closely in his footsteps only a few years
before the aftermath of the debacle of 1929 gave new and tinprecedented
actuality to the depression issue. 56 They would rely on a high degree
of governmental planning and supervision in order to prevent and correct
a faulty distribution leading to oversaving.
Finally, J. M. Keynes has to be mentioned in this connection, al-
though undorconsunction or oversaving is only one of several other
aspects of causation which his system stresses* In particular, his em-
phasis is as much on "under-investment" as it is on "linder-consumption".
Thus his argument goes back to pure economic reasoning as Maithus did;
but while Malthus proposed as a substitute for the lack of investment an
increased consumption by the irich, Keynes proposes to substitute the gov-
ernment as the public agent for the maintenance of investment if and
Yihen private enterprise should be unable to keep up sufficient investment.
J. E. Meade57 and Sir William Beveridge change the emphasis again back
to the under-consumption concept, and are thus led to advocate direct
governmental subsidies to low income groups on a general scale.
5® W. T. Foster and W. Catchings, Money
, (1923); Profits , (1925);
The Road to Plenty
, (1928); (Boston: Houghton Mifflin CoTJT
^"^ J. E. Meade, Consumers' Credits and Unemployment
,
(Londont
Oxford University Press, 1938).
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The third main change that emerged with the industrial revolution
was the rapidly growing inequality in the distribution of the common
wealth. Tfhile inequality had existed before, it was throughout medieval
times closely linked to a corresponding social setup based on group dif-
ferentiation. "When these group barriers more and more broke down under
the new concept of equal hximan rights, and when, at the same time, the
great general increase in wealth made for worse conditions of the poor
than previously had prevailed, a particvilar new tension arose which forms
the basis of all socialistic doctrines. All these doctrines imply a
theory of underconsumption, and, at the same time, they are the direct
expression of the fundamental "hiuager for goods'* on iriiich any scarcity
economy must necessarily rest. Their primary point of departure, however,
is not economic, but rather social and philosophical, reasoning. Their
aim is equal or socially just distribution of irtiatever wealth can be
created under existing conditions, while the early non-socialistic and
purely economic theories, vrtiether represented by Adam Smith or by Mal-
thus, aim at a maximisation of total wealth, either individual or public.
The basic change of the existing system of distribution is the remedy
coiTmon to all socialistic writers, although considerable differences
exist among them as far as the particular means are concerned.
The early socialistic doctrines, represented by men like Saint
Simon, Owen, Fourier, Louis Blanc, Proudhon, have been greatly over-
shadowed by the Marxian concept in which the underlying social motiva-
tion is almost hidden by an impressive economic analysis. Based on the
Smith-Ricardian labor theory of value as well as on Smithes distinction
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between value in use and value in exchange, it develops the surplus ,val-
ue theory with its underconsumptionist implication. His theoiy of con-
stant capital aocumulation, on the other hand, stresses the elements of
general over-supply and over-investment.
Against the sketch that has been drawn of the changing interpre-
tations with regard to effects of and remedies for the cyclical disequi-
librium between demand and supply, it becomes rather obvious that each
of them has a relative validity. The opposing arguments generally are
less incompatible with each other than appears at first sight; the recon-
ciliation lies in the fact that each of them attempts to explain that
set of facts "H^ich seems of primary importance to the particular author.
That such a sectional instead of a con5)rehensive view was the rule, may
possibly be traced to the prevailing scientific tendency to explain phe-
nomena through terms of cause and effect, while actually a functional
relationship prevails in economics. In this respect, the Keynesian
analysis as offered in the "General Theory" establishes a new pattern.
His basic explanation of the business cycle is given through a function-
al scheme in which the level of employment or unemployment is determined
by the three schedules of liquidity preference, of the marginal propen-
sity to consiime, of the marginal efficiency of capital together with, the
quantity of money, the available factors of production and the wage lonit.
This implies that there cannot be only one, but many different causes of
the downturn as well as of the upturn of the business cycle.^^ This
^® See Haberler, op. cit., p. 235.
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broad concept, however, that would allow for the incorporation of almost
any specific explanation and remedy, seems to be not quite consistent
with the fined conclusions that are drawn by Keynes, a discrepancy that
subsequently will be treated in somewhat greater detail.
On the whole, it appears that within the various periods the pre-
vailing trends emphasized what seemed to be the most essential economic
requirement of a period. The doctrines had to change emphasis parallel
to changing objectives which again were a result of changed conditions.
The mercantilists, as a yHiole, were as true euid correctly guided econo-
mists of their time as the class ioal writers were during the nineteenth
century. Others, usually the minority, came too late or too ear^, as for
example, men like Maithus and Lauderdale on one side, and the socialists
on the other. While it is not difficult to pass such a broad judgment
on past periods, great obstacles confront us when we attempt to relate
the validity of prevailing concepts to our present conditions and diffi-
culties.
(2) Its Relation to Doctrines which Conspicuously Represent Present
Public Controversy .
After attention has been given to the treatment of the pertinent
controversial depression issues by the various representative economic
doctrines, it now seems appropriate to emphasize the general relations
which obtain between the present approach and those theories which con-
spicuously offer themselves as possible choices for the solution of ex-
isting eoonomc difficulties. This calls for the inclusion of classical
doctrine as the main foundation of our existing economic system and for
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speoiric consideration of the theories of imperfect and monopolistic
competition as its latest development; secondly, of the doctrine of J. "U,
Keynes which is so powerfully expressed in the trend which public eco-
nomic policy has followed in the leist decade, and li^ich tends to change
our existing capitalistic system into what has been called a "mixed"
economy; thirdly, of the socialistic Marxian concept, because this forms
now the practical basis of an important part of the modem world and may
well come into the foreground of public discussion, if application of
other doctrines should fail to resolve satisfactorily the prevailing
difficulties
.
Between the classiceJ. and Marxian theory on one side, and Keynes-
ian doctrine on the other, there exists an important difference: while
the two first assume conditions partly contrary to those existing today,
Keynes ian theory tends to formulate the implications of exactly these
conditions. This change of conditions refers mainly to the degree in
which competitive relations have become rigid, and opportunities for in-
vestment have deteriorated on one side, and the considerable extent to
which low income levels have risen beyond subsistence needs, on the
other. The first set of changes seemed to invalidate a good deal of the
classical assumptions, and has pron5>ted their adjustment through the
recent theories of imperfect competition. The general rise of consump-
tion levels equally invalidates the Marxian concept as far as it is
based on purely economic reasoning; although this has not prompted any
basic adjustment in theory, it has been instrumental in creating a "re-
formist" wing which stresses the possibilities of evolution as against
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the revolutionfiiry tendency that emerged from the Marxian concept.
(a) Classical Theory . In classical theory, the concepts of
'•Laissez Faire" and of co!]5)etitive enterprise as the expression of a
natural law of freedom serve as the main basis for its specific theory
of value. Within the system so established, the free movement and appli-
cation of the factors of production are considered to maximize economic
gains on the Twhole, and, at the same time, also to secure maximum yield
for any of the contributing factors, rewarding them in just proportion
to their contribution towards the total gain. These basic tenets, in
confrontation with actual conditions as they seemed to prevail during
the formation of classical doctrine, then produced a secondary set of
concepts, among them the thesis that supply creates demand (Say's Law),
the en^hasis on parsimony and saving, and the denial of the possibility
of other than occasional and friotionsd involiintary unemployment.
The changes which, as the present study assumes, have by now
clearly made their appearance, and amount to a structural modification
of the conditions underlying classical thought, are a considerable de-
crease in competitive elasticity, domestic and international, on one
side and a considerable reduction in existing investment opportunities
on the other. The overall increase in rigidity, best reflected in the
formulation of the theory of imperfect competition, is nowhere sei-iously
denied. Whether a sufficient degree of elasticity can be restored, may
be questionedi but, after the bargaining position of labor has become
¥ihat it is today as a by-product of economic advance, it appears that
this development c§^ot be reversed by economic means, and reliance
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would have to be placed solely on political means. With regard to the
question of investment opportunities, which still is very controversial,
an attempt has been made in a previous chapter to demonstrate the pre-
vailing lack of opportunities sufficient for any considerable net in-
crease.
"While there has been almost general agreement that the structural
change of only one of the two mentioned facts would not have basically
in^aired the functioning of an econouy based on classical principles, it
is hardly questioned that the combination of these two changes would, in
practice, invalidate its basic concepts. This explains why so far any
economist vho assumed these two changes, did not find a way to reconcile
them with classical tenets. In the light of the present Theory of
Autonomous Income there is, however, no need to surrender the primary
concepts of classical doctrine, even when the mentioned twofold struc-
tural change in conditions is admitted. The position of the present
theory to classical theory is exactly the same as was created iwhen
Malthus dissented with regard to the secondary issue of general over-
production. In the same way that Malthus was able to propose the sub-
stitution of unproductive consumption for lacking investment, without
thus invalidating the main premises of classical thought, the present
proposal would substitute instead the "unproductive investment" as rep-
resented by the self-liquidating wage scheme. Consequently, the princi-
ples of "laisser faire" and free competition could be maintained in
their present modifications, and the forces making for maximization of
economic achievement as well as the system of distribution in accordance
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with the eBtabllshed concepts of value and economic justice irould remain
active* Superficially it would seem that the disbursement of the sur-
plus wages to a certain body is inc(»ipatible with the concept of economic
justice) but it cannot be doubted* unless the validity of the entire
argument is denied, that the recipients of the surplus wage would actu-
ally perform a service of decisive economic value to the oommTmily when
they turn the money received into increased consumers' outlay.
It must be conceded, however, that the expected results would ac-
tually fall short of what some orthodox adherents to classical theory
would like to seet a simple way of restoring the full elasticity of free
competition is not offered* The proposed scheme must be satisfied with
showing a way along which the necessary elasticity can be secured at a
new point after it has disappeared from its former place* In this con-
nection it seems appropriate to point to a rather strange ambiguity in
the meaning of the term '*laisser faire", which seems to be responsible
for much abuse* In some cases it is \xaed to refer to the "freedom of
enterprise", while in others it is claimed for the "freedom of competi-
tion*** But it cannot be doubted that under actual conditions the two
are not only not identical, but tend even to become mutually exclusive.
As each individual enterprise strives for the greatest possible "freedom
from competition", the success of private enterprise at large must nec-
essarily meain reduction of competition, although hardly its abolishment*
This leads to an alternative between either preserving the freedom of
the individual enterprise by accepting the degree of imperfection in
competition which it inevitably must bring about, or the restriction of
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its freedom in order to preserve free coirpetition. Since this tendency
towards reduction of competition works powerfully in the two most influ-
ential sectors of the capitalistic system, namely in enterprise as well
as in labor^ it is hard to conceive that this can be done successfully
by a government which usually is in no way independent of these same
groups. The theory of Autonomous Income, by accepting the change in
conditions as its basis, is not confronted with suoh a choice, and
points to a solution where individual freedom is preserved and where the
remaining lack of free competition would greatly cease to exercise the
unfavorable influence on maximi nation of economic achievements which it
is otherwise bound to cause.
This effect leads to a discussion of the results which the recent
theories of imperfect and monopolistic con^etition as formulated by
Robinson and Chamberlain have presented. For the present purpose it wiU
be sufficient to use the more general argument of Robinson. 59 "While
this is a strictly quantitative analysis of monopoly output through the
use of marginal curves^O which has no direct relation to the present
approach, it pictures and implies facts and results which touch closely
upon this study. The theory asserts that modem capitalistic society
can more realistioeuLly be viewed as a "world of monopolies", 61 with a
scale of qualifications ranging through conditions of imperfect compe-
59 Joan Robinson, Economics of Imperfect Competition, (Londoni
Macmdllan (Ss Co., 1934)
60 Ibid
., p. 6.
61 Ibid., pp. 307-27.
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tition to highly oon^otitive postions, than as a "competitive world" in
Triiich imperfect competition and monopolies are the exception. But i»hat-
ever the degree in which imperfect and monopolistic con^etition stands to
free competition, it establishes the preconditions for economic waste
through misdirection, abuse, or non-use of the factors of production.
"While under competition an individual's gain is maximized at the point
of greatest possible demand called forth as a result of the lowest pos-
sible price, the monopolists^ can, under actual conditions, maximize his
gain only at a point where an increase in price cuts down the demand,
thus leading to a restriction of output, and also to a misdirection of
factors of production away from their most favorable occupation.
The foregoing statement contains two pertinent aspects which must
now be considered separately. As far as a misdirection of resources is
concerned, this may assume a very different importance under varying
conditions. Its detrimented impact must be greatest where and when re-
sources are absolutely limited, and it will lessen as elasticity of
resources and among various resources increases. This means that xinder
conditions of internationally restricted trade relatively small coun-
tries with not greatly diversified, or narrowly limited, resources would
be hurt at least in direct proportion to the occurring misdirection. In
countries not so limited the loss in material resources is likely to
find its expression mainly in a proportional increase of labor cost,
leading to an increased price level. This, however, must not necessari-
S2 In the present context this term is meant to include the case
of imperfect condition.
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ly mean a cut in total demand, unless labor at large is fully employed;
otherwise the rise of prices will be effectively con^ensated by an en-
larged total wage, and the net effect will be only an increase of total
labor time in rough proportion to the amount of labor that had been em-
ployed in the production of the misdirected material resources. The
importance of this final loss of labor will depend on the prevailing
working time standards, adding an almost intolerable strain where work-
ing time is near to the limits of human endurance, but possibly being
even beneficial where average working time is extremely low as it is
during depressions in a progressive society.
The second result, the restriction of output, must be assumed to
have quite different effects* It implies a proportionate reduction in
the demand for labor, which means that its results will be far more dam-
aging v^en levels of emplojnnent are low, as in depressions, than in
times of high employment and prosperity. But in both cases the price
level will be adversely affected as a result of the restricted supply,
and the ensuing decrease in demand due to reduced total purchasing power
will further cut down employment. "While the procedure of restricting
output must be considered the normal case as long as total demand within
specific branches is not highly elastic, the theory of imperfect compe-
tition shows clearly that increased output is favorable even to the
monopolist in all conditions where it will not mean a loss in total
revenue to him. With some broad generalization it can be said that this
depends on the elasticity of demand for the individual producer's out-
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put,63 Unless the individual producer is in an cilinost perfectly monopo-
listic position, the elasticity of demand for his individual output may
be very high, although total demand for the particular product may prac-
tically be inelastic. In such cases of high elasticity a producer will
secure the maximal revenue by increasing his output and by selling it at
a lower price.
Under normal conditions, total demand for any particular product,
including all those products wiiich offer themselves as easy substitutes,
is more or less inelastic. Temporarily this may cease to be true, &&
during prosperity spurts where demand may rapidly increase, or as during
depression urtiere demand is likely to freeze on lowest levels, or in the
case of fashions or fads. But it is mainly the relatively high inelas-
ticity of total demand over a long period which makes monopolistic
restriction of output feasible within a wide area in which increased out-
put woxild almost certainly follow an elastic total demand curve.
It can be rather easily seen that such a result should be expect-
ed from the proposed scheme of self-liquidating wages during depressions.
Demand, frozen inelastically on low levels, would become active and
would promise to maintain its elastic upward movement up to capacity pro-
duction. But still more in5>ortant, the monopolist would not have to
take the initiative in creating the new demand by a reduction of prices,
a step whose imcertain results are often likely to prevent a price pol-
63 The conditions of monopolistic demand and supply under the
proposed scheme are in greater detail treated on pp. 161-168.
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icy -which might hare turned out wellj the increased real purchasing
power will now enable the bulk of buyers to increase their demand at the
established prices. Usually, the increased output at previously estab-
lished prices will mean a relatively very high rise in the monopolist*
s
total revenue due to the fact that marginal cost for the additional out-
put is likely to be far below the price for that most important part of
monopolistic producers which consists of laige-scale enterprise operating
under conditions of decreasing cost.
As long as total demand remains elastic, there is no reason to
assume that monopolists, in the presence of rising deiaand, would keep on
raising their- prices, and thus drain off the newly created purchasing
power. Such an assumption is unwarranted on theoretical groimds, and
also experience has shown that monopolies, even more than enterprise
under free competition, tend towards price stabilization. Only in the
relative narrow field of demand which will by its very nature remain
highly inelastic, like some of the bare necessities of life, the situa-
tion would be different. In this respect, however, it must be remem-
bered that the proposed scheme favors, for exactly this reason besides
so many others, the income groups which are pivotal for the achievement
of total elasticity of demand.
(b) Keynes ian Theory .
The core of Keynes* "General Theory" is the analysis of the de-
terminants of employment and national income. It leads64: to the enumer-
ation of the following main "ultima-te independent variables";
^ Keynes, op. cit.
, p. 246.
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(1) the three fxmdamental psychological factors, namely, the psycho-
logical propensity to consume, the psychological attitude toward
liquidity and the psychological expectation of future yield from
capital-assets, (2) the wage unit as determined by the bargains
reached between employers and employed, and (3) the quantity of
money as determined by the action of the central bank.
These independent variables may be in such relation to each other that
full employment results, and with it the attainment of the highest possi-
ble national income. This, then, represents the special case which
classical theory mistakenly had assumed to apply in general; but actu-
ally their relation may be any one out of the many which will lead to an
equilibrium of the economic forces established at varying levels of in-
volxmtary human unemployment. If such relations actually prevail, the
question arises how the determinants might be induced to assxime rela-
tions favorable to full equilibrium of employment. With this idea in
mind, Keynes says "Our final task might be to select those variables
which can be deliberately controlled or managed by central authority in
the kind of system in which we actually live, "65 This selection, then,
is made in favor of governmental action which would adjust to- one anoth-
er the propensity to consume and the inducement to invest by a combined
program of consumer's subsidies and public investment. As a monetary
means to this end, either a redistribution of income through taxation
could be applied, or extension of the public credit leading to deficit
spending, or a combination of both.
It is hard to comprehend why Keynes, in the above-quoted remark,
considers from the outset, and without any further investigation.
65 Keynes, op. cit., p. 247.
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central authority as the only agency that could possibly "be used in the
selection end control of those variables, ushenever such control should
be necessary. If it could be shown that entrepreneurs as a whole might
be able and, in accordance with their own interest, only too willing to
perform such a control, there would be no need to rely on governmental
action. Looking at it superficially, entrepreneurs actually seem not to
be in a position to influence any of the determinants. They cannot
change the quantity of money since this is a prerogative of the monetary
authority; an increase in the wage unit, even if entrepreneurs consented
to it generally, would be reflected in higher costs, and would, through
higher prices, lead to an offsetting increase in the quantity of money;
their expectation of future yield from capital assets cannot reasonably
be changed, unless expectation of future effective demand changed as a
result of an increase in the wage units and in the propensity to consume;
their attitude toward liquidity depends on the rate of interest and on
the wage unit as the preconditions for a marginal efficiency of capital
high enough to change their liquidity preference and to make them in-
vest; their own propensity to consume cannot change greatly due to the
natural limits of consumption in relation to their liquidity preference.
It is with regard to these seemingly xansurmountable difficulties
that the present theory opens an avenue of approach which would enable
entrepreneurs at large to control effectively at least one of the ulti-
mate independent variables, namely the wage-iinit. Its determination
would now not come about as a result of bargains reached between en5>loy-
ers and employed, but through the employers' voluntary "unproductive in-
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vestment" in surplus wages subject to self-liquidation; this procedure
would entail dishoarding on a large scale whereby the quantity—or vel-
ocity~of circulating money would likewise be affected, though without
ejoy action on the part of the central bank; the propensity to consume
would be enhanced as the result of the effective increase in money wages;
the increased demand, again, would condition an increase in the marginal
efficiency of capital due to expectations of increased yield as well as
a greater inducement to invest and a general reduction in the liquidity
preference.
Thus the Theory of Autonomous Income is not only fully sustained
by the Keynesian analysis, but might even conform more genuinely tc
Keynes* intentions than his own recommendations. This, at least, shoula
be gathered from the following remark:
"Whilst, therefore, the enlargement of the functions of government,
involved in the task of adjusting to one another the propensity to
oonsxime and the inducement to invest, would seem to a nineteenth-
century publicist or to a contemporary American financier to be a
terrific encroachment on individualism, I defend it, on the contra-
ry, both as the only practicable means of avoiding the destruction
of existing economic forms in their entirety and as the condition of
the successful functioning of individual initiative«66
It is rather obvious that "the encroachment upon individualism", which
Keynes pictures as the inevitable concomitant of his own and any other
"practicable" plan of adjustment, is not a part of the pattern T^rtiich
this study presents; a comparison of the practicability of the different
approaches will be attempted in a later chapter.
Ibid., p. 380. (Underscoring not in the original)
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(c) Marxian Theory *
MaiTc'B doctrine, to vrtiich w© shall turn now in order to review
briefly its relation to the theory of autonomous income, has been, and
often is, misrepresented and misinterpreted; sometimes this seems to
have been done as grossly by the political groups that formally have
taken over his heritage as by their political opponents. One of the
main reasons, it seems, is an actual lack of understanding due to the
fact that Marxian doctrine in its entirety rests on the two pillars of a
new philosophical-historical concept and of an interpretative economic
anedysis. Often, philosophers have obviously not properly evaluated
certain important aspects of the -economic analysis, and economists may
have failed even more to appraise the impact of the philosophical
assumptions lying behind them, A not inconsiderable part of the blame,
no doubt, belongs to Marx himself, because he has not been willing or
careful enough, probably for reasons of simplification and political ex-
pediency, to prevent misimderstandings. One of the particularly impor-
tant sources of misinterpretation of a most important Marxian concept
has been provided by the name of "historic" or "dialectic materialism"
bestowed upon the philosophical method underlying his system. Actually,
Marx was utterly opposed to the materialistic philosophy as it prevailed
in his time 67 and his dialectic approach necesseu*ily in^jlied the denial
6^ His opposition is most conspicuously displayed in his "Thesen
gegen Feuerbaoh" who was the foremost exponent of materialistic philoso-
phy of that time in Germany. Also cp. R. Mukerjee, The Institutional
Theory of Economics
,
(London: Macmillan & Co., 1942), pp. 237-38, where
he says: "Marx, therefore, is no materialist nor fjitalist" and "Marx
presents the doctrine of Realism".
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of any inherent antithesis between materialism and idealism.68
There can be no doubt that the conception of dialectic material-
ism preceded Mane' economic analysis, and was its foundation. Artful as
his analysis is, at certain points it becomes very clear that it was
deliberately intended to bolster up predetermined concepts and trends
that flowed from his dialectic approach. Thus, we can see that when a
wrong assumption developed within his dialectic concept, it found its
way into the economic analysis too. The following examples may illus-
trate this contention and may, at the same time, serve to introduce the
discussion of the particular relation between Marxian doctrine and the
theory here suggested.
Marx, in his dialectic concept, comes to interpret the veiy com-
plex phenomenon of group antagonism as "class struggle" thus giving it a
purely economic basis; in a more genuine application of dialectic mater-
ialism a proper place should have been reserved for the vast array of
other than economic motivations and their effects upon the primary eco-
nomic causes and conditions. As an expression of this unduly simplified
dialectic pattern, the labor theory of value is introduced into the eco-
nomic analysis, and the concept of "surplus value" emerges as the direct
68 This becomes particularly clear when the basic tenets of the
three philosophical trends are discerned. Idealism mainly asserts that
"spirit" is independent from "material" being; materialism asserts that
"spirit" is nothing but a particular fom of "material" existence; and
dialectic materialism asserts that there can be no "material" existence
without "spirit", but also no "spirit" without "material" existence.
Thus the term "materio-idealistio" would obviously have been more appro-
priate as a designation of Marx' new concept. (Cp. Max Haphael, Zur
Erkenntnistheorie der konkreten Pialektik , Paris: Editions Excelsior,
1934)
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ooxinterpart of the ''class struggle" concept and as the expression of an
inherent cleavage between opposing economic groups. Actually it would
seem that the very concept of a value theory can hardly have a place in
a dialectically conceived economic analysis. In the case of Marx it was
intended to supplement the most powerful reason of dialectic necessity
by aspects of "value" and "economic justice" when his new philosophical
concept challenged at the same time their very basis by making them rel-
ative to historical conditioning.
Once the "class struggle" concept was accepted, it led to the
further concept of the inevitable defeat of the numerically inferior
class of "exploiters". On the other hand, the economic analysis devel-
oped the concept of capitalistic accumulation which reflected a thor-
oughly dialectic appraisal of prevailing trends. But to bring these two
strands together can only be viewed as an act of eu-bitrariness or of
intellectual neglect. For it can easily be shown that from a genuinely
dialectic point of view the very concept of capital accumulation pointed
clearly the way towards the reconciliation of the opposed economic inter-
ests of the two classes. The old overproduction discussion had already
made it clear that an increase in capital goods meant necessarily an in-
creased stream of goods. Thus, a suitable way of finding use for the
increased volume of production presented itself as the precondition of
continued capital accumulation. From this point of view, the conclusion
should have been that dialectic necessity made for an adjustment of the
system by which the opposing economic trends would be reconciled. Marx
did not follow this lead along further investigation into the possibili-
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ties of economio adjustment, but jumped to a non-ooonomio solution
through political action. This would have been correct only after suf-
ficient proof that any such adjustment would vitally have injured the
interests of the producer class. l/!hat Marx offers in this connection,
namely the effects of a continuous fall of the profit rate, may easily
not have been convincing to Marx himself, since this whole reasoning is
rather artificial, and the much more pertinent relation, in irtiich total
profits count rather than the rate of profit, is almost self-evident.
It must be realized that the dialectic approach of Marx implied
three different tasks: first, the appraisal of the existing situation in
terms of its main antithetical phenomena and trends; secondly, an
appraisal of the forces, their interests and tendencies which were like-
ly to influence the development of the foreseeable future; third, the
search for the points at which reconciliation of the antitheticsJ. posi-
tions was most likely to occur during the foreseeable development.
Further, it should be remembered that the dialectic approach is basic-
ally evolutionary and includes the revolutionary solution only as a
special case, possible only under particular conditions. It appears
therefore that Mane, on the basis of his dialectic materialism, should
have been particularly fitted to conceive the idea of evolutionary eco-
nomic reform of capitalism. Only in this way would it have been possible
to make the economic analysis coherent with properly conceived dialectic
concepts. The reason why he did. not proceed in this way was probably
that he was a revolutionary first, then a philosopher, and finally an
economist, and that he tried in vain to be everything at the same time
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and with the same perfection*
The theory presented here rests actually on a dialectic approach.
The existing antithetical phenomena are brought to a reconciliation in a
way which, by assuring swift revival from depression to high employment
levels, serves the economic interests of entrepreneurs as well as of
workers. This reconciliation comes about sis the almost necessary result
of the fact that under conditions of modem capitalism the interests of
those who own the means of production becomes to a great extent identi-
cal with the interest of those who must become "demanders" of their
products. The feasibility of the procedure implied by the Theory of
Autonomous Income would therefore amount to a practical invedidation of
the errors which Marx committed partly in his dialectic approach and
partly in his economic analysis.
(3) Its Relation to Basic Subjects of General Economic Theory .
Thus far no systematic account has been given of the relations in
which the present theory stands to the main subjects of general economic
theory. Uttiile some references to them have occasionally been mcuie be-
fore, it seems now advisable to add a review along the lines of estab-
lished order; although this may mean a repetition in certain instances,
renewed emphasis on some of the most important points may be preferable
to the risk of omission or lack of clarity.
(a) ConsuB^tion. The immediate effect of autonomous income dis-
plays itself in the continued Increase of consumption during a state of
decentration. In the absence of sufficient genuine investment this in-
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crease is the clue to the further general economic development in the
same way as previously an increase in production used to be its precon-
dition. It is, therefore, as justified to start the discussion of this
chapter with the treatment of cons\imption, as it used to be the rule to
choose the problems of production as the starting point for the descrip-
tion of economic principles. This, however, does not mean that any
general discrimination in favor of consumption is intended. The present
approach, with its emphasis on dynamic development, considers both con-
sumption and production as the two equally important and functionally
related pillars of economics of which neither can be taken for granted
in its dynamic potentialities. VWienever one is taken for granted, the
other finds itself in an overemphasized position: this accounts likewise
for the lacking en^hasis on cons\jmption in the treatment of the oIm-
sics^S as well as for the sudden reversal that took place in the last
decade as the result of our failure to expand production in accordance
with available resources and technological progress.
Since the present approach considers capital accumulation through
suirplus the essential element in economic dynamic development, it follows
that the most favorable extent of consumption up to satiation limits is
determined by the degree to Tirtiich it makes possible efficient accumula-
tion and use of capital, and thus furthers extended consumption. Obvi-
ously this stand deviates from Adam Smith's unqualified emphasis on
69 Marshall's remark that "unsufficient attention has been paid
till recently to demand and consumption", is pertinent. (Op. cit >,
p. 2X1)
•
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thrift and pairsimony which implies that a low level of consumption is
always the most favorable precondition for economic growth. On the
other hand, it does not share the Malthusian concept that, once reliance
must be placed on higher consumption, this service can be performed only
by the wealthy. But it runs parallel to the implications of Mill's ad-
mission that "those who have the means may not have the wants, and those
who have the wants may be without the means ",70 for it suggests a prac-
tical way by ndiich means are to be given to those who have the wants in
order to enable them to demand the goods to deliver which is the inher-
ent aim of any economic system. 71
In tracing the influence upon consumption of an application of
the present theory, the effect of the proposed scheme on the various
groups of consumers may first be considered. The most immediate benefit
would accjrue to the bulk of wage earners and low salaried people employed
in industry and commerce (with the exception of those employed by small
business units) who are the recipients of the surplus wages. Roughly
estimated, these groups might comprise between 4:Ofo and SOfo of all people
in gainful Employment. The remaining low income groups, made up mainly
by employees in small business xmits, by independent low income business
owners, by domestic and public service, by small independent farmers and
agricxjltural workers, will therefore have to rely on the indirect reper-
cussions of the scheme. The degree to "wrtiich these groups will benefit
70 See p. 116
Cp. quotation from Hansen, p. 2.
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depends ultimately on the use of the surplus wages "by their initial re-
cipients. These are most likely to save only a small fraction, to spend
the bulk of their income in durable consumer goods, and to divide the
rest between the purchase of short-lived consumer goods and food. A
different consumption pattern will result from the gradual employment of
those previously imemployed: while a not inconsiderable fraction of
their additional income may be dissaved in repayment of debts, its bulk
is likely to go into food and short-lived consumer goods, and only the
remainder into durable consumer goods. After a period of transition,
this pattern will gradually change into the one discussed first«
As the volume of trade increases, the independent small business
men will enjoy higher profits, and in particular the large number of
oimers of small retail stores and service undertakings will be able to
improve their consumption levels in a way similar to the pattern of the
initial recipients of surplus wages. The employees of small business
enterprise will mean^ile improve their bargaining position, assisted by
a slowly increasing competition for labor as well as by the improved
ability of their employers to pay a higher wage; their wage increases
are not likely to remain constantly much below the level of the surplus
wages 9 since they will be able to compete on favorable terms with the
qualified unemployed for the higher paid positions vdiich are covered by
the surplus wage-scheme. As a result, the most able employees in small
enterprise will be in the position to bargain for wages equal to those
under the SLW scheme, the less able will try to change over into employ-
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ment covered by the scheme, and will be replaced from the ranks of the
unemployed at a wage soBWwrtiat below that provided by the scheme. Alto-
gether, the indirect influence of the initial disbursement of surplus
wages must be assumed to spread rather swiftly through the low income
levels in urban areas with the exception of those engaged in domestic and
public service. Domestic services will, under these conditions of gener-
al revival, command a slowly rising price. As for the public services,
it wotild seem reasonable and justifiable to incorporate into the pro-
posed scheme provisions to the effect that the publicly employed will
receive, within relatively large inteirvals, such small increases in pay
as would seem likely to equal eventually the increase which recipients
of the surplus wage will enjoy lander the scheme at its termination.
Backed up mainly by receding tinemployment, increased demand for
agricultural products will somewhat restore farmers' profits thus in-
creasing their buying power for industrial goods. Agricultural labor
will also gain in districts located relatively close to urban or indus-
trial centers where a considerable part of the agriciiltural labor force
may be willing and able to compete for higher paid urban jobs. In solid-
ly agricultural regions, however, lack of mobility and skill will pre-
vent such competition and exclude any considerable general rise of the
wage level. As far as farmers and agricultural workers gain, the pur-
chasing power of their money incomes may become slightly and disadvan-
tageously affected by the fact that industrial prices are likely to rise
more than agricultural prices due to the previously described main
trends in additional demand.
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"When the upswing is sufficiently advanced, the process of decu-
mulation of the surplus wages will lead to a gradual downward re-adjust-
ment of wages in the groups covered by the surplus wage-scheme, with an
immediate corresponding influence on the wage level of those employed in
small enteirprise. On the other hand, profit of enteirprise at large,
and also that of the small independent business men and fairmers, would
tend to rise further while the upswing lasts, and as long as slowly re-
ceding consvimer demand is being offset by a newly created demand for
producer's goods.
The appraisal of changes in general consvimption habits and cus-
toms that might result from an application of the proposed scheme, is,
of course, subject to much psychological speculation. But since it
opens the hitherto less accessible road to the enlargement demand of the
bulk of the population and to the faster horizontal expansion of invest-
ment, effective demand, with the exception of short cyclical interrup-
tions, is likely to stay much closer to production capacity than before.
The competitive fight for the domestic market of consumer goods, and
with it the degree of high pressure selling, installment buying, and ad-
vertising would probably recede to a certain extent. The swifter rise
of general consumption levels would lead to an earlier abolition of sub-
standard levels. With the more or less general achievement of levels of
reasonable comfort, the psychological incentive towards representative
consumption might decline, while leisure time is likely to increase as
the expression of the swiftly increasing marginal disutility of labor.
By that time, material cons\imption may generally be held within the lim-
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its of reasonableness and be taken as a matter-of-fact phenomenon vrith-
out the problematical and controversial connotation it has now. Other
objectives than that of the material satisfaction of wants may then come
into the foreground of the community's interests.
Apart from the swifter pace in the rise of consximption levels and
its immediate consequences, established patterns would remain unchanged,
and consumption would, as before, mainly be determined by, and follow,
individual wants. In this respect, the effects of the present suggestion
deviate conspicuously from the consumption pattern which would result
from a policy of compensatory public investment along the lines of the
Keynesian proposal. In this latter cetse public wants, instead of indi-
vidual wants, would determine the type of investment and, consequently,
the type and extent of individual consumption that can be provided by
its use. Individual end public wants coincide doubtless to a certain
extent, and at certain times. Sometimes public wants are of an undis-
puted higher order than individual wants, said are thus entitled to pref-
erential treatment. But the very idea of compensatory spending implies
that such spending must not stop at the point where the satisfaction of
public wants of a lower order would start to supersede the satisfaction
of individual wants of a higher order? in any case it will have to be
carried out to the extent that will make up for the entire deficiency in
private investment which might occur. If public investment should stop
at the crucial point mentioned, v^ile a deficiency in total investment
remains, then it would become necessary to switch to direct public in-
vestment in consximer goods and to their distribution. The cumbersome
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administration of such a scheme, its unavoidable loopholes, shortcomings
and injustices would certainly be less efficient and acceptable than the
direct increase of purchasing power under the SLW-scheme; but besides,
it is more than doubtful, although a matter of greatly varying opinion,
whether public distribution of consumer goods on a large scale would not
represent the beginning of a planned economy which the present existing
system could not long survive. It does not follow from these comments
that the important aspects of public wants should in any way be neglect-
ed. Under conditions of high en^loyment, and on income levels swiftly
rising with rising productive capacity, the individual sacrifice neces-
sary to provide a greatly improved standard of public wants will not go
beyond a relatively low and easily tolerable tax burden.'
(b) Production . "While the problems of consiimption have been
treated first, it must be understood that the real point of departure
for the concept leading to the Theory of Autonomous Income centers
around the phenomena of production. Thus, the social or humanitarian
fiispects, which might be, and often are, invoked in order to plead for
economic changes, are not the basis of the present approach which con-
fines itself to the purely economic treatment. The suggested increase
in purchasing power is, therefore, not primarily proposed for the sake
of a better well-being of the many individuals viho may have insufficient
incomes, but for the sake of high and steadily increasing production
levels which are the precondition for the continued fxmctioning of the
existing economic system. This basic attitude finds its further expres-
sion in the easily criticizable fact that the unemployed, certainly most
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needy of assistanoe, are not made direot reoipieuts of increased incomes.
The phenomena which the injection of autonomous income must cause
in production as a whole as well as in the individual factors of produc-
tion, are basically similar to those which always have accompanied the
upswing phase of the business cycle. Wa&t will be different, however,
is the effect on individual industries and branches of commerce, partic-
ularly with regard to the varying pace of order and time by which indi-
vidual enterprises will benefit from the general recoveiy* The clue to
this difference lies, as is rather obvious, in the fact that greatly in-
creased consumer demand, and not private investment, will be the initiat-
ing factor. This demand will make itself felt, first and most strongly,
in the branches which cater to the consumers* needs for durable goods
such as hoxises, furniture, automobiles* The branches which used to
profit first from a recovery, particularly those engaged in non-residen-
tial building and in plant equipment will now have to wait until the up-
ward movement is sufficiently advanced to precipitate new private in-
vestment on a general scale.
With regard to the stioiulation of investment, the present theory
does not accept as valid the thesis that the beneficial influence on the
volume of output and employment is basically different depending on
whether investment is kindled by preceding higher consumption levels or
whether it is more directly achieved as the result of an intensified
building program for public works. R, F. Kahn, in his famous article on
"Home Investment and Employment"''^ has laid the basis for this conten-
"^2 Economic Journal, 1931, pp. 175 etc.
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tion by distinguishing between the "primary" employment which direct in-
vestment yields, and the waves of "secondary** employment which will
result from it. This point of view has obviously been accepted by
Keynes who, reviewing J« £. Meade's book on consumer subsidies, sayst
It would seem that the effect of consumers* subsidies on employ-
ment is only equal to the "secondary" employment due to the in-
creased investment, and falls short of the total employment due to
the latter by the amount of the primary employment involved; which
becomes evident when we consider that the consumers receive their
subsidies without working for them«73
The foregoing conclusion seems to rest on a very weak foundation, be-
cause it considers the pertinent effects evidently within a period too
short to include ail the phenomena which result from the assumed facts*
The same investment with which a public building program starts is ob-
viously only postponed in the case of a procedure where consumer demand
would be built up first* When, for instance, due to inadequate purchas-
ing power residential building is publicly undertaken at low cost, the
same demand for better housing will necessarily come forward as soon as
consumers' incomes will have risen sxifficiently to cover a relatively
higher cost* In the first case, "primary" ea^loyment would accoii^>any
the initial investment while the increased oonsimier demand would support
the "secondary" employment* In the second case, however, everything
would be exactly reversed; increased consumer demand would initiate the
^primary" en^loyment, while certain of the following "secondary" waves
would constitute additional employment for the piirpose of residential
building* Only by not tracing the processes which are initiated by an
^3 Eoon<»Bic Journal, 1938, pp* 66 etc*
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effeotive and sustained rise of oonsvuoer incomes to the point where they
lead to all the desirable investment purposes is the appearance of a
basic difference achieved. The difference, therefore, is only one of
the time element involved. This, in the very short period, would actu-
ally lead to different effects on employment, because certain types of
investment may require a higher rate of additional labor than certain
consumptive needs. For this reason, the present scheme emphasizes the
inq)ortanoe of the stimulation of the demand for durable consumer goods,
which is likely to compare favorably with any investment program as far
as immediate effects upon employment are concerned. There is only one
situation in which Kahn* s thesis can be upheld. This occurs when a
policy of public investment is compared with a policy of public consum-
er' s subsidies, which are given merely to maintain subsistance, as in
the case of the unemployed, and when, at the same time, neither policy
is assumed to lead to full recovery, since Kahn's argu3sient in 1931 must
be assumed to have been closely connected with some "pump priming" con-
cept, it is hard to understand why he did not extend his investigation
to the phenomena of the resulting phase of prosperity; but as far as
Keynes* consent is concerned, it may well be that it reflects, seven
years later in 1938, a certain degree of disillusionment which may have
made him look upon all measxores at our disposal as palliatives from
which only a limited amount of mitigation, but no full recover)^ could be
expected*
Insofar as the present scheme relies on a procedure of delayed
private investment instead of anticipatory public investment, a further
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aspect of the matter may be referred to. Obviously there are only two
basically different objects of public inves^aaentt they may either serve
to satisfy the needs or wants of consumers as a whole, or they may not.
In the latter case they represent a relative economic waste, and would
be justified as means for securing sviffioient en^loyment only when all
other investzaent catering to more important needs were already in exis-
tence. But in the former case, as shown above, they are only an antici-
pation of investment that is bound to materialize, though with some de-
lay, in any case once prosperity is achieved again. But being an antic-
ipation of future demand they imply three relatively unfavorable results:
For producers, they diminish the limited reservoir of investment oppor-
tunities which otherwise would have been left for future private invest-
ment under the present scheme; for consumers, their freedom of choice is
narrowed down to a greater extent when they have to accept the goods or
services which public investment yields than when they can lead invest-
ment by their own dememd; thirdly, tax payers would have to pay interest
for the anticipation, for the cost of administrative agencies, and for
the amounts that form hidden subsidies within the investment projects.
The incorporation of the concept of autonomous income into the
existing system would not, as has been pointed out before, abolish the
business cycle. But since it assures an efficient coxmtermeasure a-
gainst decentration, it is likely to mitigate the intensii^ of the cy-
cle to a considerable degree. This effect must be assumed because the
very existence of such a workable scheme will provide a climate of opti-
mism which can hardly give way to iAie groundless pessimism which diuring
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dovnswing periods drives the wedge of depression obviously far below a
reasonable point; on the other hand, there is the decumxilation process
which can be made to contain all the elements necessary to caution the
overoptimistic when the upswing becomes too pronovinoed*
Avoidance of outright decentration and the shortening of the en-
tire cycle which would result from the cutting of its peaks would be
highly instrumental in achieving a rate of capital formation much beyond
what hitherto has been considered as nonaal* This tendency will be
assisted by the ever increasing propensity to save which would provide
ample funds at low interest rates, making for a relatively high marginal
efficiency of capital and for an accordingly high willingness to invest*
It seems fair and conservative to estimate that future capital formation
supported by sustained consumer demand, both of which must be considered
as coo^lementary and in no way as mutually exclusive, might easily
double. The trend towards greater leisure would affect this to a pro-
gressively increasing extent, and might therefore be assumed to reach on
the average a rate one and a half times as high as has been experienced
in the last decades. Relating these arbitrary assumptions to the esti-
mates of productivity and reduction of working time which Moulton has
presented for the three decades from 1900 - 1929,would yield an average
net increase in capital formation of about 2,8% for any 30 year period,
as against for the period under investigation by Moulton.*^^ On the
further assumption that low general satiation levels would be reached at
H. Leven, H. G. Moulton and C. Waiburton, Americans Capacity to
Consume, (Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, lii34; pp. 15-18.
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a national per capita income rising in all brackets proportionately to a
level three times as high as it was in 1929 » this would happen in about
50 years « and an average working time level of about 32 hours per week
would then be necessary for the productive requirements*
It appears that the Theory of Autonomous Income will not apply
beyond such a stage of general satiation, because there will be no eco-
nomic necessity for further increases in incomes* Thus, other adjust-
ments would be necessary to insure a procedure by which rising produc-
tivi-ty might become directly related to a further decrease in working
time* It should be noted, however, that the achievement of satiation
levels does not, as is sometimes suggested, invalidate basic economic
concepts: disutili'ty would continue to accompany the process of produc-
tion, as would relative scarcity; the tendency for the rate of profit to
decline would greatly increase, but profits, as quasi-rents derived from
advantageous positions, could nevertheless remain.
(c) Demand and Supply ,
It has been pointed out on previous occasions that the classical
theory of supply creating its demcuid is not acceptable to the present
approach* It is replaced by the contention that supply creates demand
up to the limits of profitable investment possibilities, and that demand
creates supply, though only within its natural limitations, as long as
the bulk of existing investment possibilities which might give employ-
ment to existing savings remains unprofitable*
Reference has also been made to the assertion of some writers
that consumer demand is insufficient or inferior as a stimulus for re-
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oovery compared with producers* demand or with public investment. It
has been shown that the thesis of the inferiority, as claimed by Kahn,*^^
is only peirmissible in a very narrow, and hardly important, sense. The
same argument can be reasonably applied with regard to the assumed in-
sufficiency of consumer demand. Once both investsnent and the demand for
consumer goods are properly seen in their complementary relation, suffi-
ciently increased consumer demand is at least as likely to result in in-
vestment, as increased investment is to produce additional consumer
demand} the latter, as a matter of faot, seems even less certain, be-
cause investment may sometimes be, and actually is to a certain extent,
directed towsirds an assumed demand which later may fail to materialise,
in which case of misdirection no income, and hence no demand, can result
from it.
The power of potential demand to close the gap of lagging invest-
ment within a state of deoentration would, however, depend on a supply
sufficiently elastic to adjust itself to the additional demand. IfVhere
resources, as a result either of natural shortages or of a low level of
technical aptitude, are actually lacking, potential demand clearly can
not become effective; in this case we are faced with a situation of nat-
ural stagnation, but with no deoentration in the sense of the present
definition. The further possibility remains that a regional economic
unit—particularly one of a relatively small siee--, although having at
its disposal important resources, may not have the particular combina-
76 See p. 161,
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tlon of supply elements which would be needed to produce the goods that
might be called forth by an increased demand. In this case, the appli-
cation of the concept of autonomous income might not produce the neces-
sary response towards increased con8umption« and the surplus wages might
lose their buying power when they join into bidding for the limited vol-
uzne of scarce supplies. As a result it appears that the present concept
could only be relied upon within the limits in which no absolute scarci-
ty of supplies interferes with the resulting demand, and that, in the
absence of a sufficiently free exchange of resoxirces among countries,
its application would actually be impeded to no small degree. Thus it
is almost obvious that a situation such as had come about in Germany in
1932/33 wovild hardly have been ciirable by the proposed scheme, while,
during the ssune period, the depression in this ooxmtry wotild have pro-
vided a most favorable baokgrovuid for its success. These qualifications
go only to show that, while it is certainly not correct to assert that
supply always creates demand, it is always correct to say that demand is
limited by particular conditions of supply.
Turning to a more specific investigation, it seems advisable to
trace some of the more important changes vdiich are likely to occur in
the demand and supply relations of various markets as a result of the
stimulation of consumers* demand. Generally this stimulation would be
bound to upset severely the existing price equilibrium, with the result
that supply prices would tend to rise swiftly* In order to prevent a
rise, the scheme proposes to oz*eate autonomous income only in homeopath-
ic doses within a predetermined plan that should be made publicly known
well in advance of its actual start. Such procedure would insure the
IB oflioo ban
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necessary time to producers for a gradual adjustment of the supply situ-
ation so that new demand will constantly be paralleled by a sufficient
supply. With this pressure of any scarcity of supply removed, price
formation will mainly be influenced by actual changes in costs rather
than by changes in the demand and supply relation.
Thus the question presents itself to urtiat degree the increase in
levels of production will lead to changes in costs even when the surplus
wages are neutralized through the self-liquidating procedure. In this
respect, three main cases have to be distinguished: first, the influence
on agricultural prices; secondly, the influence on con^etitively deter-
mined prices within industry; and thirdly, the influence on the prtoes of
those branches in which con^jetition is imperfect to a considerable de-
gree •
Within the agricultural sector, increasing output must generally
be assumed to affect the intensive and extensive margins of cultivation
with the result of diminishing returns for the increased output. Against
the backgroimd of an extremely low agricviltural price level as it pre-
vails at the depth of a depression, and of resulting general financial
distress of farmers as a group, steadily increasing demand is bound to
be reflected in a proportionately higher price level. This trend
towards rising prices will become more outspoken in the second phase of
the scheme when the bulk of the previously unemployed is successively
drawn into en^loyment, and y&ien the impetus of the change in their food
consumption from sub-normal to adequate standards is felt.
Within industry, operation on low capacity levels will have led

to high average xrnit costs in spite of low variable costs* For competi-
tive business of relatively large size this will generally be identical
with elindnation of profits or even with losses, because they will con-
tinue operation in the short period as long as they can at least cover
their average variable costs* In the absence of any scarcity of supply,
wdiich is one of the characteristics of the decentration, the increasing
output will bring about the gradual reduction in average unit costs
through spreading the fixed overhead cost over a greater vol\jme of pro-
duction* Losses will gradually disappear and profits will increase.
Since business in competitive fields must be assumed generally not to
have extended individual capacity beyond optimal size, and since the
particular low levels of production are likely to have set free even
part of the most efficient capacity in machines as well as in men, the
trend towards increasing profits will continue until less efficient ca-
pacity must be resorted to. Under these conditions, competition will
tend to prevent any price rises in the early phases of increased demand*
In some branches, where marginal costs decrease as plants can be run
again on a basis of greater output more in line with their designed ca-
pacity, keen con5)etition might even lead to a decrease in prices before
profits have been restored, and this in spite of increasing demand. As
recovery proceeds, however, con^jetition is likely to weaken somewhat at
about the same time that marginal costs may, as a result of using less
efficient combinations of second-class machinery and less skilled oper-
ators, start to rise* Then prices will start to rise somewhat in the
fields, of con^jetitive industry, and vrill, to this extent, reduce the
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purchaaing power of money incomes. The great elasticity which the
scheme possesses in raising money incomes of the groups involved through
the accumulation of increases will be able to cope with this reduction
with no difficulty at all. HVhen the trend towards higher prices becomes,
in the latter part of the recovery phase, more pronounced, it will coin-
cide with the change-over from an accumulation of the surplus wages to
their decumulationj as a result, the upward trend of prices will run
parallel to the effects of the decumulation, and thus intensify them.
Again, the elasticity in the decumulation process can easily adjust it-
self to this parallel process.
The conditions which determine prices i'or non-competitive business,
either in fields of imperfect conpetition or of monopoly, are much more
complicated. On the other hand, they are also more important for the
present investigation, partly because they contain the most important
parts of industrial enterprise in advanced countries. Even more rele-
vant is the question of the degree to which monopolistic price manipula-
tion might be able to attract such a considerable part of the newly cre-
ated purchasing power that the entire scheme wotild be greatly weakened
or even defeated. It needs only a slightly realistic appraisal of the
definite limitations which apply also to monopolistic price fonnation to
disperse such fears. Outright monopolistic control extends only over a
relatively small fraction of production. But wherever it prevails with-
in any particular branch of industry, its preferential position is hard]y
ever free from the threat of competition from such other branches as may
provide substitutes for a demand that becomes more or less frustrated by
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constant price increases. This as well as the justified fear that too
brutal a price policy might invite repressive legislation should miti-
gate the abuse of monopolistic powers in a situation where swiftly ris-
ing profits would favor a less ruthless attitude than might prevail under
conditions of shrinking markets*
Beyond the foregoing rather general remarks, it is possible and
seems advisable to trace the rules which monopolistic practice would
have to follow if, with no regard to other considerations, it was bent
solely on achieving the maximization of its profits. T/Shile a competi-
tive firm achieves maximization of profits through extension of output
to the point vihere marginal cost becomes equal to price, monopolistic
firms reach maximal profits as soon as marginal revenue becomes equal to
marginal cost* Marginal revenue is necessarily smaller than price, be-
cause the monopolistioally determined previous price has to be lowered
in order to attract a higher demand, and this price induction represents
en offset against the price yield of the additional output. Marginal
revenue will be rather close to price when a very small reduction in
price leads to a rather high increase in demand, and it will differ from
price the more inelastic demand is* Monopoly price, therefore, can be
considered as "a fxmction of the marginal cost of production and the
elasticity of demand* The effect of a change in demand upon price will
therefore depend upon the change in marginal cost and the change in
elasticity of demand". "^^
'''^
J. Robinson, op. cit.
,
p. 60*
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As far as the change in marginal costs is concerned« it must first
be kept in mind that in the case under consideration we have only to be
concerned with its short-period changes; this implies that effects which
may enter into the quasi-long or long period* such as the improvement of
productive equipment and the entry of new firms, will not be of impor-
tance within the period with which we have to deal. Accordingly, it is
also a characteristic of the short period that a varying part of total
costs is of the fixed '^rpe. It has already been mentioned that because
of increased competition, to a certain extent, marginal costs may fail
when demand increases as a result of a better exploitation of the exist-
ing resources of production. This is especially true in non-competitive
industries. 77 But the tendency towards a fall in marginal cost is prob-
ably less than is often assumed when the prevailing sit\iation is inaccu-
rately interpreted. Thus one must be careful to differentiate between
on the one hand a fall in average cost resulting either from a spread of
fixed costs over a larger output or from fuller use of existing efficient
capacity, and on the other hand the fall of marginal cost. In these
latter oases, which will be dominant under the assumed conditions of re-
covery from deoentration, ''marginal cost will be constcmt over a consid-
erable range of output". 78 rise of marginal costs will start when the
existing reserves of efficient and skilled workers are exhatisted, and the
cost of new training or losses from less skillful performance begins to
Cp. op. oit., p. 50, where particular reference is made to the
iron and steelTndustries.
Ibid., p. 49.
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be felt; further* when machine oapaolty of the latest and most efficient
type must bo supplemented by less efficient types or by resort to second
and third shifts* When we assume that deoentration is marked by the
fall of production to particularly low levels which will throw out of
work a good part of even the most efficient men and machines « it seems
correct to believe that marginal costs* on the whole, will remain more
or less constant during the first half of the recovery, while the second
half is likely to cause a general rise in marginal cost*
The second important influence in setting monopolistic prices is
the elasticity of demand, which now has to be considered in its effects
upon various levels of marginal cost. Since in the first part of the
recovery period constant marginal costs are assumed to be general, this
case may be tetken up first. It follows directly from the definition of
monopoly price as a function of marginal costs and the elasticity of de-
mand, that price cannot change when both its deteinoinants remain un-
changed. As a result, prices will remain stable as long as the increase
of new demand remains iso-elastic with the old, which means that it re-
tains the previously prevailing relative elasticity.79 Accordingly,
when elasticity of demand is more than iso-elastic, monopolistic prices
will fall; and prices will rise as elasticity drops below this rate*
If these tendencies are appraised in the light of the SLW-soheme
It must be correctly understood that iso-elasticity refers to
a proportionate , and not only equal, change in elasticity; if output
doubles, demand' would have to rise by 20% when it previously was rising
by 10% only*
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"With regard to the first part, of the recovery peiriod, it appears that
they ooB^lement each other to a surprisingly high degree. The conspicu-
ous effect of the suit)1u8 wages in the early phase is intended to bol-
ster the elastic demands of the wage earners rather than the more inelas-
tic demands of the unemployed or the wealthy. The accumulation of the
surplus wages and the gradual entrance of new groups able to satisfy in-
creasingly their higher elastic demands, will provide an at least pro-
portionate stimulus. On the other hand, the increase of incomes by the
method of homeopathic doses can be used to prevent a too rapid stimula-
tion which would make for an early saturation of elastic demands and for
a tendency of monopolistic price rises after an initial short wave of
price decreases*
In the second in^ortant case of the rising of marginal costs,
such 8is must be assumed to prevail during the later peLrt of the recovery,
prices would rise, unless the elasticity of demand would increase suffi-
ciently to offset this effect, which, beyond a certain point, will not
be possible. This point is reached 'Swhen the new demand curve cuts the
marginal cost curve at the point where the marginal cost is equal to the
old price, because only a perfect elasticity of demand could then keep
price from rising; and if the new demand curve cuts the marginal cost
curve above the old price, the new price must inevitably rise".®^ It
becomes therefore a matter of the irelation between the degree to i^ich
marginal costs rise and the degree of increasing or decreasing elastici-
80 Ibid., p. 68.
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ty by which monopolistic prices will be controlled in their rise. The
factor irtiich is likely to contribute most to the maintenance or increase
of elasticity in demand is the fact that, first, wage earners' increased
incomes can bid for increasing quantities and qualities of hitherto vm-
suffioiently covered wants and for the whole array of goods which used
to be beyond their reach; but secondly, as their deioand becomes to an
increasing degree satisfied, a first wave of previously vinemployed moves
into their position} and successive waves of unemployed follow until
full employment is reached* The principle of homeopathic doses as well
as the cumulative character of the capitalistic process assure that the
pace at which purchasing power of the first group is increased and at
which new groups of buyers are introduced will in itself be cumulative*
This means that the momentum of the recovery process gains as it pro-
ceeds* Aa far as marginal costs are concerned it seems therefore likely
that their rise will also start relatively slovfly and will not become
vehement until levels of high employment with its characteristic compet-
itive bidding for the small amount of remaining lanemployed factors of
production are reached* A rather arbitrary evaluation of these trends
would indicate that when marginal costs begin to rise slowly, elasticity
of general demand will be increased at a much faster rate so that no
rise in prices should be expected until recovery approaches levels of
t\3ll ernployment. Since, at about this point, the SLYT-scheme envisages
the change from accumulation of the surplus wages to their decumulation,
the effect of the latter would be intensified by the trend of rising
monopolistic prizes* Again, it appears, the behaviour of monopolistic
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price is not antagonistic to the otjectiTes of the Theory of Autonomous
Income, but may actually be expected to react somevthat more favorably on
the measures considered under the SLW-scheme than the behaviour of the
competitive groups. This point of view seems justified irtien we remeciber
that ooD^jetition is likely to lead to stable prices in the first period
of the scheme, while the high elasticity of demand which the scheme pro-
vides may even reduce monopolistic prices. And in the latter part of the
recovery, yrhen it is necessary to apply brakes to demand, a some-w^at
greater response to price increases as it is likely to com© from the non-
competitive fields will serve this purpose well and assist the decxunula-
tion process -which in its details may easily be adjusted to the abating
effects expected from the rising price level.
A few more words may be necessary to reconcile the conclusion
that monopolistic prices will, on the whole, show a tendency to fall
with the somewhat contrary result of the investigation carried out in
Miss Robinson's standard work. 81 But it can easily be seen that the
difference is caused by the fact that the present inquiry has to inter-
pi*et monopolistic price behavior with regard to a particular phase and
to particular conditions while Miss Robinson necessarily views all possi-
ble conditions. Under the present approach the SLW-scheme introduces
the very causes which lead to a continuously supported wave of demand
progressively increasing in elasticity. This increasing elasticity is
mainly assured by a continuous inflow of new groups of buyers, while
SI Ibid., pp. 70-72.
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Miss Robinson considers changes of demand which obviously are much less
favorable for maintaining proportionately increasing elasticity. When
she, therefore, assimes "as the common case, an increase in demand which
reduces both the elasticity and the slope of the demand curve", and says
that "in the short-period oases marginal costs are on the "whole unlikely
to be falling; thus we may say that in the short period an increase in
demand is likely to lead to an increase in price", 62 these statements
refer to a situation not quite comparable to the one here under discus-
sion. The difference in the conclusions thus does not imply a deviation
from the principles laid down in the theorj' of imperfect competition,
but reflects only a change in the assxjmed conditions.
The preceding analysis would indicate that industrial prices will
not have the tendency to rise to any great extent vmtil recovery is
rather far advanced, while agricultural prices will tend to rise. This
opposite price trend is likely to be supported by a parallel trend in
wage costs. In the industrial sector, workers will receive greatly in-
creased incomes under the SLVZ-scheme. This vrill exclude any moves on
their part and on the part of their unions to b£U*gain for increases of
the basic wage as long as the price level stays far behind the level of
their rising incomes. Since the surplus wages do not appear as costs,
even the slight trend towards a higher basic wage, such as can usually
assert itself during recovery, is unlikely to raise pidces. The supply
of farm labor will tend to diminish, particularly in areas not too far
62 Ibid., pp. 71 and 72.
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distant from industrial districts which, with their high wages, will ex-
ert an increasing attraction. Since the resulting higher wage is not
absorbed in agriculture as it is in industry, agricultural labor cost,
and with it agricxiltural prices, will increase.
The change in relative price levels betv/een agricultural and in-
dustrial products would normally tend to discourage the further expansion
in the demand of agricultural products as far as this is compatible with
its low elasticity; insofar as it is inelastic and thus enforces prefer-
ence over demand for industrial goods, the latter would be curtailed.
These influences will make themselves felt in all low income groups
^ which are not direct recipients of the surplus wages, and which will not
early be reached by its indirect influences. Only as these indirect in-
fluences spread, will they make up in purchasing povrer for the previous
loss through the rise of agricultural products. It hardly needs mention-
ing that these relatively small price increases will not be felt at all
by the direct recipients, and that agricultural demand as a whole, be-
cause of the steadily rising aggregate purchasing power of the lowest
income groups in connection with their gradual employment, will contin-
ue' to expand.
With continuing recovery, a certain reconciliation between the
trend of industrial and agricultural prices is likely. The relatively
narrow limits in the elasticity of agricultural demand are likely to
slow down increases in demand as the bulk of the previously unemployed
can reasonably obtain normal food requirements. Meanwhile, continued
recovery will tend towards the loss of optimal cost conditions in the

industrial sector. Thus a situation of increasing returns will slowly
give way to one of increasing cost resulting in higher prices, while the
relatively reduced demand in the agricultural sector will tend to lower
its prices.
As full employment of the factors of production is approached,
continuance of brisk demand would precipitate inflationary tendencies.
The proposed decumulation of the surplus wages is then designed to pre-
vent such development by a properly timed gradual reduction of consump-
tive demand* As this demand recedes, the unoccupied or released factors
of production can be drawn into the investment of additional capital
goods of the horizontal type which are the precondition for the further
increase in the demand for consumer goods. Since the rate of increase
of demand has to be slowed by the deciomulation process well in advance
of actual achievement of full employment, it will be left to the indi-
rectly stimulating effects of the last waves of additional employment
combined vd.th expanding investment activity to guide the recovery up to
the limits of full employment levels. It is evident that in such a situa-
tion of competitive bidding for labor the decumulation, while it further
proceeds, will meet growing resistance by organized as well as by unor-
ganized labor. Since the period of accumulation must be assumed to be
considerably longer than the period from the start of decumulation to
the achievement of full en^jloyment levels, and since too sudden a de-
crease in deouraxilation would be dangerous, an eventual wage level is
likely to emerge v^ich will lie above the basic wage level prevailing
prior to the initiation of the scheme. This resulting higher level of
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real wages, however, must be considered the genuine expression of a rap-
idly advancing econony in which previously lagging demand has become
adjusted to the productive capacity of the existing consumer goods in-
diistries. Especially, this result must not be mistaken as similar to
the bidding up of money wages as it used to occur in boom periods, the
effect of which was to lov/er the real wage rather than to increase it»
It is the latter point of view which is closely connected with a
particularly interesting problem of demand and supply in the money end
credit market. Classical theory had mainly assumed that an existing
supply of money would determine the price level against the background
of a total supply which would tend to establish itself at the level of
full employment of the available resources; but it had not assumed the
possibility that an expansion or contraction of the money supply might
influence the levels of output as such. Thus, the svm of individual
voluntaiy savings was assximed to represent the limits within which an
economy might expand. This point of view had to be modified when it be-
came evident that expansion or contraction of the credity supply by it-
self v^as a means of enforcing an extent of total savings different from
what otherwise would have prevailed. Thus credit expansion played a
pivotal role in supporting the pxu*chasing power of entrepreneurs against
that of consumers, when the necessary funds for further investment were
not forthcoming as genuine savings. As a result, entrepreneurs were en-
abled to outbid consumers for their necessary supplies of productive
factors through raising the price level, which process indirectly reduced
the purchasing power of all incomes that remained stable or did not in-
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crease pari passu with the price level.
It may be pointed out that this instrument of credit expansion
shows a close similarity with the instrument of the self-liquidating
surplus wages envisaged under the present scheme. In the former case,
the predicament was represented by technical progress developing at a
speed faster than that with which savings would nonnally acciimulate. In
the latter case, the fast progress of investment, as made possible by
credit ejqjansion and resulting enforcement of savings, has made purchas-
ing power lag behind the productive capacity of the total investment for
purposes of consumptive production. In both cases, a means of restoring
the lost equilibrium had become necessary if continuous and swift pro-
gress was to be maintained. In exactly the same way that the lagging
investment power of entrepreneurs was backed up by making additional
purchasing power available to them through credit expansion, the present
concept proposes to add now to the lagging purchasing power of consumers.
On the other hand, one important difference remains; while credit expan-
sion achieved its purpose of increasing the purchasing power of entrepre-
neurs by a parallel reduction in the purchasing power of consumers, the
surplus wages have no such discriminating effect upon entrepreneurs,
but, to the contrary, are the means of increasing also their incomes to
the highest possible level through the achievement of full capacity pro-
duction, l/yhile this difference may appear strange at first sight, it is
easily explainable by the fact that demand is always limited by supply,
but that demand creates supply under the particular conditions of decen-
tration. Credit expansion, therefore, was used ithen supply had more or
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less reached its limits, and when only a shift in its use away from con-
sumers to entrepreneurs could provide the requirements for new invest-
ment. Surplus wages, on the other hand, are supposed to be used when
potential supply is greatly in excess of demand in order to expand de-
mand to the limits of the available supply.
(d) Distribution .
From the viewpoint of the present dynamic approach "economic dis-
tribution" represents one of the essential elements of any progressive
economy and thus, quite naturally, becomes one of the major foxmdations
of capitalistic society. Here it is closely connected with a theory of
value which asserts that the value of each individual's contribution to
the common cause of economic sustenance and development is the only
appropriate measure of his distributive share. Individuals unable or
unwilling to contribute sufficiently or at all, therefore, command
either an insufficient share or none at all, and have to rely on the
generosity or pity of the other members of society for their support.
Contrary to this, "social distribution" would imply a distribution pri-
marily in line with the reasonable needs of individuals to be meted out
from commonly owned output. Finally, "re-distribution" constitutes the
third major possibility by which economic distribution pajrtly gives way
to social distribution in such a way that support of the economically
weakest meitbers of society is enforced by public authority.
It is against the background of these different possibilities that
the concept of autonomous income has to be appraised in its effects on
distribution. Thus considered, it means the extension of the principle
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of economic distribution into a situation in iffhich the large-scale ap-
plication of the reiaaining two distributive principles, and with it a
greatly reduced reliance on the first, have loore or less generally been
accepted as inevitable.
- If, during dep^'ession or decentration, the indispensable require-
ments of social distribution are met by a re-distributive procedure, the
extent of economic dislocations and frictions increases further. Thus,
vdien governmental action is invoked in remedying a state of decentration
or in alleviating the widespread misery caused by it, the following un-
favorable results will have to be faced: First, if the redistribution
is carried out by an. immediate increase in taxation, its burden will be
particularly heavy, and may easily become intolerable, against the back-
ground of shrinking incomes and severe losses. Secondly, when governmen-
tal borrowing is substituted for increased taxes, there will be adverse
effects from the anticipated influence of a high debt and the necessity
of its later redemption, and from the increase in taxes necessary to pay
the interest on the debt; if debt redemption is delayed too long and the
debt will continusdly rise, not only absolutely but relative to the
national income, basic dangers for the entire credit and price structure
would arise ii^ich could be controlled only by further severe restrictions
on the principle of economic distribution. Thirdly, public investment,
as soon as it goes beyond objects of indisputable public value, will not
cater favorably to the existing individual wants. Fourthly, public sub-
sidies to consumers are bound to follow the principle of social distri-
bution and will, unless they remain on a rather restricted and imperma-
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nent basis, increasingly come into conflict vidth the prevailing princi-
ple of economic distribution.
In contrast to these possibilities, the concept of autonomous in-
come asserts that a state of decentration can best be remedied by an
extension, and not by a partial repudiation, of the principle of economic
distribution. It argues that in a situation where demand pernxanently
does not come up to the available supply, a legitimate "economic" claim
for surplus shares is achieved by those who cooperate in bringing about
additional demand; if increasing demand is the best means by which the
decentration can be overcome, the pertinent function becomes as much an
economic service as saving or waiting is \mder the opposite conditions.
It is for this reason that no immediate payments to the unemployed or
the members of the higher income brackets are proposed, because they can
not fulfill as well a^ those in the lower emplojonent brackets the rele-
vant task of supplementing demand where it will be most useful. As
stressed before, there is no redistribution involved in the payment of
the sui*plus wages. The money that entrepreneurs are supposed to invest
in these payments will be repaid to them with interest in the process of
self-liquidation, and they will reap additional profits besides as their
surplus share due to their cooperation. In the end, the additional out-
put which materializes as the result of the combined contributions of
entrepreneurs and those in their employment accrues to them in a fair
and genuinely economic reciprocity.
As far as the actual pattern of distribution is concerned, the
SLW-scheme does not introduce any new factors which would tend to change
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the established structure. Since all it does is remove the main obsta-
cles to normal functioning of economic distribution, it merely quickens
these normal processes by avoiding or mitigating hindrances upon them.
As a result the total distributive share for labor must be assiamed to
increase as compared with the total remuneration for capital, as is
characteristic of all phases of economic progress, and sufficiently ex-
plained by the lav/ of proportionality. "Whether profits will be rela-
tively high or low will mainly depend on the degree of competition,
Assxuning that the proposed scheme may be helpful in cutting down the
peaks of the business cycle, profits should be assvimed to run more even-
ly, and probably on a somewhat higher average level because the avoid-
ance of the severest effects of the depression, as well as the faster
pace of the recovery, is likely to mitigate the most extreme forms of
competition. The problem of the wide discrepancy among individual in-
comes will lose much of its controversial connotation when the obstacles
to a relatively smooth and continuous horizontal expansion of demand and
investment are removed.
The claim that the principle of economic distribution can be
carried further under the concept of autonomous income than usually has
been considered possible, does not imply that it can be expected to meet
all socially desirable ends. Whether the care for the unemployed and
those unable to "work should be left to charity or should be a public
responsibility is a question which lies beyond the scope of this study.

CHAPTER VI
THE APPLICATION OF THE SELF-LIQUIDATING WAGE-SCHEME
1. The Administrative Problem *
The Self-liquidating Wage-Scheme depends, as has been stressed
before, on a high degree of cooperation among the businessmen "whose very
interests are at stake in this undertaking. But all other important
groups, and society as a v;-hole, are hardly less interested in its suc-
cess. This leads to an alternative: either business, in proper reali-
zation of the possibilities involved, may create and administer the
framework within T^^ich the scheme can be applied in the necessary uni-
versal scope, or, if it fails in foresight and courage, it may be com-
pelled by other groups to cooperate within a framework administered by
the latter. This possibility, although more remote and less genuinely
euiapted to the present purpose, may therefore first be briefly consid-
ered*
Most far reaching would be the passage of a federal law by which
the federal government would be enabled to administer and enforce such a
scheme, the details of which would then in large part have to be left to
the discretion of the federal administering agency. Such a law would
run the risk of being invalidated by the Supreme Court as an encroach-
ment upon the freedom of individusd businessmen. Besides it must be ex-
pected that business would interpret it as a further step in governmental
tendency towards usurping too much power, towards excluding business from
decisions I'^ioh touch it closely, so that it would not create an atmos-
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phere in which business confidence in the scheme would be at its possi-
ble peak. The resulting unfavorable reactions on the side of the same
people who actually will have to apply the scheme, would certainly lead
to a much lower level of effectiveness than could be secured when
business itself were convinced of the merits of the scheme and not
forced into it.
Perhaps the unions of workers and employees could present a le-
gitimate claim in their attempt to get the cooperation of business
either by persuasion or by the power of their bargaining positions. In
order to achieve this, eill new tmion contracts, especially those drawn
up during a period in which labor* s bargaining power is high, would have
to contain a binding provision to the effect that the particular employ-
er, or group of employers, assents to the cooperation in the scheme.
But since its details could not be fixed much in advance of the actued
conditions that will make them necessary, agreement would have to be
reached about which body is supposed to fix these details. If unions
want to reserve these decisive rights to themselves, they are likely to
encounter a most severe opposition and to invite the suspicion that
their stipulations will not be as much in the general interests as dic-
tated from short-sighted egotism. The more desirable solution of a bi-
partisan body, oon^osed of representatives of labor and of business,
would necessitate a complete agreement among all unions and all employer
associations on this crucial point before individual contracts could be
made to contain the SL Wage provisions.
The greatest possibilities for a success of the scheme, as men-
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tioned before, "will be assured by business itself* s taking the lead in
carrying it out. Obviously, this cannot be e:q)ected before the time is
ripe for it. As conditions are at the present, business still over-
•vjhelmingly expresses confidence that further disaster can be prevented
without change in the xinderlying concepts of a business policy based on
"laisser faire". But it must be expected that the voices of those fewer
men who at least admit the possibility of further difficulties will find
a more willing audience among business at large when again phenomena of
a decentration should appear. If, in such event, a way can only be
shown to business by Tnhich it may prevent public deficit spending from
assuming the major role in fighting decentration, there is likely to be
general agreement upon an active and courageous policy of its own. The
proper agencies to initiate the move would be the existing roof organi-
zations of business, such as the National Association of Manufacturers
and the U. S. Chamber of Commerce. Their first task would be to lavmch
an educational campaign among their own members in order to convince them
that action on business »s own part is necessary and that the proposal is
in accordance with every individual businessman's interest in restoring
prosperity. The election of an administrative body would have to follow,
and individual entrepreneurs would then be asked to pledge themselves to
cooperate with the scheme as it will be presented by the body. Such in-
dividual commitments would prevent any invedidating action by the courts.
IVhile, at first sight, it may appear difficult to enlist the necessary
wide and voluntary cooperation, it must be kept in mind that such scep-
ticism is warranted only when and insofar as the procedure involves an
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individual risk for the party that pledges itself to fulfillment of the
scheme. Then, it depends obviously on the guarantees which can be given
within the scheme against any such risks. First, therefore, each indi-
vidual pledge would have to be conditional upon a general acceptance of
the scheme large enough to assure its success. Secondly, each and every
party that has pledged itself must be fully protected against the possi-
bility that in his individual case a liquidation of the surplus wage
payments may fail to materialize. In spite of the specific means pro-
posed in the scheme with regard to this problem, there may be such
individual cases although generally liquidation may be achieved. Such
individual uncertainty must not only be prevented in order to alleviate
the fear of undeserved losses, but also to make sure that such fear may
not become more or less general and thus spoil the necessary confidence*
In order to provide this individual protection it would only be necessa-
ry to apply insurance principles, and to put all credit balances of the
individual self-liquidating accounts at the disposal of a general pool,
out of which the exceptional debit balances would be covered. Thirdly,
there might even be doubts that complete liquidation will be reached in
the aggregate., and that, in such a case, business alone would have to
shoulder the losses accruing from an action that was undertaken as much
in the general interest as in business' own interest. Such a reasoning,
although not valid when held against the fact that business has always
prided itself on being able to take risks and although such fear seems
imfounded unless the theory presented here is basically at fault, might
lead to a claim from business to government to londerwrite this risk, and

thus to spread it more evenly to the public in accordance with individu-
al taxpaying ability. Fourthly, the individual entrepreneur may be en-
titled to draw a reasonable standard interest on the funds invested in
the payment of surplus wages in computing the balance of his SL-Wage
account; if this interest were a little higher than idle funds could
earn under prevailing conditions in other safe occupations, this would
be an incentive for cooperation. Fifthly, provision should be made in
cooperation with banking and insurance institutes, that funds earmarked
for the payment of surplus wages, would be available for all individual
pledgers at low interest; these loans could be secured by a direct mort-
gaging of all receipts that might accrue to the SL-account, by a cession
of the individual claim for compensation by the insurance pool if total
receipts should fall short of total payments and interest, and even a
federal guarantee could be invoked also for this purpose. On such a
basis, there would hardly remain any good reeison for the individual not
to join into the cooperative effort which, although excluding any indi-
vidual risk, gives a high chance of not only general but great individu-
al success.
Actually, there would be a not negligible risk involved for all
those entrepreneurs who would refuse to pledge themselves to the scheme
once a sizable majority of the leading enterprises had consented. By
not paying the surplus wages they would risk losing their most efficient
help to those participating in the scheme as soon as demand for labor
should increase. In order to avoid this, they would be forced to raise
wages without being protected against the possibility of individual non-
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liquidation.
Within the executive body itself, which should base its decisions
on the work of regional and branch committees, the major difficulty is
likely to grow up around the necessity of varying the SL-Wage rates in
accordance with the liquidation power of the various groups. Even if
the issue of possible losses is removed by the provisions mentioned
above, there remains for each group an interest in fighting for the
greatest possible profit that might be achievable as a result of the
scheme. It is obvious that profits on the SL-account will be higher
iriien the rate of surplus wage payments is held at a level lower than the
liquidating power warrants. In this case, individual skill of the rep-
resentatives of each group will play its part in the outcome of the gen-
eral bargaining for the best possible position. Insofar, it can only be
expected that the actual rate scheme will display that amount of fair-
ness and justice that usually eioanates from such bargaining processes.
Finally, there remains the possibility of an administrative set-
up which, although mainly in the hands of business representatives, would,
upon business' own proposal, be sanctioned by the lawgiver. Such a sol-
ution would be advisable when it should appear that despite all proposed
guarantees the ovejrwhelming willingness for cooperation does not materi-
alize at all, or not swiftly enough, although leaders of business agree
on the desirability of the scheme. In this case, a federal law would
make the decisions of the executive business body binding upon all indi-
viduals that are supposed to cooperate. Most likely, such a law would
insist on certain veto rights of the government or other important pub-
lic groups in order to assure that the power of the government may not
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be abused*
(2) The Major Problems of Application *
Connected with the devising and application of the scheme are a
number of decisions that vdll have a more or less important bearing on
final success. Three major types of decisions are involved. The first
calls for achieving a tentative plan on the basis of the most reasonable
figures for the various aspects of procedure through time, for minimum,
maximum and intermediate wage surplus rates, for the speed of the accumu-
lation and decumulation process, and for the classification of business
with regard to liquidation ability. Tiftxile the latter is likely to be
the outcome of a bargaining process among the groups involved, all other
decisions will have to be mainly the work of the executive body based on
appropriate economic research into prevailing actual conditions. The
less this first tentative scheme needs to be revised in later practice,
the more confidence will the whole procedure evoke, and the more com-
plete will be the success. For this reason, the most careful analysis
of expert advisers would be called for in the start..
The necessity of revisions, however, cannot be ruled out, and it
is these which would form the second type of necessary decisions. These
decisions also will have to be made in the light of expert interpretatim
of the results achieved against expectation, and in consideration of any
maladjustments that lonexpectedly may have arisen. In all these deci-
sions it will be important not to yield easily to appeals for changes,
in order not to endanger a basic steadfastness conducive to general con-
fidence; particularly, all changes must comply with the principle of
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homeopathic doses as well as with the avoidance of any sudden moves with-
out appropriate advance information.
The most difficult and important decisions, however, are required
in the appropriate timing of the start of the scheme, in the termination
of accumulation, the starting of deoumulation, and finally in the ter-
mination of the entire scheme by which move the prevailing surplus wages
would become incorporated into the basic wages.
Since the concept of autonomous income accepts, as far as the
business cycle is concerned, a theory of maladjustment, aj;id attempts to
furnish a means of remedying the state of decentration which may follow
a downswing phase, the start of the scheme is not indicated before a
rather general readjustment has been reached. From previous experience
it might be deduced that maladjustments are usually straightened out on
a sufficiently broad scale when activities during a downswing phase have
dropped to between 15% and ZOfo below normal . If the decline goes far
beyond this level as it did in 1932, the diagnosis of decentration would
seem justified. Since, in such a case, the depth of the downward trend
will be reached much later than actual maladjustments prevail, there is
no reason "vriiy the start of the scheme should be unduly delayed. Thus,
the objective of the scheme may well be extended towards arresting a de-
cline beyond the point where it engenders new maladjustments rather than
curing the old ones. Wciere this point actually lies will be a matter of
controversy in any given case; this must necessarily leave much at the
discretion of the executive body whose decision should mainly depend on
evaluation of the risk contained in either too early or too late timing.
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From a purely economic point of view, the danger of too early
timing seems decidedly less than the danger to perpetuate unnecessary
hardships by being too late. The main precondition is a recession below
nomial big enough to justify the belief that major maladjustments have
corrected themselves, and that the technical preconditions for a self-
liquidation of the surplus wages are given.
The termination of the surplus wage accumulations will mainly de-
pend on the consideration that their stimulus must be sufficient to car-
ry the level of activities back to full emplojnnent, but that, on the
other hand, it should not lay the basis for boom conditions. As soon as
the foreseeable effects of secondary waves of employment on purchasing
power and indications of revival in the inducement to invest should indi-
cate a future trend of activities sufficient to achieve full employment
levels, a termination of the accumulation should follow.
The decision to start the process of decuraulation would have to
depend on a revival of investment activities strong enough to indicate
that it would sustain full employment levels. Most likely this will not
happen far in advance of the achievement of full employment. Then, the
speed of decumulation should follow to some degree the intensity of the
investment pickup, without, however, becoming too abrxipt. The more the
attempt to increase investment beyond the point where full emplojnnent is
reached can be offset by wage surplus decumulations, the less unlikely
would be the development of a boom. If consumption recedes in this way
rather elastically with the growth of investment opportunities, there
will be little need of a process of forced savings such as is the real
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objective of oredit expansion.
Finally, the decision to tenainate the entire SL-Wage scheme and
to incorporate the existing surplus wage into the basic wage, is likely
to be less a decision in character than a recognition of a factual situ-
ation. No doubt, as the decumulation proceeds, workers and workers'
lanions will show increasing resistance against further decumulation.
"While basically business will have a good and strong case in pointing
out that the surplus wages v/ere instituted and are voluntary payments
made on condition of revocation at the executive body's judgment, unions
will get the upper hand w^hen the decumulation leaves only a wage addi-
tion not much in excess of a pay increase such as usually has been ex-
perienced under conditions of full employment as against depression wage
levels. Insofar as the higher wages, previously enjoyed by the bulk of
employees, may have lifted living standards, it must be assumed that the
insistence on clinging to such new standards will lead to a somewhat
higher real wage than would have been experienced as the result of an
unassisted wave of prosperity. This process in which employers will
strive for further decximulation while eii5>loyees will eventually estab-
lish efficient resistance against it before levels are reached that
would impair too greatly their new standards, will, therefore, automat-
ically lead to an increased wage level which, however, is likely to
approximate the prevailing general productivity of labor more closely
than it does under usual conditions.
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(3) A Tentative Application to the Depression of 1952 »
An attempt to formulate a tentative SLW-scheme on the basis of
the conditions prevailing in the depression year 1932 will serve best to
clarify the structure of such a scheme, to accentuate some of the prob-
lems to be encountered, and to express its possibilities in definite
niomerioal values. The task involved calls, as a preparatory step, for
the construction of all the major relevant data, and in a^ final apprais-
al, for their evaluation with regard to overall effects of the scheme.
Considering the complexity of the pertinent numerical phenomena, it must
be imderstood that the following investigation aims only at a rough
approximation and, therefore, feels justified in substituting not in-
frequently estimates based on the most accessible statistical material
rather than undertaking exhaustive independent compilations which, al-
though perhaps more exact, would go beyond the purpose of this study.
1
(a) The Relevant Data .
First, it will be advisable to determine the optimal extent of
the scheme. The objective, in this respect, must be to make it as com-
prehensive as possible on one side, but to exclude, on the other side,
all those groups v/hich either would not serve well the fundamental pur-
pose of the scheme, or would present particular technical difficulties
if they were to be included. Thus it is evident that the extension of
Most of the following statistics are based on the Statistical
Abstract of the United States 1940
,
(Tfashington: U. S. Government Print-
ing Office, 1941); the reference figures used refer to the consecutive
nximbers by which different statistical sets are distinguished, and not
to the pages.
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the scheme to even the smallest establishments would make it extremely
cumbersome and unreliable; the cost of technical administration would be
high, proper control difficult, and the danger of large-scale abuse of
such benefits as the recompensation for allegedly insufficient self-
liquidation, would be greatly increased.
In "Table A"^ the attempt is made to determine the number and
g^oup connection of those who would be covered by the scheme .3 Out of a
total of about 40 million people who had a gainful occupation in 1932,
and out of those 26.2 million who were dependent employees, about 18,6
million, i.e., 46^ of the former and about IQffo of the latter, could be
made subject to the scheme in accordance with the previously outlined
principles. These include sdl employees in manufacture, trade, commerce,
transportation and communication, professional and domestic services v/ho
work in establishments with six employees or more; but they exclude all
employees working in establishments with less than six persons employed,
and entirely, the fields of agriculture and public services. The exclu-
sion of agriciiltural employment is indicated because the bulk of agri-
cultural production came from about six million famis with hardly any
employment, and the remaining larger farms, accoxinting for not more than
one quarter of total agricultural supply, would not have provided a
On p. 208
2 The pertinent figures had to be taken from various statistics
"wfliich either referred to non-comparable subject matters—as, for in-
stance, gainful occupation and employment--or years, such as 1930 and
1935. This called for a somewhat arbitrary reconciliation in order to
estimate the relevant figures for 1932.
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suitable basis for the selC-liquidation of the surplus wages. Public
services have been left outside because payment of the surplus wages out
of public means might require a policy of increased taxation which would
not be oon^atible with the basic purpose of the scheme, in which expected
tax reductions are used as a partial offset against the surplus wage pay-
ments. As a result of all these exclusions, the number of employing
units with vdiich the scheme would have to deal, has gone down to about
half a million from over four millions which otherwise would have to be
included. Within the various main groups, about 95% of the employees
are covered in mining, manufacturing, and transportation while only 57%
and 51% respectively would be covered in the fields of professional and
domestic services, and in trade
The second step in securing relevant data must aim at a determi-
nation of the volume of wages and salaries within the different income
groups on which the surplus wages woiild have to be based. The result is
shown in "Table B".^ Total income of the covered groups amounts to
about 24 billion dollars, out of which 7.8 billion go to salaried people
and 16.3 billion to wage earners. The incomes up to |2,000.-, which
comprise groups I - III, accoxmt for more than 19 billions, and the
groups from |2,000.- up to $5,000.- for slightly less than 5 billion
dollars.
The difference in income levels as shown in the six different
* For the retail trade silone this percentage goes down to 14:%,
^ On p. 209
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income groups, has an important bearing on the devising of the rate
scheme itself. This is due to the fact that the stimulating effect of
the different types of oonumption characteristic of the various income
groups may vary greatly in its influence upon further production. The
principle of derived demand implies that this stimulating effect on pro-
duction is greatest when and insofar as it causes the production of
durable consumer goods; and the degree of the magnification of the de-
mand depends again on the degree of the durability of the goods. Thus,
a certain increase in the demand for a highly durable consumer good
causes a many times greater increase above the normal replacement demand.
If, for instance, as in the case of housing, an average life of 33 years
is assumed, the normal replacement demand is Z% of the total volume; but
yAien there is a demand increase of 10% within one year, this would call
for an addition of three times as great an output as is normally re-
quired. The example shows that durable goods production rises and falls
with the rate of change in final demand, and not in proportion to final
demand as is the case with non-durable consvmer goods. This fact finds
a parallel expression in the monetary implications. Durable goods can
be paid for within an extended period which is roughly determined by
their durability, and institutions like mortgaging and installment buy-
ing carry this objective out. Thus it is possible to finance the pur-
chase of durable goods with an initial expenditure of only a fraction of
their total value so that relatively small increases in income, if only
they can be considered stable, will buy a many times greater value of
durable goods. The increase in purchasing power which is expected from
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the surplus wages will therefore have to be measured by the success with
which it can raise each of the various income levels to a point at which
the consumption of durable goods would increase considerably.
The opportunity for increases in the demand for durable necessi-
ties such as shelter and home funaishings exists, no doubt, on a broad
scale in the lov/est income groups. These same groups, however, will de-
velop a considerable claim for enlargement and improvement demand once
the more pressing demands for necessities are fulfilled. This means
that even in the lowest groups the demand for a much greater share of
durable necessities will assert itself as soon as previous standards in
diet and clothing, which usually have precedence on these low levels,
have sufficiently increased, perhaps by between 25% - ZZ%, The demand
for durable goods which are not necessities such as individually owned
homes, first-hand automobiles, fancy home furnishings and efficient horne
appliances, cannot be assumed to become accessible to the lowest income
group, but will play the more important role for the members of the
second and third groups. These incomes are likely to represent, at the
end of a depression, a somewhat increased purchasing power against the
background of a relatively more depressed price level, so that prevail-
ing standards of living are rather well assured. Increases of these in-
comes are therefore bound to be expended very largely upon durable goods
of the type mentioned. The highest three groups included in the scheme
represent income levels on which slightly comfortable living prevails
already as a rule. Still, there remains enough room for further improve-
iDent, The tendency in this direction will find particxilar support when
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a generally optimistic outlook causes these groups to stop or reduce
their rate of savings to which they cling in bad times even iwhen this
means real sacrifice and hardships.
The function of the surplus wages of initiating on each of the
various income levels a strong wave of demand for durable consumer goods
throws into relief the fact that the xxnemployed could not nearly as
efficiently play the same role. People who have been unemployed for
some time, live usually on a level below their normal standard, and,
more or less as a rule, go into debt. Increases in their incomes will
therefore mainly be used in re-payment of debts and in restoring their
sub-standards in food and clothing to normal levels, before they are able
to develop a broad demand for durable goods.
The foregoing considerations suggest a scheme of rates which is
relatively high for the low income groups, and decreases as incomes
rise. On each level they must be made big enough to bridge the existing
gaps between present spending and the desired large-scale spending for
durable goods within an appropriate period of time. This period must
not be too short, in order to prevent sudden dislocations in the supply,
but it must also not be so long as to disperse the effects of increas-
ing purchasing power; the total rise of purchasing povfer considered under
the scheme must be sufficient to assure the change from the extremely
depressed levels to high production levels within a period of from two
to three years. If the case of the first group is taken up as the first
stepping stone to the rate scheme, the present inquiry can be put on a
firmer basis by making use of existing investigations into the consump-
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tion habits of families living on varying income levels. The pertinent
figures for three income averages which correspond to the first three
groups of the present scheme are shown on "Table C"»^
The change in income from the first to the second and third group
is, according to this investigation, accompanied by a regressive increase
in the expenditure for non-durable items which amomts to |175.- in the
first case, and to il70,- in the second, or to Z8% and 27% respectively.
For durables, on the other hand, the increase is progressive, amounting
to $34.- and $77.-, or to 38)'$ and 62%, In order to lead the first group
into a determined demand for durables, it would therefore be necessary
to increase its income well beyond the second level. This means that the
average income of the first group, in the neighborhood of $850.-, would
have to be brought up to a level of about $1500.- which would imply
roughly an increase of 70%, In order to achieve this over a period of
about one year and a half, an equal monthly rate of 4/o would be necessa-
ry, and thus presents itself as the highest starting point of the scheme.
The low point, on the other hand, should be of a magnitude sufficient to
serve at least as a psychological assurance of security and continued
improvement which would permit a partial changeover from saving to in-
creased consumption. The accumulating influence of a rate even as small
as g% may not at all be inconsiderable; over a year's period it would
yield an amount of $240.- to an individual with an income of $4,000.-,
the imputed capital value of which might easily be as high as $6,000.-
6 On page 210
1
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under cheap money conditions, and may, therefore, support an expenditure
for durable commodities of the same magnitude.
As a third step it is now necessary to take into account the vary-
ing ability of different brancnes and types of enteirprise to liquidate
their expenditures for the surplus wages by part of their gain from in-
creased output. Obviously, their liquidating pov/er changes with changes
in the relation between their costs for labor and for capital; it in-
creases as capital increases relative to labor, and decreases vice versa.
To a snaller degree, however, labor costs of different character may al-
so have a different bearing on liquidating power. This happens when
wages and particularly the salaries of the executive setup take on the
character of fixed costs within the short period; thus, they are siiidlar
to the influence which fixed capital outlay exerts on the expansion of
output by distributing its non-variable cost over a larger production
volume, and thus drawing an income from an otherwise vainly spent ex-
penditure. As pointed out before, it would seem preferable to leave the
exact determination of individual rates for the different classes of
enterprise to a bargaining process among representatives of the various
interests. These are likely to develop along three basic lines: one
woxAld rest on the differentiation of enterprise into different branches,
the second on the differentiation with regard to size, and the third on
changes in liquidating power caused by regional vsuriations. The dis-
tinction of five different classes would permit of a sufficient degree
of differentiation, and there is no reason why the high and low points
of the income group schedule should not coincide with the rate limits of
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the classification scheme.
The six income groups (l-Vl) and the five liquidation classes
(A-E) would then form the framev/ork for a sliding rate schedule which
would start with the highest rate of 4:% for the income group I in liqui-
dation class A, and would drop to -g^ for the highest income group VI in
the lowest liquidation class E. The resulting SL'iT-schedule is shown in
"Table D".*^
The SLW-scheme envisages an acctimulation of the monthly rates
within a first period. Within intermediate periods, the accumulation
may be stopped and the surplus wage thus remain constant for a certain
time so that effects of the scheme can be properly ascertained without
the danger of overstimulating demand by too rapid accumulation. Depend-
ing on the results, the accxmulation may either be continued, or the
period of decumulation may be initiated. Within accumulation periods,
it would be advisable to perform the accumulation of the basic rates in
monthly intervals, so that the basic rate of 4:% woxild become a surplus
wage of &fo in the second month, IZ/o in the third, and so forth up to 4^
after twelve and 72-^ after eighteen months. The corresponding figures
for the low rate of would be 1%, 1-g^, 6% and 9%, These accumulated
monthly surplus wages would be uniform through the entire realm in which
the scheme is applied, and would automatically be superimposed on all
basic wages or salaries of those employed in any enterprise covered by
the scheme.
7 On p. 210.
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The next step in the formulation of a tentative scheme would be
to determine the average surplus wage rate to which the application of
the basic SLW-sohedule, as presented in "Table D" would actually lead.
This actual rate depends on the distribution of the wage income among
the different income groups on one side, but, on the other, also on its
distribution among the various liquidation classes of enterprise. llVhile
the first factor has already been clarified in "Table B", the second re-
mains to be appraised. In the absence of any statistical data which
directly refer to the varying liquidation power of different groups of
enterprise, a fair evaluation might be achieved by using some indirect
relevant indexes. As such might be used: first, the average wage as an
indicator of average productivity; secondly, the average number of em-
ployees per establishment indicating average size of individual estab-
lishments; thirdly, the average value added per worker as a sign of the
contributing effect of capitsd goods; fourthly, the average use of
mechanical power, likewise as an indicator of the extent to which capi-
tal goods are used. In all these cases, an increase in the indexes is
assumed to represent increasing liquidation power. The relative posi-
tion with regard to these indexes has been ascertained for 25 main
branches which represent almost half a million establishments, more than
14 million employees, and a wage and salary bill of almost 17 billion
dollars ,8 Since the detailed statistics are too cumbersome to be includ-
ed in this study, it may suffice to give their main results; this is
° These actual figures are essentially in accordance with those
arrived at and used in preceding tables.
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done in "Table E".^
On the basis of the percentages of total wage and salary income
that are paid by the different liquidation classes to the different in-
come groups it is finally possible to deteiTtiine the average surplus wage
rate, as has been done in "Table F";!*^ tuader the assumed conditions, its
magnitude is 2»Z7%»
(b) The Cumulative Effect on the National Income *
After the main relevant data have been secured, it is now necessa-
ry to trace the influence of the disbursement of the surplus wages on the
general economy. The first step in this direction must aim at the de-
termination of the resulting total national income. This depends on two
factors: first, on the degree to which the immediate recipients are
willing to spend their surplus wages, and for which purposes they will
spend themj secondly, on the direct and indirect influences of their
spending on others, and on the degree to which these others are willing
to pass on their increased income in renewed spending either for consump-
tive or for productive purposes. With regard to the first factor, it
seems likely that spending by the recipients themselves 'jvlll rather
closely follow the ways indicated in previous parts of this study; but
as to the second factor, an almost limitless number of possibilities
arises, starting with the rather unrealistic assumption that all indi-
rect beneficiaries might hoard their increased incomes entirely, and
^ On p. 211.
10 On p. 212.
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ending with the equally theoretical case that they would be spent 100;^.
Any approach to this problem must therefore obviously be based on cer-
tain definite assumptions with regard to the behavior of those whose in-
comes will be indirectly increased by the spending of the surplus wages.
It was the purpose of the multiplier theory as developed by R. F. Kahn^^
and accepted by Keynes, to lay down certain rules with regard to the re-
sults of a general income stimulation, particularly in the form of
public investment, on national income. But this concept, in order to be
workable, calls for such an unrealistic simplification in the premises
that worthwhile practical results can hardly be obtained through it. A
new approach to this problem, however, has been initiated only a few
yeeurs ago by J, M. Clark and has been greatly developed by J,. W. Angell.
His central thesis is that the principal changes which take place in
the voltuae of new investment are due to changes in what he calls "the
general level of economic 'anticipations'", and he asserts "that the
current level of anticipations is primarily governed by the size and
changes of national money income in the fairly recent past, say the pre-
vious three to six months; and that the changes in income, in tuna, are
largely governed by immediately preceding changes in the volume of in-
vestment" .12 In his analysis of the relations which prevail between
anticipations, investment, and income he uses an approach very different
H In the article referred to on page 152.
•^2 Angell, op. oit.
, p. 7. Although Angell refers to "productive"
investment, either"~private or public, it should be noted that his argu-
ment is exactly as valid in the case of "unproductive" investment ?fi. th
v^ich this study is preoccupied.
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from the Keynesian multiplier analysis in order to determine the quanti-
tative relation between new spending and subsequent income in a more
appropriate way. The monetary phenomena connecting the two provide the
clues in their circular velocities of active and circulating money, by
which the average desire to hoard can indirectly be measured. The
actual values for the mentioned velocities are nearly constant through
the long periods, but subject to rather considerable changes within the
short phases of the business cycle as the result of the suddenly changing
level of anticipations. But although, therefore, "it is evidently im-
possible to forecast the numerical value of the income-spending relation
accurately for short periods, except so far as a constant general level
of anticipations can be forecast for such periods", 13 the average re-
sults over periods of one whole business cycle or more can be ascer-
tained vmless a basic change in the trend of the general level of anti-
cipations is indicated.
Angell's approach is of particular interest for the present study
in a twofold way. First, it throws into relief the fundamental differ-
ence between the enterprise-sponsored SLW-scheme on one side, and any
other government-sponsored scheme of public investment or consumer's
subsidies. This difference lies in the influence on the general level of
anticipations which, according to Angell, is "the opinion M\*iich business
men and other potential investors hold about the probably course of
busines and general economic activity in the near-by and the more distant
13 Ibid., p. 182.
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future". 14 Obviously referring to the unfavorable influences which gov-
emmenteuL action may easily cause on the opinions of business men, he
states that, "as long as the average desire to hoard is rising, the gov-
ernment thus faces a seemingly endless and perhaps hopeless task". 15
With regard to a scheme emanating from business itself and excluding
outside interference, a continuing fall in the level of anticipations
seems most unlikely, since the scheme could not materialize at all un-
less a generally sympathetic attitude prevails among its sponsors.
Secondly, it becomes possible along the way outlined by Angell to
measure the results of the scheme on general income once we assume that,
as a result of its initiation, the general level of anticipations will
at least stop falling further. In order to secure a piroper foundation
another assumption will have to be made, namely that the upward change
in the level of anticipations will proceed in a way similar to the trend
shown previously in phases of genuine recovery.
It will facilitate the further procediire if a few basic concepts
and definitions, together vdth the few simple equations used in their
expression, are first introduced. If the aggregate stock of circulating
money is designated as M, aggregate hoards as Ha in absolute terms, or
as h in terms of their percentage size of the aggregate money stock M,
then the stock of "active" money is (M-Ha) or M (1-h), Since the
national money income Y must be equal within a particular period to the
Ibid., p. 6.
15 Ibid., p. 178.
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stock of active money multiplied by its average circular velocity which
Y
may be written as v, it follows that v I M (1-K )* average circular
velocity of circulating money v' , which is equal to the average circular
velocity of active money multiplied by the reciprocal of the percentage
size of hoards to the aggregate stock of circulating money, can then be
written as v' a (l-h)v. The average periods of the circular velocity of
active money v, and of circulating money v' , are l/v, and l/v' respec-
tively. The change in the size of aggregate income due to an increase
in spending I is v'l when the level of anticipations is considered con-
stant. As a result, the aggregate income of the subsequent period Y'
can be expressed as Y' Y + v»I.
The actual values which are of interest for our quantitative ap-
praisal are shown in "Table CJ"16 for the years 1932 and 1929, For, in
order to trace the influence of the disbursement of the surplus wages
from the depth of the 1932-depression to the achievement of prosperity
it will be suitable to substitute for the gradually rising level of an-
ticipations the assumption that its rise takes place in successive
phases each of vrtiich has a constant, though at each step rising, level
of anticipations. Since 1929 can well be taken as an index for the
phase of prosperity towards which the present scheme alms, the pertinent
figures for 1932 and 1929 give us the outer limits within which we shall
have to remain. Our practical starting point is the magnitude l/v* des-
ignating the average circulation period of circulating money which is
On page 213.
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the time required for a change in the volume of current spending to pro-
duce its full effects on income. Since this magnitude would change
between 5 #4 and 4.1 months, it is advisable to separate the entire peri-
od with which we are concerned into corresponding circulation periods
decreasing in length \mifonnly by one quarter of a month. In "Table H**17
the pertinent changes are traced through five such periods ranging, for
the sake of convenience, between 5^ and 4 months in col. 2.^^ The in-
come of each period is determined on the basis of the yearly national
income prevailing at the start of each period, as shown in col. 3, while
col. 4 gives its pro rata value for the period under consideration.
Col. 5 and 6 show the percentage and the resulting amount of that part of
the national income that is likely to become subject to the SLW-soheme
in accordance with previous findings. Col. 7 and 8 list the accumulated
rate of surplus wages and their amount. The value of v' in col. 9
changes in the successive periods between the limiting data shown in
"Table G". The values for v' I listed in col. 10 are the product of the
figures in col. 8 and 9, but are always shown in the subsequent period
since the effects which they represent do not accinie fully before the
end of the current period. The addition of the figures in col. 4 and 10
then yields the total new income which is used again in predicating the
yearly income of the subsequent period in col. 3*
It seems advisable to add a few interpretative words -wriiich will
On page 214,
Cp, footnote on "Table H".
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make an evaluation of the table easier. There are two cases represent-
ed, one marked "A", and the other "B"» In case "A" the accximulation of
the surplus wage rates is carried out through two full years; then their
impact has brought national income up to a level of 115 billion dollars,
v^ich, in 1934, no doubt would have meant I'ull employment. At this
point it would have become evident that the pace was too fast; but it
can be easily seen that even if decumulation should now proceed with
double speed, an inflation of extreme proportions would follow. Insofar
the figures presented are misleading, and it should especially be noted
that the inflationary tendency would be likely to wipe out all or most
of the nominal K^age gains after the fifth period.
In the second case "B", it has been assumed that the SLW-rates
existing at the end of the second period would be stabilized for a third
period so that the further procedure could be adjusted to the ascertain-
able effects. Since, by the end of the third period recovery was al-
ready marked at an income level of almost 60 billion, the deovimulation
process has been initiated. The decumulation ha^ been stopped after the
fifth period due to the assumption that a drop below the level of about
10^^ would practically not have been possible. Under this scheme a level
of full employment would have been reached in the sixth period. After
that, the tendency towards further increase of national income would
have made for slight inflationary effects with the result that the nom-
inal wage gains shown in the table would have been offset by a higher
price level.
The total disbursements in surplus wages which, on the basis of
the scheme"B" would have been necessary to secure full employment levels.
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would amount to 8.6 billion dollars. It is apparent how easily this ex-
penditure could be liquidated from a national income that has more than
doubled, and which accrues through the channels of private enterprise to
the extent of about SOfj,
(c) Effects on the General Economic Structure ,
If we assume a successful operation of the SLW-scheme during the
depression years 1933 and 1934, full employment levels would have been
reached in 1935 in accordance with the figures shown in section "B" of
"Table H"* This imaginary year 1935 may be designated for our present
purpose as "1935 FE" (F\all Employment). The value of total national in-
come of 1935 FE can be fairly estimated at 108 billion dollars, if na-
tional income for 1929 is taken as a basis of comparison, with 20^ added
in accordance with Moulton* s estimate of unused capacity in 1929,19 and
another &fo for the growth of the available labor force between 1929 and
1935.
In "Table I "20 -th^ attempt is made to show the trend in the dis-
tribution of total national income in 1935 FE with regard to type of
pajrments. The individual estimates have been reached in the following
way: employees have first been allotted a share of the total income pro-
portional to that of 1929; to this amount has been added an increase of
7/0 which has been assumed to accrue as the overall average rise due to
E. G. Nourse and Associates, Americans Capacity to Produce
,
(Vfashington, D.C. : Brookings Institution, 1934) pp. 415-25. Leven and
Moulton, op. eit
. , pp. 127-31.
20 On page 215
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the SLW-soherae prevailing after its termination. Receipts for the use
of capital have first been also proportionately increased in relation to
1929j but due to the fact that the interest level was only half in 1935
of yih&t it was in 1929, and that investment activity in 1935 FE would
still remain low relative to the available money supply, these receipts
were then cut by one third thus assuming only a 50^ rise over the inter-
est level of 1935. Residual profits are then determined by the fore-
going two items.
The next table ("J")^-^ aims at constructing the particularly in-
teresting figure for sheer business profits. These are part of the
residual profits shown in the preceding table, but in order to isolate
them in even a roughly approximative way, it is necessary to make some
major adjustments. These woiild consist in an elimination of profits made
in the agriciiltural sector, and of those^ receipts for use of capital
"drtiich are actually hidden in the payment of dividends. The figures for
the latter have been estimated on the basis of the value of securities
and the rates for commercial loans which prevailed in the various peri-
ods. As far as 1935 FE is concerned, the net burden of liquidating the
surplus wage payments made in the preceding year has been deducted.
"While the gross burden for surplus wages incurred in 1934 was 5.35 bil-
lion dollars, it seemed reasonable to deduct from this amount 50% of the
tax savings assvimed to accrue through a relative reduction of the 1929
tax burden; this offset has been estimated at 0.95 billions thus leaving
On page 215
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a net burden of 4.4 billion dollars. This final deduction, although
technically necessary, leads, of course to an unduly low figure for
profits J if, as it should be assumed, the recovery achieved through the
SLW-scheme lasts through several years, the cost incurred in this
achievement should, at least on second thought, be spread over a period
of equal length in computing a more realistic profit figure for 1935 FE.
On the other hand, if this is not done, profits of later years which
then are free from any liquidation burden, would be so much the higher.
Finally, effects on the medn types of goods and the other compon-
ents of total outlay are shown in "Table K"^^ The estimates for 1935 FE
are, as far as the components of consumers' outlay is concerned, based
on 1929 but modified by the trends which the SLW-scheme is bound to
introduce. Therefore, sex-vices are proportionately the same, v/hile
consiimption of perishables is assxomed to grow only absolutely but to de-
cline in relative value; on the other hand, semi-durables and durables
rise beyond the proportional rise of total income, and durables more
than semi-dxirables . The remaining figures are the result of a careful
comparison of the trends assumed to prevail in 1935 FE with the conspic-
uous phenomena of other years, which it would hardly be worthwhile to
record in detail in this study. The footnotes contained in the table
are supposed to provide some further information.
As previously mentioned, the numerical illustrations presented in
this last chapter have only attempted to base the appraisal of the
22 On page 216.

effects and implications of the SLW-scheme on a basis which is suffi-
ciently remored from generalizations, either to be accepted or to be
better challenged in its details. But they cannot pretend to be either
exact or con^rehensivej these defects, however, do not seem to invali-
date the limited usefulness of a coherent and interrelated picture such
as has been attempted here.
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TABLE At Occupational Coverage (Fifures for (c) and (g) in thousands,
othervn.se in millions)
b2 c3 d4 e5 f6 g7o
Total 48.8 33.1 29.7 26.2
Agriculture" 10.8 2.9 2.6 650
Public Services 0.9 0.9 0.8 150
Uncovered: 11.7 3.8 3.4 800
%
Remaining Total: 37.1 29,3 26.3 of (d; ?f (e
Mining & Mfg. 15.0 13.1 11.7 10.3 260 9.£ 95 125 48
Transp. & Comm. 3.8 3.3 3.0 1.7 60 i.e 94 7 12
Trade 6.1 4.5 4.0 5.4 1.730 2.E 51 227 13
Profess, Services 3.3 2.3 2.1
Domestic " 4.9 2.5 2.3 650 0.£ 57 44 7
Clerical Forced 4.0 3.6 3.2
37.1 29.3 26.3 18.8 2.700 15.0 403
Reconciliation to 1935 total :f 40^^ 7.5 1.080 6.0 162
26.3 3.780 21.0 565
n II 1932 12?^ 3.1 454 2.5 68
23.2 3.326 18.6 497
Establishments from uncovered fields: 800 -
4.126 497
^ Persons in gainful occupation in 1930 (St.A. #51)
2 " " employment in 1930 (St.A. #61, 55, 404, 823)
3 " " " " 1935; all figures, except the total, estimated
at 10^ below 1930 figures, this being the ratio of the totals
^ Actual employment in 1935 of such selected groups as were covered by
accessible statistics (St.A. #823; #899, 827, 353, 449; #431, 479,
503, 507, 511, 513; #676, 867, 273; #883, 885, 886, 888)
^ Number of establishments in 1935 (in thousands), from St.A. as under (4)
6 Employment after exclusion of establishments with less
,
7 Nvimber of establishments^ than six employees; based on St.A. as
under (4) in connection with St.A.
^ Includes forestry and fishing
9 The separation could not be maintained in (d)-(g) where the clerical
force is distributed over the other groups; this explains the figure
for trade under (d) which is higher than that in (c).
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TABLE B: Wage and SaJ-ary Income of Covered Groups. (Figures in millions
Covered: Total Number: 18.5 average
Income
total
- Salaried people (20?^)1 3.7 $2,120. 7,8
Wage earners (80?S)1 14.8 1,100.2 16,3
Group- I II III IV V VI
Incomes :
Total
Below |1,000.
^3 %
$1,000
%
- |il,500
1
$1,500 - $2,000
% %
$2,000 - $3,000
%
$3,000 - \
%
)4,000
%
$4,000 - $5,000
% %
Salaried: 7.8 8 0.60 17 1.33 14 1.10 27 2.11 18 1.41 16 1,25
Wage earners : 16,3 28 4.56 51 8.53 21 3.42
24.1 5.16 9.66 4.52
1
2.11 1.41 1.25
/t OX loxaj.: 21.5
Groups I - III
1 ft Q o.o
Groups IV
O.o
- VI
cO
Combined Income 19,34 4.77
% of total " 80.40 19.60
Based on St.A. #353.
2 Estimated figure; well above actual total average of $943.- in order
farm incomes.
2 Percentages based on St .A. #354.
to make up for the exclusion of the particul surly low
Oi
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TABLE C ; Changes in Consumption on Various Income Levels^
Incone: $850.- $1200.- $1700.-
ictXpenuixure /o $ ^ &/» * ft
for main
(a) Non-durable goods
Food 42.8
Clothing 10.7
53.5 454.-
41.0
11.4
52.4 629.-
36.1
10,9
47.0 799.-
Increase over
preceding level: - ~ 38 175.- 27 170.-
Housing 14.6
Furn. & Equipm. 2.0
Automobiles 0.3
16.9 90.-
16.1
2.1
1.51^ 124.-
18.7
4.4
2.1
t6,t 201.-
Increase over
preceding level 38 34.- 62 77.-
Based on: Vale and Canoyer, Income and Consijunption
,
(New York: Holt &
Co., 1938) p. 239. (Reprinted from the Monthly Labor Review, June
1937.)
TABLE D: SLW - Schedule (figures in %)
Liquidation Classes : ABODE
Income Groups : I 4 3^ 3 ^ 2~"
II 31 3 2-^2 2
III 3 2^ 2 li li
rv 2i 2 li li 1
V 2 li li- 1 i
71 li li 1
-k i
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TABLE Et Wage Distribution within Liquidation CI eisses
b^ A Total Wage Payments in. Class O
Manufacturing A B c D E
1 Food, etc. 0.80 49.0 c • 800
2 Textiles 1.69 23.0 B 1.372
3 Forest prod. 0.58 16.0 D 438
4 Paper, etc. 0,24 3.0 B 236
5 Printing, Publ. 0.30 23.0 C 446
6 Chemicals 0.28 7.4 A 286
7 Petrol, Coal 0.12 1.2 A 162
8 Rubber 0.11 0.5 C 134
9 Leather 0.31 3.5 B 280
10 Stone, Clay 0.23 5.7 C 226
11 Iron, ateel 0.78 6.4 B 878
12 NonTerr. Metals 0.22 5.4 C 223
13 Machinery 0.79 11.8 C 913
14 Transp. equipm. 0.48 1.9 c 656
15 R. R. Repairing 0.15 0.7 c 206
16 Misoell. 0.30 11.1 D 280
Mfg. total 7.38 169.6 448 1.114 3.604 710 1.650
17 Construction 0.26 11.5 B 278
•
18 Laundries, Hotels 0.54 19.4 D 415
19 Mineral Prods. 0,86 11.0 A 1.239
20 Comnierce 0.32 0.9 B 451
21 Power 0.25 3.4 A 10 AOC'k
22 Transportation 1.36 6.4 B 2.176
23 Retail, Service Ind. 0.66 81.0 B
24 Chain Stores 1.17 6.0 D 1.211
25 "Wholesale, Banks 1.45 170.0 c 2.406
Toteds
:
14.25 479.2 2.011 4.019 6.010 2.336 2.378
Grand total: 16.75 billion %
Percentages of total wage1 bill: 12 24 36 14 14
The table covers only such selected groups as were included in the perti-
nent statistics. Figures are mainly based on St .A. ^30 and the sections
referred to in "Table A".
2 Number of employees (in millions).
2 " " establishments (in thousands).
4 The capital letters refer to the particular liquidation class in which the
branch belongs. This classification is based on a point evaluation of
differences in:
(1) Average wage
(2) average nuiiiber of employed
(3) average value added per worker
(4) horse power per worker
(5) special factors.
^ In million dollars.

TABLE Ft Compilation of Average Surplus Wage
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Liquidation
Classes
:
A B C D E
loGroi^) Income
in % of total a b »2a v3b 2a v3b 2a v3b 2a v3b
/"
4
• OD si • « . ^2 fid oc . i 0
TT» 4.0 n X • rrW 1 90 1 OO o RO c RO
T T T • 1 K QX X X • XO « ^ •? S 7 ''2 4.
7
o
. OO ll PR 9R
IV: 8.8 2| .22 2 .17 .13 -'•2 .13 .09
V: 5.8 .12
ii
.09 .09 1 .06 1 .03_„
VI: 5.0 .08
•a .08 1 .05
1
.03 .03
Class average: 3.25 2.76 2.30 1.84 1.66
^'age payments
by classes
in % of total: 12 24 36 14 14
% of total
surplus wage: 0.39 0.66 0.83 0.26 0,23
Total average
SLW-rate: 2. 37';^
Percentages taken from Table B.
^SDff- rates, taken from Table D.
'index figure for SLW-rate of the particular income group in the
particular class.
Taken from Table E.
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TAT^T.T!! CI* ^Ai*'fc'i Yi#*n+i T)b.4:a AnH PoTK^PTrfefl f*ni* 1932 and 1929. used
1932 1929 average
Y - total national income Bill* $ 45 80 -
M aggregate money stock •* " 20 27 -
Ha • hoards ** **
.
6 4.5 -
M - Ha a "active" money " " 14 22.5
Y
(m=hS)
~ average circular velocity per year 3,2 3.5 3.35
h s idle balances or hoards expressed
in a percentage of the aggregate
money stock 0.3 0.166 0.233
v-*" s V (1-h) average circular velocity
of circulating money 2.24 2.92 2.68
^ average circular period of v^ 0,45 0.34 0.40
when expressed in months 5,4 4.1 4.7
I * increase of national income in a period
Yo s national income prior to increase
Yi • Yo f v"^ I « national income after increase

TABLE H: Effect of Surplus Wage Disbursements on Mational Incorae
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(figures in col. 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11 in billion dollars)
1 2^
Period
No.accum.
months (months)
3 4 5 6 7
National Incone (Y) % of Y amount Accumu:
per year for period subject to SLW
%
A. I 5i 45 19.7 50 9.9 6.8 .67
II lo-i 5 45 18.8 50 9.4 18,2 1.71
III 15 4^4 49 19.3 50 9.6 29.6 2.84
IV l&s- 4i 59 22.0 55 12.1 40.3 4.88
V 24 4| 78 27.6 60 16.6 50.5 8.38
VI 28 4 115 38.3 60 20.6 43 8.86
VII 32 4 185 62.6 60 37.5 25 9.37
VIII 36 4 252
313
87.3 60 52.4 4.5 2.36
lated SLWages
amount
(T)
10
vll
(8x9)
11
Y t- V^I
(4+10)
under
double decumulation
of SLW-rates
B. I 5i 45 19,7 50 9,9 6,8 .67
II lOi 5 45 18.8 50 9,4 18.2 1.71
III 15 4^4 49 19.3 50 9.6 24.7 2.37
IV 19i- 4i 59 22.0 50 11.0 18.4 2.20
V 24 4* 75 27.9 55 15.3 10.7 1.65
1 'Yi"T8~~"~
^
"~"l01^ 33,8 60 20,3 10.7
''™'"'"2,17
1 VII 32 4 114 38,2 60 22.9 10.7 2.45
1 VIII
1
36 4 133
155
44.5 60 26.7 10.7 2.36
19.7
20.3
23.2
27. 9\
33,8 j
38,2 ^
44.5
51.6
as above
SLW-rates stabilized on
last level
SLW-rates decumulating
SLW-rates stabilized,
incorporated into
basic v/ages
^ For the sake of some simplification in the compilation the periods are assumed to change evenly between 5-|- and 4 months,
although the actual limits are 5.4 and 4,1 months and the change would be less accentuated in the start and more accentuated
at the end of the period. Thus, a more realistic progression in accordance with the actual limits shown in Table G. would
read: 5.4 - 5.3 - 5,1 - 4.8 - 4.5 - 4.1,
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TABLE I ; CoiaparatiTe Distribution of National Inccme by types of
Payments (figures in billion!)
Total National Inoome®
Wages and Salaries^
For Use of Capital^
Interests
Net Rent Royalties
Residual ProfitsS
Dividends
Corporate Savings
X Entrepreneurial Profits
1932 1935 1929 1935 FE
43.2 56.9 83,6 108j,_0^
34.0 38.0 53,2 73^.40
6.2
1.3 7.5
5.2
1.7 6.9
6.0
3.4 9,4
5. 2d
4.4® 9,6
2.7
6.4
5.4 1.7
3.0
-1.3
10.3 12.0
6.0
1.2
13.8 21.0 25.0^
43,2 56.9 83.6 108.0
•Reconciled figures of income produced "and income oaid out" based on
H. Barger, Outlay and Income in the United States 1921-1938 (New York:
Nat'l Bureau of Economic Research, 1942), p. 67.
^1929 Income ZQf/o for unused capacity (cp. Moulton, op.cit,,) Q% for
increased labor force.
^Proportional to 1929 •! 7% net increase due to SLW-scheme
" " 1929 - 33;^o due to lo-mer market rates, assumed as 50^
above 1929 level
• Proportional to 1929
^Appears as residual
^Figures based on St.A« #314, adjusted to changed basic figures for
national income
Table J; Comparative Distribution of Business Profits (figures in billion#)
1932
Residual Profits (As per Table I)
*/ dividends representing interest ®1. 25
agricultural profits^ 1.65
•/.net liquidation of surplus vjeges
1935
1.7 12.0
1.0
4.4
2.9 5.4
-1.2 6.6
^Estimates based on security values, loan rates (cp. The Economic Almanac,
1941-1942) pp. 159, 162
^ Estimates based on Economic Almanac, p, 333
° Estimate based on security prices and loan rates with the values midway
between those of 1929 and 1935
^ Estimate based on the trend of agricultural profits in periods of rising
income, as 1922-29, 1954-38.
* iunount of surplus wages disbursed in preceding year (5.55 bill. I) minus
estimated tax offset (0,95 bill.l)
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TABLE K ; Comparative Distribution of National Incorne, by Types of
Goods and other Components of Total Outlay
1932 1935 1929 1935FE
1)1x1 $ Dill 9 Jl Dill V Ji
P4 11Dill f
Services A 1 o4 X9 • OO 04 • oU
Conunof) 1 1 1 ah
P#i*ishflbXe^ O 1 1ft on ^tX & o . xu OD CO .ou OC 19 on*
Semi-Durable 14. O • 1 V/ 14. ft ino • xv 1
A
xo 1 9 4.nXc 1 7X 1 1 7 on^
Durable" oo XX. on 1 %xo 1 ftxo 1 fi nnSXD . VJVJ*^
Consumer' s Total 48.40 56,40 78.00 99.70
Investment
Producer' s Durable 1.83 3.71 6.49 7.15*
Residential Construction 0.64 .53 3.42 6.85"
Business Construction X* xc 1 nvX. <j r
Net inventory Increase 71— o . 1 X 1 1 =1X. JLO o .
Foreign Balance 0.23 -0.15 0.53 -0.50
Total Investment 1.12 6.32 17.19 21.40
/. Depreciation 7.26 7.38 10.00 11.00
Net Investment -6.14 -1.06 7.19 11.40
Net Public Outlay 3.03 3.59
Foreign Tourist Expense -0.07 -0.12 -0.17 -0.10
Total Outlay^ 45.20 58.80 85.02 111.00
Other Relevant Data
:
Taxes (bill.!) 8.1 9.7 10.3 11.5
Unemployed (million) 12.7 9.5 0.4 0.5
Consumed within six months
^ Lasting from |- - 3 years
° Lasting more than 3 years
^ Proportional to 1929
® Regressive in relation to 1929
^ Slightly progressive in relation to 1929
S Highly " II It II 2^929
^ Proportional to 1926, peak year for residential construction
^ This is conceptually identical with income produced, and explains the
differences betuween the figures in this table and the reconciled
figures for national income in Table I.

CHAPTER VII
SYNOPSIS
A problem yfhich, like the one presently treated, concerns a basic
adjustment of our existing economic system touches naturally upon an al-
most unlimited number of related issues. To treat these comprehensively
would go far beyond the scope of this study. But it seems quite possi-
ble to survey in a brief sketch the wider setting inrtiich might be affect-
ed by, or might affect, our problem.
The preceding inquiry has been based on a dynamic approach, in
the belief that the relative neglect of this line of thought is mainly
responsible for the present impasse. Any dynamic aneilysis must by its
very nature be sufficiently broad to account for the immediate forces at
work as well as to trace the long run tendencies. This more or less
Implies a theory of dynamic development; the one v\^ich vinderlies the
concept of autonomous income may therefore be reviewed at least in its
barest outline.
The complexity of the dynamic forces leads to a distinction be-
tween an historical and a functional pattern as the two laain aspects of
a comprehensive theory of economic development. The historical pattern
is built on the assumption that nature on one side, and man, conscious
of his ability to induce nature to ever higher yields, on the other
side, form two opposed dialectic elements which, constantly striving for
reconciliation, carry development to ever higher levels. This view
yields a dialectic pattern in which the following main periods can be
distinguished: First, the "Survival Period" extending over the several
.81GOT
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hiindred thousands of years in which hvunan behavior was instinctive and
pre-economic, and the extremely slow progress just sufficient to offset
the adverse influences of nature under otherwise most advantageous cli-
matic conditions. Secondly, the "Subsistence Period" covering roughly
the ten thousand years of the mesolithic and neolithic age (15,000 to
6,000 B.C.) in vdiich domestication of animals and cultivation of plants
shows the beginnings of man's conscious economic behavior and results in
the establishment of lasting conditions for subsistence and accelerated
growth. The ensuing "Surplus Period" is characterized by the develop-
ment of handicreift, division of labor, and the emergence of towns and
cities; it lasts through about 6500 years up to the end of the Middle
Ages and includes the early Sumeric, Babylonian, Egyptian, Greek and
Roman civilizations as well as medieval forms, all of v^ich show mainly
the sajne economic characteristics. The 400 years from about 1450 to
1850 are seen as a "Stimulation Period" in which fundamental new discov-
eries create the scientific atmosphere from which the industrial revolu-
tion springs so that, by 1850, man has potentially though not actually
achieved a position of mastery over nature. This potential mastery
finds its expression in the subsequent "Sufficiency Period", the period
in Drtiich we at present live; it is characterized by a rate of productiv-
ity in its advanced sectors which is potentially sufficient to satisfy
the reasonable wants of all concerned, so that the achievement of actual
sufficiency depends on a further spread of the most advanced methods of
production rather than on new development; urtien and insofar as such de-
velopment takes place, however, it will contribute to a shortening of
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this period and to an earlier transition into the subsequent "Satiation
Period". The latter will be reached when the accumulation of capital
goods in the most advanced sectors has reached such a degree that their
output actually satisfies the reasonable wants of all members of the
community; this accumulation would initiate a trend in which further
economic progress must necessarily be accompanied by a corresponding re-
duction of overall economic efforts rather than by a further increase in
the quantity or quality of economic goods.
From a functional point of view it seems most reasonable to trace
economic development along the changing basic relation that prevails
between consumption as the final objective of all economic activity and
of production as the necessary means to this end. Disregarding minor
deviations three main periods may then be distinguished as phases of a
"Centered Economy", a "Centripetal Economy" and a "Centrifugal Economy".
The first, characteristic of earliest primitive life, refers to the fact
that the economic units which produce and consume, either the individual
or the horde, are the independent centers of the entire economic process^
and that all goods remain centrally bound to the xmit in which they are
created. The second covers the phenomena of barter and related forms of
direct -exchange, in which part of the product may leave the central unit
but a substitute representing its full equivalent will be received for
it. The third "centrifugal" period consists of those phases in which
accijmulation of goods takes place with the aim of excluding a certain
part of the total product from immediate consumption and of making it
into a peripheral layer of stocks and, especially under more advanced

conditions, of capital goods. Since these are destined to serve con-
sumption in the end, a centrifugal econoinjr contains the possibility of
disproportions between the layer of capital goods and the consumption
function. These may appear in two ways; either as short range malad-
justments caused by a temporary increase of various sectors of the capi-
tal layer ahead of others, which movement must be considered the cause
of the business cycle; or as a more constant maladjustment when the rate
at which the capital layer expands as a whole exceeds the rate of expan-
sion at which the demand of consumers or producers can become effective,
which phase is designated as a state of "economic decentration". The
latter term expresses the fact that a considerable part of the capital
goods layer has centrifugally been dislocated beyond a point from which
it can establish effective relations with the economic center as charac-
terized by the consumption-production relation. Since automatic forces
are lacking which might bring about a reconciliation of this constant
disproportion in due time, the necessity of a "recentration" arises.
Against the background of this dual theory of economic develop-
ment it appears that the smooth and gradual transition from the present
Sufficiency Period to the future Satiation Period is retarded or tempo-
rarily blocked and thrown back by the possibility of divergences between
expansion of the capital goods sector and the consumption sector as they
are inherent in a Centrifugal Economy. llVhile these divergences are self-
adjusting in the business cycle, thus amounting at their worst to some
retardation of growth, the "decentration" with its large-scale waste of
resources through non-use forms a much more serious obstacle.
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In the interest of further progress this situation must be miti-
gated, and various means are favored by the various schools of economic
thought to achieve this end: classical doctrine, denying the possibility
of a "decentration" such as the present approach assumes, sees the solu-
tion in a restoration of highly competitive conditions, even if this
would have to be enforced by the authorities; it is assumed that on such
a basis self-adjustment would take place. Various dissenting doctrines,
which in one form or another cling to the concept of under-consumption,
favor a "mixed" economy in which public authority would take over all the
economic functions in indiich the achievements of free and more or less
competitive enterprise fall short of socially desirable and practically
achievable ends. Socialistic doctrines, believing in basic shortcomings
of our present mode of distribution, favor a completely "planned" econ-
omy administered for the benefit of the community as a whole rather than
for the profit of certain groups. Against these different approaches
the present theory holds; first, that restoration of sufficiently com-
petitive conditions is either impossible or, if at all, achievable only
through large-scale and ever growing coercion and regimentation result-
ing in a relatively inefficient and artificial economic setup; secondly,
that a "mixed" economy, by its very nature, implies friction between the
members of the business community on one side and society as a whole on
the other, because private enterprise will feel constantly threatened by
widening claims for public intervention; thirdly, that the proposal of a
socialistioally "planned" econony depends on the readiness of a substan-
tial majority of the community to part with the accustomed concepts of
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personal liberty and individual responsibility, and therefore more on
political than on purely economic considerations. As a substitute for
either of these possibilities the present theory proposes to restore the
deficient elasticity of the existing system in the realm of demand, if
it cannot be establislaed in the sector of production; in doing so it
chooses the substitution of "xmproductive" though profitable investment
through private enterprise for the lacking productive investment of
either private enterprise or public bodies; finally it prefers the
direct achievement of increased purchasing power through the means of
autonomous income to public consumers* subsidies which would necessarily
introduce the complicated problems connected with deficit spending and
with governmental schemes of social distribution.
It remains to sketch now briefly a few implications of the advo-
cated scheme which have not been treated in the preceding chapters.
This neglect was not due to the belief that they were of minor importance
but solely to the fact that because of their very complexity a suffi-
ciently exhaustive treatment would have gone beyond the limits of this
study. These implications are related to the fields of international
trade and international relations as well as to some more general
aspects.
With regard to international trade the theory of autonomous in-
come implies a reversal of the rather perverted trend by which interna-
tional trade has been hampered and increasingly threatened in the last
decades. From an unperverted and natural point of view, the development
of foreign trade depends upon the possibility of imports, i.e., on the
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possibility of getting something in which the particular country is
lacking; according to this natural norm, exports are a consequence of,
and a means towards, imports. This simple proposition becomes very
clear when one realizes that any community as a whole would be most int-
erested in receiving goods in the greatest possible quantity while it
certainly would not be willing to give them as freely without compensa-
tion. Only the particular conditions of inadequate effective demand and
the particular interests of groups of producers who overlook the basic
relations as well as the final consequences have produced a concept of
foreign trade in which the search for export markets is the primary con-
cern.^ This unsound situation is bound to change as soon as the domes-
tic market is sufficiently elastic in providing an ever growing effect-
ive demand. Inasmuch as no country is fully self-sufficient, and can
benefit from concentrating on the production of goods of comparatively
highest advantage, the growing domestic demand will lead to a growing
demand for im{)orts. On this secure basis corresponding exports will
more or less automatically develop in payment for imports with such
goods as a technologically fast progressing economy is bound to produce
most advantageously*
The effects of such a reversal in the attitude of one or several
leading countries towards their foreign trade would beneficially affect
It should be noted that the mercantilistic esteem of a "favor-
able" balance of trade with its excess of exports over imports does not
stem from an equally perverted concept of foreign trade but from the
desire to import precious metals which were more highly held than goods.
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international relationships as a whole. If the largest domestic markets
should steadily increase, demand for foreign goods would grow with them
though not necessarily in the same proportion; on the other hand, the
pressure of the supply streaming into foreign markets would be alleviat-
ed when output were first and increasingly drawn into domestic demand*
Thus there would be a tendency for these leading countries to develop an
excess of imports over exports. If these countries are creditor nations
as they are most likely to be, this trend will directly lead to a better
equilibrium; if they are not, the monetary reserves of the world will be
easily available for the trade requirements of such big and well founded
economies as have resources guaranteeing the possibility of final re-
payment.
Under such a setup the economic development of the world as a
whole would proceed in two ways: the large countries which are technolo-
gically advanced and have command over by far the greatest part of re-
sources necessary to support a fast expansion of their domestic markets,
should concentrate on such expansion as indirectly leads to a broadening
of their foreign trade through an increase of their imports. But the
relatively less self-sufficient or less advanced units would, as far as
their economic expansion is concerned, primarily cater to the remaining
supply deficiencies of the big units in accordance with their speciali-
sation in production; the imports which they would receive in exchange
for their exports will then gradually accomplish the development of
their own markets which, due to insufficient resources, could not be
directly enlarged in a manner similar to the one advocated for the high-
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ly independent nations. Thus it appears that each of the largely inde-
pendent and advanced economic units of the world, and this country in
particular, would obtain a pivotal position as far as the entire world
economy is concerned, if and when it should turn to a clearly conceived
and appropriately executed policy of direct domestic development such as
the Theory of Autonomous Income envisages and makes possible.
The mode of world economic development sketched above does not
amount, howeve.r, to a full indorsement of practical trade policies along
the lines drawn by the law of greatest comparative advantage. In spite
of obvious theoretical correctness of this law, it is held here that its
effectiveness is necessarily reduced by the social and political impli-
cations which characterize a period of sluggish effective demand
throughout the world. The attempted change of this situation can not be
brought about by a means which necessitates as its precondition its very
results* The operation of the law of greatest comparative advantage
would therefore apply only to a limited sector to the extent that the
achievement of full employment levels would have to overrule considera-
tions of highest efficiency. The economic justification for such a
concept must be sought in the fact that the preservation of appropriate
social conditions in itself is a precondition for the functioning of the
present economic system, and that it is better to sacrifice willingly
some of this highest efficiency, which is anyhow unattainable under pre-
vailing conditions, for a workable, though somewhat less efficient,
pattern.
It must be imderstood in this connection that the purely economic
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concepts of the necessity and desirability of a system geared to the
achievement of "highest gain" raust gradtially change in accordance with
the trend of general economic development. As long as scarcity of re-
sources is the most conspicuous phenomenon of an economy, the achieve-
ment of an economic optimum would directly measure the general progress;
but as the law of diminishing utility asserts itself increasingly in an
ever widening sphere such optimum loses in basic necessity as much as in
practical achievability, for which fact the business cycle furnishes the
best example; and finally, the trend towards direct optimal performance
can be neglected to an even greater degree when the resulting loss in
the agents of supply can easily be made to materialize again as the re-
sult of newly created purchasing power. The only limitation to the
inner justification of such a concept must be sought in the existence of
an absolute scarcity of the natural resources, for which the evidence
was never so much lacking as under the present outlook for further tech-
nological advance in methods of synthetic substitution whenever and
wherever the need should arise.
The attempt of this chapter to supplement the preceding more de-
tailed account with a broad sketch of its wider ramifications may be
concluded with a reroark referring to its socio-political consequences.
The last 100 years have been witness to the birth of the "scientific"
version of socialism and to its practical adoption in a potentially
important sector of our world. In the same time, the discrepancies which
vmderlie Marxian doctrine have become sharper eind have been intensified
in unprecedented depressions and wars. It appears most likely that
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post-war economic re-orientation in devastated Europe will be greatly
affected by the actually existing preponderant or partial influence of
Russian economic concepts smd that, as a result, the remaining realm for
the operation of a competitive econonQr will be correspondingly narrowed
down*
As for this country, a rather large freedom of choice still exists.
But it is increasingly realized that the continued avoidance of a trend
towards "class conflict" will depend on a successful reconciliation of
the basic interests of all groups of the commvmity. Re-occurrences of
severe, protracted depressions as well as of major wars are likely to
thwart such reconciliation at its very basis. If, however, a means is
made available by which the major obstacle to continuous domestic eco-
nomic growth can be assured, and if the opening up of large domestic
markets should result in an improvement of international economic rela-
tionships, major dangers to a fundamental agreement between group inter-
ests would be removed. It has been shown before to -vriiat extent the
Theory of Autonomous income implies a reconciliation and combination of
the concepts underlying classical, Keynesian and even Marxian doctrine
i
it is only natural that this theoretical reconciliation should finds its
corresponding practical expression once it is applied*
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ABSTRA.CT OF THE DISSERTATION
The present dissertation attempts to broaden and clarify the
background, the meaning, and the theoretical as well as practical impli-
cations of the concept of "Self-liquidating Wages" which has been the
theme of an earlier article, ^ Since this concept rests on a dynaraic
approach to the phenomena which are connected with the creation of income,
the inquiry has naturally moved in the direction of an outline of a
dynamic theory of income.
The subject matter is treated by first presenting an account of
the dynamic approach in the economic thought of ti^ past, and then pro-
ceeding to those major aspects of dynamic economics which are of partic-
ular importance for the subsequent investigation. After such basic
clarification the development of the central thesis follows: it results
in the concept of "autonomous" income which, by supplementing the tradi-
tional income concept, introduces dynamic elasticity into the rigidity
that basic economic relationships display within a technologically ad-
vanced society; this concept, in turn, paves the way for devising an ap-
propriate means for the dynamic adjustment of oiar existing economic sys-
tem without sacrificing or invalidating its very foundations. The basis
and the results of the emerging theory are then confronted with, and
compared to, other specific economic doctrines and to general economic
theory in order to emphasize certain similarities in the approach as
Hans Apel, "Self-liquidating Wages" in Social Research
,
(New
York: New School for Social Research), vol, 10, September 1943, pp. 301-11
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well as the main differences in the conclusions reached. Further, the
problems of practical application of a scheme that would follow the sug-
gested dynamic concept of income are expounded, and its possibilities
shown by means of a tentative program. Finally, the results are re-
viewed in their broad perspectives within a concluding synopsis.
The main argument of the dissertation starts with a clarification
of the dynamic concept which underlies it, A review of the most repre-
sentative dynamic concepts shows a wide variety in connotations of the
term "dynamic", and a shifting emphasis on frictional change, 2 historic-
al conditioning, 3 subjective aspects, 4 evolutionary ohfiuige,^ and, final-
ly, on the short-term cyclical fluctuations , 6 with none of which the
present approach is particularly concerned.
The emphasis of the present study is directed towards "secular
dynamics", a term used to designate the forces through which economic
development is propelled within long periods from a lower to a distinct-
ly higher level. The analysis of the elements that are essential for
such a scheme of secular dynamics results in the formulation of a perti-
nent pattern: "land and labor" becomes its functional productive element
^ As in the case of adherents to classical economics like J. S«
Mill, J, B. Clark, and Alfred Marshall.
Stressed by the German Historial School,
^ As expounded by S. N. Patten,
5 As embodied in Marxian dialectic, Veblen' s institutionalism and
Schumpeter's theory of economic mutation,
^ As found in modern business cycle theory.
no.
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with "dynamio wants" as its counterpart in the realm of consumption;
"genuine surplus** emanates as the material basic unit which> through the
means of "economic distribution", is converted into the composite mater-
ial or immaterial element of "capital"; the dynamic pattern of "discre-
tionary consiamption" forms the last conditioning element which, on the
basis of the existing productive potential, determines the extent and
pace of capital accumulation and thus of eventual growth. The concept
of genuine surplus occupies a key position: it is based on the hypothe-
sis that the anthropological species "man" has gone through an early
pre-economic development such as has its parallels in animal life, and
that his economic development does not start before the more or less
accidental bonds between man and nature have changed into a functional
consciously man-controlled relation in which "land" becomes the counter-
part of nature and "labor" the embodiment of the human efforts towards
control of natvire. Under these conditions genuine sxirplus emanates as a
differential gain due to preferential economic positions and against the
background of levels of consumption determined by such average produc-
tive yields as accrue to the great majority of the members in a oommuni-
ty.7
The particular modifications which the interaction of these essei^-
tial dynamic elements undergoes within the existing economic system are
^ It may be noted that the concept of genuine surplus is basical-
ly different from the various general connotations of "surplus"; while
the latter have usually their place in the theory of distribution where
they relate value or price to cost, the former emerges directly from the
phenomena of production and consumption.
1
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specifically treated with regard to the phenomena of capitalistic dis-
tribution and investment. As far as distribution is concerned, the roles
of the twro principles of "economic" and "social" distribution are ana-
lyzed, their stimulating and mitigating effects considered, and their
limitations and interdependence thrown into relief* This interdependence
grows with the development into higher economic stages as the ideal
smoctii process by which economic distribution secures a high amount of
savings and by which all these savings are absorbed into further devel-
opment, is actually modified by obstacles. These obstacles are seen in
influences from hoarding, dishoarding, credit inflation, credit con-
traction and from changing investment opportunities, all of which fac-
tors operate independently and without direct relation to the objective
needs and possibilities of finrther growth.
With regard to the structure of capitalistic investment a pattern
emerges which shows three different main levels each with three sub-
levels: first, the level of expansion which shows a differentiation ver- .
tically, horizontally and in depth; secondly, the level of inducement
comprising primary, secondary and substitutional innovations; and, third-
ly, the level of demand with sub-levels related to virginal*; improvement-,
and enlargement-demand. The analysis of the pertinent relationships
reveals that maintenance of fast economic progress rests either on an
accentuated continuance of the deepening process of production, or on an
accelerated opening-up of fields for horizontal expansion through activ-
ation of the huge potential enlargement demand. With regard to the out-
look for the deepening process of production the conclusion is reached
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that most of the many great technological miracles now in sight are^
loainly substitutional in character, and therefore \inlikely to add suffi-
ciently to aggregate investment. This concept, however, does not imply
a "matvire" economy since continuance or even acceleration of basic
technological innovations is assumed although this is likely to display
itself in an integration rather than in an expansion of the physical
plant in technologically far advanced covintries.
The lack of actual opportunities for additional profitable in-
vestment is considered as the direct cause of protracted depression
such as has been witnessed in the thirties. It is argued that, in spite
of superficially great similarities, this type of depression is funda-
mentally different from the one encountered in the business cycle as the
result of an inherent tendency of our existing system to bring about
maladjustments as well as the forces necessary to reverse their effects.
The depression resulting from a protracted lack of investment opportuni-
ties is designated as "economic decentration" a term intended to show
the crucial causal relationships better than the frequently used terms
"underemployment-equilibrium" or "secular stagnation".
Since the severe effects of an "economic decentration" cannot, by
their very definition, lead to an automatic recovery of sufficient new
investment, the problem arises whether the alternative of a more swiftly
progressing pace of horizontal expansion cannot be achieved on the basis
of our existing economic institutions. It is obvious that such a possi-
bility, contrary to the implications of socialistic doctrine, would be
as much in the interest of the business community as of the remaining
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part of society. The obvious fact that an activation of the potentially
unlimited reservoir of enlargement demand hinges aroimd the problem of
creating not only nominally but really increased purchasing power on a
large scale, leads to an investigation of the concept of income. It re-
sults in the conclusion that the rigid dependence of income on produc-
tion which is most useful as long as investment opportunities pave the
way for further progress must achieve a new elasticity when this situa-
tion is reversed. The subsequent analysis leads to the concept of "Au-
tonomous income" which suggests the restoration of this lacking elastici-
ty of the system in the realm of demand if it cannot establish itself
in the realm of productive investment; instead of the latter, the sub-
stitution of "unproductive" though profitable investment through private
enterprise itself is recommended.
As a means to achieve the ends sought, the concept of the "self-
liquidating wages" is introduced and clarified. They are defined as
non cost-creating surplus wages to be paid by private enterprise and
commerce to employed wage earners for the purpose of increasing their
income euid purchasing power in a direct and real way. It is contended
that during a state of economic decentration the usual inflationary
effects of wage rises on prices are caused only by technical obstacles
which can be removed. To this end a procedure is suggested by which the
surplus wages would be liquidated in the books of individual enterprises
in exactly the same way as any other financial investment is gradually
liquidated over a period of time by its proceeds. It is shown that the
general application of the suggested scheme, through its effects on na-
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tional income, would provide gains far in excess of the expenditures for
the surplus wages so that general liquidation would be assured; obsta-
cles to appropriate and uniform individual liquidation would be removed
by application of insurance principles.
The detailed comparison of the various aspects and results of the
theory herein presented with those to be found elsewhere in economic
thought and practice leads, among others, to the following conclusions:
First, that enforcement of sufficiently competitive conditions such as
adherents to classical doctrine deem necessary in order to prevent pro-
tracted maladjustments is, if at all, only achievable tlirough large-
scale and ever growing coercion and regimentation resulting in a rela-
tively inefficient and artificial economic set-up such as would be
utterly incompatible with the basic aspirations of classical thought;
Secondly, that a "mixed" economy along the concepts of non-socialistic
iinder-consxmiption doctrines, by its very nature implies aggravated fric-
tion between the business community and society as a whole due to the
fact that private enterprise will be under constant fear of increasing
public intervention; thirdly, that a socialistic or communistic "planned"
economy depends on the readiness of a substantial majority of the commun-
ity to part with accustomed concepts of personal liberty euad individual
responsibility, and therefore on political rather than on economic con-
siderations*
The present theory suggests a reconciliation of these difficulties
not only by restoring full responsibility for economic affairs to private
enterprise, but also by enabling private enterprise to bring its own

interests better than before into agreement with the interests of soci-
ety as a whole. This practical reconciliation appears as a genuine con-
sequence of the theoretical reconciliation which the present approach
effects between theories as widely separated as classical, Marxian, and
Keynes ian doctrine*
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